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p r e f a c e

On July 24, 1881, the New York Times published an editorial entitled “The Horse

in Cities.” The editorial noted the horse’s indispensability to urban areas but also

the high cost at which his services came: “He does earn his living, yet he is a very

costly animal.” As evidence for the horse’s importance, the Times listed several

items: horses and wagons distributed merchandise throughout the city, horsecars

stimulated the development of miles of residential streets, and the desire of the

wealthy to “aire” their horses encouraged the creation of city parks.

But, continued the editorial, while the horse was “the most useful animal to

man,” he also presented many problems. Among the most important was his

proneness to disease (“every hair on his body is the name and locus of some

equine disorder”), an aºiction that had produced the 1872 epizootic. This epi-

zootic, observed the Times, had “disorganize[d] everything,” and the paper warned

that another “extensive horse epidemic” would again deprive the city of fire pro-

tection, suspend merchandise traªc, cut o¤ food supplies, and reduce the popu-

lation to “straits of distress.” The horse was problematic not only because he was

prone to disease but also because he put riders and pedestrians at “risk of death

or maiming” through his “misconduct” and “skittishness.” He cost a great deal

to feed (he “munches greenbacks when he eats”) and had an appetite without lim-

its. And the manure he dropped on the street and the noise and “stone-powder”

formed by the pounding of his hoofs on the pavements created health and sani-

tary problems. In short, concluded the Times, although “cities have been made by

building around the horse,” he should only be regarded as “indispensable” until

a better substitute could be found.1

This book essentially follows the themes laid out in the Times editorial. We ex-

plore the use of the horse for hauling freight and passengers, the measures

adopted for his regulation and control, his stabling and feeding, his use in leisure

activities, his health, and his decline and persistence as an important factor in the



urban economy. Our main theme is that the urban horse can be viewed primar-

ily as an animal who was regarded and utilized by a wide variety of urbanites—

teamsters, merchants, factory and workshop owners and managers, streetcar driv-

ers and company oªcials, and even veterinarians—as a living machine. This is

not to say that these horse users and owners did not also regard the horse as an

animal but rather that his animal attributes were evaluated primarily in terms of

his ability to contribute constructive work in a variety of contexts. By arguing this,

we do not mean to disregard or underestimate the manner in which the horse

played a variety of other roles in urban society, such as a companion, an aesthetic

object, and a heroic figure for literature, but rather to emphasize that, while these

were all important, they pale in significance compared to the dependence of cities

upon horses for their vital operations. The significance of the horse as a “living

machine” was emphasized for us by the excellent and anonymous reviewer who

evaluated our manuscript for the Johns Hopkins University Press. We owe that

reviewer a great debt.

The origins of this book actually date back to 1971, when Joel Tarr published

“Urban Pollution Many Long Years Ago” in American Heritage Magazine. For

many years the topic of the horse in the city had been neglected by urban histo-

rians until Clay McShane examined the subject in his work on the evolution of

the automobile, Down the Asphalt Path: The Automobile and the American City, pub-

lished by Columbia University Press in 1994. In 1997 McShane and Tarr collab-

orated to prepare “The Centrality of the Horse in the Nineteenth-Century Amer-

ican City,” which was published in the second edition of Ray Mohl’s urban reader,

The Making of Urban America (SR Books, 1997). We are indebted to Ray for pub-

lishing that article. Since that time the field of animal history has grown vig-

orously, and several books and articles have been published dealing with di¤er-

ent aspects of the horse in society.2 Readers of this book will find that important

subjects relating to horses, such as labor, have not been dealt with in any detail.

Because many topics relating to the horse had not been written about previously,

we decided not to cover subjects previously covered by historians. Horses had

been trotting slowly for too many years, and it was time for this book to leave the

stable!

We thank many colleagues who read and commented on portions of the man-

uscript, including Clay McShane’s Northeastern University colleagues Arnold

Arluke, Christina Gilmartin, Harvey Green, Anthony Penna, and Anna Suranyi

and graduate students and undergraduates at both Northeastern and Carnegie

Mellon University who contributed to the project. Colleagues throughout the his-
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torical profession also generously provided advice, including Jared Day (Carnegie

Mellon), Clifton Hood (Hobart and William Smith), Susan Jones (Colorado–

Boulder), James A. McShane (Nebraska–Lincoln), Gijs Mom (Technical Univer-

sity of Eindhoven), Mark Tebeau (Cleveland State), and Terry Sharrer and Roger

White (National Museum of American History). Kristen Kurland of Carnegie

Mellon gave invaluable help with our maps and charts. We thank Linda Smith

Rhoads, editor of New England Quarterly, Peter Lyth, editor of the Journal of Trans-

portation History, David Goldsmith, editor of the Journal of Urban History, and Ray-

mond Mohl, editor of The Making of Urban America, second edition (Wilmington,

Del.: Scholarly Resources, 1997) for permission to incorporate portions of essays

that we wrote for them.

And, of course, there are dozens, if not hundreds of other scholars who have

contributed to our ideas, either formally through their publications, as mani-

fested in the notes, or informally through scholarly discourse in real or cyber-

space. It is impossible to acknowledge every one of these individuals. That does

not limit our debt to them. Bob Brugger, our editor at Hopkins, has been con-

stantly supportive through a long, sometimes tortuous path—as we often noted,

the horses were trotting slowly for a time!
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i n t r o d u c t i o n

Thinking about Horses

Humans constructed their understanding and use of horses over millennia. The

biologist Jared Diamond’s important work notes that horses were perfect do-

mesticable animals with dominance hierarchies, a tolerance for other species, ge-

netic malleability, and herding instincts. In prehistory, the availability of such an-

imals led to the enormous growth and wealth of human populations in areas of

the globe where horses existed or could be easily imported. Humans first tamed

horses for meat, leather, and manure perhaps as early as 14,000 BCE, even be-

fore they were used to carry or pull things. Such beasts of burden allowed signifi-

cant long-distance trade and economic specialization. By the start of the Christian

era, horse-based societies held all the trump cards—more productive agriculture

(horses pulled plows, provided fertilizer, and eventually found their way to the

dinner table), more long-distance trade, and military supremacy.1

The nineteenth-century city represented the climax of human exploitation of

horse power. Humans could not have built nor lived in the giant, wealth-gener-

ating metropoles that emerged in that century without horses. Horses, too, ben-

efited from the new human ecology. Their populations boomed, and the urban

horse, although probably working harder than his rural counterpart, was un-

doubtedly better fed, better housed, and protected from cruelty. To the extent that

it can be determined, the urban horse was also larger and longer lived than were

farm animals. Thus, the relationship was symbiotic—horses could not have sur-

vived as a species without human intervention, and dense human populations

frequently relied on horses. Almost every other species of large grazing mammal

disappeared; for example, the original, wild North American horse was unable to

defend its territory against smaller predators, including humans. The European

horse survived because it found an ecological niche as a partner for humans. In

a sense this was co-evolution, not domination.2



Mechanizing the Natural

Nineteenth-century business owners valued horses for the profits that they

produced. To them, horses were mostly machines, as the French philosopher

René Descartes had argued, not living organisms and certainly not moral beings.

Robert Bakewell, the famous pioneer of modern breeding, for instance, “sought

to discover the animal which was the best machine for turning food into money.”

Productive Horse Husbandry, a frequently reprinted treatise, included a chapter,

“The Horse as a Machine,” which argued that the best horses were those that pro-

duced the most work for the least food (fuel). Another tough-minded author

noted that “the horse is looked on as a machine, for sentiment pays no dividend.”

In the “rational” world of the nineteenth century, people increasingly viewed

horses as property or living machines subject to technical refinement, not as sen-

tient beings.3

This mechanistic view of animals was most evident when humans compared

draft animals to industrial machines. The Journal of the Franklin Institute noted in

1833, “The name of horse power has become technical, and is applied to any ap-

paratus by means of which a horse is made to exert his power in propelling ma-

chinery.” The major aim of the “horse power” machine was to convert the “lin-

ear, ambulatory, slightly rhythmic gait of the animal—horse or ox—to the rotary

motion required by most machinery,” usually through gears. Horses powered

machinery in mills and factories, raised and pumped water, sawed wood, drove

hoisting devices and construction equipment, and even provided power to drive

ferries via paddle wheels and land vehicles via turntables geared to wheels. Nu-

merous museums contain artifacts of such machinery. Obviously, horses hauled

things as well.4

The problems of engineering with living machines needed to be worked out.

How much power could a horse supply? Implicitly this involved knowing how

much power an engine or a human could provide, since the point of the compari-

son was to facilitate engineering decisions about when to adopt human power,

when to adopt horse power, and when to adopt steam power. Post-Renaissance

European philosophers and scientists had speculated about this question. A sci-

entific approach to comparing the strength of the two species first appeared in

1699 in the initial volume of Memoires of the French Academy. The Memoires re-

ported a discussion among savants about the horizontal pushing force of a horse

and a man. Horses, they speculated, were equal to six or seven men in their power

output. Later empirical research would produce results not far di¤erent from this.
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From the perspective of these French technicians, both humans and horses could

be thought of as machines, interchangeable power sources.5

When James Watt patented his steam engine in 1775, one of his acts of genius

was to create a measure known as “horsepower” and to define it as precisely

33,000 foot-pounds of work per minute. He had derived this figure, still the stan-

dard for estimating power, by experimenting with “strong” dray horses because

his engines often replaced horses as prime movers in manufacturing processes.

One of his first customers was a Nottingham cotton manufacturer who wanted a

Watt engine to replace the ten horses that powered his mill. London beer mak-

ers, whose horses provided power in their breweries, were also early customers.

Purchasers like these needed to know how many horses an engine would replace

in order to judge its economic value.6

Watt was merely making a crude approximation. Over the next century and a

half, engineers and other scientists conducted numerous experiments on how

much power a horse generated compared to other prime movers. This research

would ultimately lead to the development of the laws of thermodynamics, whose

propounders were fully aware that their ideas applied to animals as well as ma-

chines.7More precise comparisons between the power of horses and of steam en-

gines were possible after French engineer Baron Prony invented the dynamome-

ter in 1821. This was an instrument “to measure force overcoming resistance or

producing motion,” and many forms of it were developed during the century. One

American horse raiser called the dynamometer “the biggest thing that has ever

happened in draft horse history. Horses for breeding purposes can now be cho-

sen because of their worth ascertained by actual performance.” Obviously, the

new device also facilitated comparisons between species or between animals and

machines.8

As early as 1839, before dynamometers were common, engineer Elwood Mor-

ris conducted controlled experiments on horses powering pumps on the Chesa-

peake and Ohio Canal. Some horses could lift 80 percent more water than others

per eight-hour shift. While size was important, it did not explain most of the vari-

ation in strength from horse to horse. Morris believed that such factors as wind,

lameness, and even “will” explained much of the di¤erence. After eight hours at

3 mph, most horses fatigued. Probably the best-known engineer interested in

these matters was Robert Thurston, who founded the American Society of Me-

chanical Engineers. He is best remembered for his work on steam engines but

also wrote about horse power. To him the horse “considered as a machine” de-

pended upon the amount of “stored energy” supplied. Thurston put matters of

power into comparative perspective, constructing an elaborate table, broken
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down by species (oddly, he took no account of variations in ability within each

species, although he acknowledged its importance), type of work, and time. For

a four-hour shift he concluded humans could move 4,420 foot-pounds per

minute, horses 24,780, mules 16,530, and oxen 22,044. In four-hour shifts, hu-

mans tired a little more than horses and much less than oxen. By the end of an

eight-hour shift, humans tired much more rapidly than did the animals. He also

noted, “In the selection and employment of men and animals the engineer is

compelled to regard them as machines.”9

For Thurston, all vertebrate animals, such as the horse or a human, were

“prime motor[s].” In this prime motor, he wrote, “the latent forces and energies

of a combustible food or a fuel . . . are evolved, transferred and transformed to

perform the work of the organism itself, to supply heat to keep it at the tempera-

ture necessary for the eªcient operation of the machine, and for the performance

of external work.” Another nineteenth-century authority argued “that animals act-

ing as prime movers have a higher eªciency than any inorganic machines.” The

eªciency of horses, then, was not just a matter of their strength but also their

fuel consumption, initial cost, and maintenance in comparison to other animals,

steam engines, or, later, electric motors. For some loads over some distances,

horses were more profitable than steam. There was plenty of scientific and tech-

nical research on these matters, which is hardly surprising, given the horse’s eco-

nomic importance.10

The American Street Railway Association (ASRA) and Street Railway Journal,

for instance, reported quantified experiments. The Chicago City Street Railway

applied dynamometer tests to demonstrate that horses needed to exercise seven

times more force to start vehicles than to keep them in motion, an argument for

very large animals. In 1890, the ASRA reported, with data from the same com-

pany, that horses cost $0.0372 per car mile compared to $0.02371 for electric

streetcars. The report undoubtedly sped the disappearance of the horse, since

the presidents of virtually every large street railway in the country were at the

meeting.11

Horses had long pulled omnibuses along city streets, but the spread of the

streetcar in the 1850s greatly increased the pulling power of the horse by substi-

tuting a smooth rail for a cobblestone street. American Railroad Journal pointed

out in 1853 that the “power of a horse on the rail is four times as [much as] on the

pavement.” As a result, horsecars charged considerably less than omnibuses.12

Theoretically, the use of steam to power urban transport would have been su-

perior to the use of the living machine. Experiments abounded, especially in the

early 1860s, when steam power was still novel and inflation associated with the
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Civil War had dramatically increased the cost of horse power. Most attempts to

apply steam power to urban transport, however, failed. In 1863, one technical

journal cast a discussion of the relative costs of horse and steam power in the con-

text of urban transit and concluded that horses were better. While the American

Railroad Journal carried numerous articles in the 1860s on light steam engines

on street railways, urban residents found the environmental problems of steam-

ers (high-speed accidents, smoke and steam exhaust) to be worse than the prob-

lems associated with living machines. People may have held some ambivalence

about animals in their neighborhoods, but they feared inorganic machines more.

Eventually, for example, a New York court ruled that “the running of the [steam]

cars may be regarded as a public nuisance.”13

City councils usually banned light steam engines, called dummies because they

were designed to avoid the appearance of locomotives, for environmental rea-

sons, except perhaps on isolated rights of way to new suburbs. Only emergencies

allowed exceptions to the rules against steam vehicles. Boston, for example,

adopted some steam-pulled fire engines after horse-pulled ones proved inade-

quate during a conflagration that coincided with an 1872 epizootic (an epizootic

is an epidemic among animals), and New York’s aldermen authorized steam

dummies for streetcars for thirty days during the same epizootic.14

Regulation alone, however, cannot explain the failure of steam streetcars. It is

reasonable to believe that the entrepreneurs who had the political clout to obtain

horse railway franchises also had the ability to overcome anti-steamer environ-

mental regulations, but the higher cost of light steamers was a harder obstacle to

overcome. A close analysis in 1860 had claimed that a steam engine cost 42 per-

cent more per day to operate than did horses. In 1866 at least eight New York

street railway companies were experimenting with light steam-powered vehicles,

but all had given up on costly steam engines by 1870. The living machine had tri-

umphed over the purely mechanical.15

The horsecar also looked like a technology capable of enormous improvement

through refinements in vehicles and horses. Scientific analysis of horses them-

selves and not just vehicles became quite sophisticated. Between 1860 and 1900,

the United States Index Catalog of the Surgeon General listed nearly a hundred

works on animal fatigue, a novel category and a sign of the growing attention be-

ing paid to matters of fueling an organic power source. Thurston had analyzed

metabolic eªciency as well, noting that well-fed animals generated about five

calories of heat per gram of oxygen inhaled, making them more eªcient as prime

movers than steam engines. He compared the oat-fueled to the coal-fueled: “Apart

from intelligence and will . . . it [the former] is a self-contained prime mover.” Me-
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chanical analysis extended to other elements of horse use. One horsecar opera-

tor, for instance, described horses’ legs as “weak parts” in a purely mechanical

system. Shooting lame horses was commonplace, just as one might junk a worn-

out engine. And the dead horse would frequently be recycled at an animal ren-

dering plant, the organic equivalent of a scrap iron processor. Street railways de-

preciated their horses over five years and then sold them, even if healthy, since

statistical analysis showed that lameness occurred more frequently after such

heavy work. Lameness, more than fatigue, may have determined the working

shifts and even the working life of horses that pounded urban pavements.16

The exact nature of a horse’s gait became the subject of research, most fa-

mously in Edward M. Muybridge’s widely publicized 1872 series of photos con-

clusively demonstrating that galloping horses had all four feet o¤ the ground si-

multaneously. Trial and error had already shown that trotting was the best gait for

pulling carriages. Thurston reported on European tests suggesting that, at 2.5

miles per hour, the optimum speed, horses could pull a heavy load seven times

farther than at 10 miles an hour. Thus galloping, already banned in cities for

safety reasons, proved economically ineªcient as well.17

The living machine had attachments developed for the urban setting in addi-

tion to the traditional harness, notably blinders and padded, cleated horseshoes.

City horses, unlike their country cousins, worked in the cold and rain, so stable

manuals written after 1900 always recommended blankets. Wells Fargo, for one,

made them mandatory. When straw hats became fashionable for humans in the

early twentieth century, they became fashionable for horses as well, ostensibly to

prevent sunstroke.18

Owners of large herds of horses, such as street railways, applied other “pro-

gressive” management techniques to their horses. Streetcar companies replaced

horseshoes on schedule, not just when broken, as a form of preventive mainte-

nance. Street railway companies restricted the equine workday to just five hours,

far less than human workers. This practice reflected the results of early trial-and-

error testing. The constant starts, stops, and heavy loads of street railway service

seemed to increase lameness dramatically in animals that worked longer than

that. Such practices were always defended in economic, not humane terms. W. J.

Gordon’s 1893 survey of London draft animals showed that, for other businesses,

shifts varied from six to sixteen hours, depending on route, load, downtime, and

frequency of stops. Helpers could be added. The Providence street railway kept

twenty horses in a small stable at the foot of Constitution Hill to help pull its ve-

hicles up the hill. Stable boys, in training to become drivers, rode the horses back

down the steep slope. In some industrial applications horses who turned tread-
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mills only worked three-hour shifts. These practices were remarkably similar

from city to city, even country to country, spread through the trade press, confer-

ences, and shifting managers.19 Finally, the same technicians compared the po-

tential work of horses to men. This comparison eliminated some human work:

porters virtually disappeared from cities, and before 1870 horses began to pull

fire engines and to tow rotating street sweepers.20

In summary, urban owners treated horses mostly as machines, but they also

knew that their biological nature produced varying traits that di¤ered from horse

to horse. Breeding and castration represented a direct manipulation of the natural.

Owners also developed a variety of mechanical attachments, harness, vehicles, im-

proved horseshoes, and blinders to deal with this biological heritage. Although

they would not have characterized it this way, they recognized that horses had gen-

der, feelings, intellectual ability, and deeply ingrained behavioral patterns, an evo-

lutionary legacy. Humans also provided horses with more suitable environmental

circumstances, notably smooth, easy-to-grip streets and healthier stables.21

Roots

It took humans millennia to develop the horse as a power source, but the horse

proved to be an evolving, malleable technology. Some background on the history

of domestication explains much. With few exceptions it is possible to control only

animals that have herding and following instincts, such as horses, dogs, or cattle

(or, for that matter, human slaves). Castration, or gelding, a practice borrowed

from human slavery, made taming stallions easier. In a sense, humans substi-

tuted themselves for the herd leaders, turning equine herding instincts against

the animals. Taming horses was not enough; humans domesticated them, too

(that is, controlled their reproduction).22

Taming horses for travel depended on control technologies, beginning with

the invention of the bit, a metal brace placed in a gap between a horse’s teeth.

When drivers pull a rein connected to the end of a bit, they direct horses to turn

in the direction of the pull. When they pull both reins, the best way for a horse to

halt the pain is to stop. The whip was another harsh control mechanism. Pre-

sumably humans in the ancient world had more positive taming methods as well.

Horse owners soon discovered that horses tended to bond with individual riders,

since horses can recognize individual voices and intonations. Food, even sweets,

might be a reward and deprivation a punishment.23

Horses carried an enormous symbolic load as well, in part because they rep-

resented the human triumph over nature, in part because of their military appli-
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cations. They became the tool of warrior castes, which had the time to master

them and the resources to feed them. All ancient Indo-European cultures valued

the horse, which they rode into domination. Since the days of Charlemagne,

Western artists have always depicted generals and kings on their horses. The

horse became a symbol of status and the social order. Horses were construed as

more than just animals.24

Two-wheel carts had been common since Roman times, where paved roads ex-

isted, but four-wheeled vehicles were extremely rare. Until well into the nine-

teenth century, intercity land freight was much more likely to travel by packhorse

than by wheeled vehicles. Much of the increase in horse use in the nineteenth

century can be attributed to better vehicles, but that topic is so complex, we have

paid it only cursory attention.25

In medieval (and, for that matter, contemporary) legal theory, horses, like other

animals, are merely chattels, subject to a great extent to their owners’ whims, so

one living being could own another (the same applied to human slavery). The me-

dieval love of blood sports like bear baiting and bull fighting suggests a cruel at-

titude toward their chattels. There were ambiguities. Some Christians empha-

sized that animals were also part of God’s creation and anthropomorphized them.

Saint Francis spoke to the birds. Talking donkeys also appear in saintly legends.

On the secular side, Chaucer wrote tales humanizing animals. The relative rarity

of gelding, the naming of horses, the custom of courtroom prosecutions of ani-

mals (mostly for killing humans)—a practice that existed even in colonial New

England—and the taboo on eating horsemeat in much of western and southern

Europe suggest a belief that somehow animals had a kindred nature.26

New ideas about animals that appeared in the early modern period would have

great influence in North America. There were some sixteenth-century therio-

philes (animal lovers) who argued for animal intelligence, but the French philoso-

pher René Descartes laid out the dominant thought of the new era. Descartes be-

lieved that animals were purely mechanical, incapable of reason or emotion, even

pain. In general, Enlightenment thinkers saw nature (including animals) as a re-

source for humans, not as something intrinsically valuable.27

The practice of animal husbandry in colonial North America was quite poor.

Horses were rare, and tilling with hoes by hand took the place of ploughing, the

most common use of the horse. Breeding was a hit-or-miss a¤air, and animals

ate almost exclusively by grazing, a problem during North American winters.

American legislatures, greatly influenced by Enlightenment ideas, evidently

thought about animals mostly as agricultural tools (although both Quaker Penn-

sylvania and Puritan Massachusetts passed anti-cruelty laws, and there was a
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common law prosecution for beating a horse as early as 1788). Human porters,

to judge from iconographic evidence, carried most urban freight.28

Victorian thinkers, whether in the United States or Europe, were somewhat

more ambivalent. Many accepted Darwinian notions about the survival of the

fittest. For them, hegemony over animals was the norm. Other Victorians were

vitalists, believing that animals and even plants had a life force that science could

not understand. Thus Thoreau wrote, “Every creature is better alive than dead.”29

Additionally, he said, “It must be confessed that horses at present work too ex-

clusively for men, rarely men for horses.”30 Even Darwin held a respect for nat-

ural beings; he belonged to humane societies and became a leading antivivisec-

tionist.31 Charles Dickens ridiculed a schoolboy who defined a horse in purely

mechanical terms: “Quadruped. Graminivorous. Forty teeth, namely twenty-four

grinders, four eye-teeth, and twelve incisive. Sheds coat in the spring; in marshy

countries, sheds hoofs, too. Hoofs hard, but requiring to be shod with iron. Age

known by marks in mouth.”32

A literary genre that saw animals as other than an exploitable commodity be-

gan to flourish in the late nineteenth century. Anthropomorphic animals were

also a staple of nineteenth-century children’s literature, suggesting a perceived

kinship, since they are presented as cultural representations of humans. Black

Beauty, written by Anna Sewell in 1877 and appearing in twelve American edi-

tions before 1900, was one of the earliest and most popular works in this mode.

Numerous other nineteenth-century authors wrote stories anthropomorphizing

animals, usually for juvenile audiences, including Joel Chandler Harris, Jack Lon-

don, Rudyard Kipling, and Lewis Carroll. This current ran, of course, against the

larger theme of exploitation and moderated it because teamsters and owners in-

ternalized some of these values, which led to anti-cruelty regulation. Teamsters

named and groomed horses and owners entered them in workhorse parades, es-

sentially a form of beauty pageant, all signs that they recognized that their ma-

chines were also living organisms.33

Creating the Urban Horse: Breeding

The demands of the urban market produced a unique life course for the ur-

ban horse. From birth to death, horses were, as one well-known scholar points

out, “living commodities with cultural values.”34Most obviously, the new and lu-

crative urban freight and street railway market, both of which demanded larger

horses, changed breeding practices. Before the 1830s, American farmers had

raised urban horses in each city’s hinterland with little attention to the idea of a
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breed. Often farmers set aside those animals unable to work, such as the lame

and blind, for breeding purposes.35 They seem to have viewed breeding as a hit-

or-miss process. Conestogas and Morgans, the only American animals that might

be called breeds, were too light for heavy hauling and varied so widely from ani-

mal to animal that the breed name meant almost nothing.

The completion of the American railroad network at midcentury allowed enor-

mous specialization in all agricultural products, including horses. Specialized

draft animal breeders appeared in midwestern states where grasses had a high

calcium content, which was better for grazing yearlings. There were some sub-

specialties. Kentucky ranchers raised lighter breeds of horses, and Missouri

breeders grew mules. Heavy draft animals probably came from Ohio, Indiana,

and especially Illinois. Competition hurt horse producers in traditional breeding

areas, less suited for feeding. The Massachusetts State Board of Agriculture noted

in 1882 that the commonwealth was finished as a horse producer. The older ur-

ban hinterland producers had concentrated on “general purpose” horses that no

longer served. The new equine division of labor demanded thoroughbreds for rac-

ing, heavy animals for urban hauling, more agile animals for light delivery pur-

poses, and mules for warmer climates. There was even a gender division of labor.

Mares remained on farms; in a growth market their reproductive abilities made

them too valuable for anything but carrying foals.36

America’s horse population was nearly as diverse as its human population.

The United States had never developed a national breed of draft horse like Shires

in England, Clydesdales in Scotland, Westphalians in Germany, or Percherons in

France. American farmers, however, were little bound by tradition and quite will-

ing to draw on the European experience. The best example of this technology

transfer may be Ohio’s State Board of Agriculture. Its secretary for nearly fifty

years was J. H. Klippert, the son of German immigrants to Cincinnati. Klippert

translated and published the latest reports on breeding from England, France,

and Germany during his tenure, and the board thought enough of this approach

to send him to Europe on research trips. In any case, importing European horses

was a necessity, since American equine workers, like human workers, could not

meet growing demand. American breeders imported large numbers of their fa-

vored breeds. Immigration was not without its vagaries. Sometimes European sell-

ers fobbed half-breeds or even sterile stallions o¤ on Americans. Trans-Atlantic

travel was even harder on equine than human immigrants, with mortality some-

times exceeding 50 percent.37

The importation of the French Percheron stallion Louis Napoleon in 1851 trig-

gered the most important wave of immigration. Americans had imported a few
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stallions from France in both the 1660s and 1840s, but these large horses con-

sumed so much food that the limited freight business available during those pe-

riods could not support them. They were absorbed into the general American

herd, leaving little trace. When the demand for heavy urban draft horses grew in

the mid-nineteenth century, breeders imported more stallions from France than

elsewhere. Street railways especially valued Percherons’ combination of stamina

and pulling power.38

The reproductive powers of Percheron stallions were legendary and needed in

a society with a rapidly growing demand for heavy draft animals. Percherons were

valued not just for siring large numbers of foals but also because they were much

more likely to pass on their characteristics. When Louis Napoleon returned to Du-

page County, Illinois, after an eastern trip in 1862, four hundred mares were wait-

ing for him, even at his expensive stud fee of ten dollars. A Massachusetts agri-

cultural journal noted that he had served mares as small as nine hundred pounds

with “perfect gentleness.” The same journal noted that his progeny were “com-

monplace” in Boston and easily recognizable because they were two hands (eight

inches) taller than other horses. Old Bill, another pioneer Percheron, sired over

a thousand foals between 1853 and 1874.

Louis Napoleon’s colts sold for $600 to $1,000 each as urban draft animals

in the 1850s, four to ten times more than existing domestic stock. Prices for very

good stallions went even higher. In 1888, a wealthy Wisconsin farmer purchased

a famous domestically bred Percheron stallion, Seducteur, for $6,000. Good

stallions with French government registration could cost up to $10,000. French

breeders were selling 1,500 Percheron stallions a year to Americans by 1880. In

the 1880s, more than 40,000 horses came to the United States from Europe

each year. When prices for horses crashed during the 1893 depression, farmers

got the Treasury Department to impose a tari¤ on imports, except purebred stal-

lions.39

It is easy to ridicule nineteenth-century breeders from the perspective of mod-

ern genetics. They probably bred weaknesses in with size; they were obsessed

with color, seeking horses of only one color (apparently a notion derived from

racial ideas about humans); they believed that they had produced characteristics

that seem improbable. One Percheron breeder wrote, explaining the popularity

of that breed, “The American has little time to waste on stupid horses.”40 Think-

ing about such goals could only cloud the most important issue—building a

larger living machine. Breeders mostly followed traditional folk genetics, which

insisted that only one parent transmitted genes or that the roles of parents were

otherwise uneven; that acquired characteristics could be inherited (a Lamarckian
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notion); that insemination by a mongrel (or horse of a di¤erent breed) made a

mother’s blood impure, a¤ecting subsequent progeny with other fathers (appar-

ently another notion that grew out of traditional human racism); and that acci-

dents to the mother could be passed on to the child (fright, mutilation, etc.). One

believed that “nervous owners have fewer foals.”41

Even J. H. Sanders, the editor of Breeder’s Gazette and perhaps the most so-

phisticated breeder of the era (he advocated breed registration before most Amer-

icans and claimed to be the inventor of artificial insemination), wrote that the first

sire could contaminate the blood of a mare so that his qualities were passed on

to subsequent foals with di¤erent fathers. He acknowledged that this was a rar-

ity. He added that mental impressions of a dam at conception only rarely a¤ected

foals, as with a gray stabled with a bay who had a bay foal when mated to another

gray.42 Note the insertion of the adverb “rarely,” a sign that those traditional folk

beliefs remained, although in decline. Sanders opposed allowing horses to breed

on Sunday.43

Still, the breeding system worked, and there were extraordinary increases in

equine speed and size in the nineteenth century. Johnstone noted that French

Percherons had weighed 1,200 to 1,300 pounds in 1830. The winner at the Ohio

State Fair in 1878 weighed 2,015 pounds. He may not even have been the heavi-

est horse, since the fair judged by conformation and gait, not by pulling contests

or weight. Harper’s Monthly (March 16, 1912) had a photo of a horse belonging to

a firm of New York truckmen that “is said to be the largest horse in the world,”

weighing 2,430 pounds and standing 20.5 hands (7 feet) at the withers. Sixty years

earlier the largest urban draft animals would have weighed little more than half

that. Equine improvement is more precisely measured with racing trotters be-

cause a consistent performance standard is available. Between 1806 and 1903,

the one-mile U.S. trotting record dropped from 2 minutes, 59 seconds to 2.00.

Even with a far more accurate understanding of genetics, that time dropped only

a further ten seconds or so in the twentieth century. These nineteenth-century

breeders were successful to the point that Japan imported American, not Euro-

pean, stallions when it began to modernize its draft horse herd in 1877. After 1895

the United States became a net exporter of draft horses to Europe. During the

Boer War, British purchasing agents decided that U.S. heavy horses were better

than domestic ones and bought extensively in the United States. In 1897, a

Colonel Holloway of Alexis, Illinois, exported Prince Sturdy and Prince Cedric,

two Clydesdale stallions bred in the United States, to Britain.44

Americans experimented with other breeds as well. Belgians, often stronger

than Percherons, were the next most popular breed, but they were slower, uglier,
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and relatively short-lived. They began to displace Percherons in the 1890s, since

they were better feeders. English Shire horses were stronger yet but even shorter

lived. Like other British breeds, they had hairy legs (feathered fetlocks in horse

talk) that made them prone to leg infections in North American conditions be-

cause the constant freeze/thaw winter cycle froze to their legs the slush or mud

from poorly paved streets. Heavy feathering also made grooming more tedious.

American breeders had imported some Shires from Ontario as early as the 1850s.

Some Clydesdales migrated from Scotland in the 1850s, and in 1875 a Chicago

auctioneer listed seventy-five Clydesdales in his catalog. Clydesdale imports

picked up markedly in the 1880s. They had a high-stepping gait and appeared

taller than they were because of their long, erect necks, appearances highly es-

teemed by nineteenth-century horse fanciers. Businesses that delivered their own

goods preferred handsome horses, like Clydesdales. Sorry-looking nags were not

good advertisements for their businesses and wound up with industrial deliver-

ies or low-prestige peddlers. Clydesdales had reputations for being temperamen-

tal, unhealthy (feathered fetlocks were an issue here, too), and short-lived. Brit-

ain’s horse market was less well regulated than the French market, so dealers who

exported unsound horses lowered the reputations of Clydesdales, Shires, and a

less numerous British breed, the Su¤olk Punch, diminishing sales from that

nation.45

Mules

One other draft animal played a significant role in the urban scene—the mule.

In Roman times, humans began to breed mules, the sterile o¤spring of a male don-

key and a female horse. Mules may be the best demonstration of the mutability of

equine DNA. The breed (or species—it is hard to figure out what to call a group of

animals that doesn’t reproduce) is the purely artificial creation of humans. They

never existed in nature. While not genetically engineered in the modern sense of

the word, they certainly come close. Their sterility also reduces antagonistic behav-

ior and facilitates bonding with humans. We have chosen to treat them as a breed

of horse, as did nineteenth-century owners of draft animals, who saw mules as just

another option, similar to the choice among various breeds of horses.

Mules were more numerous, by millions, than any specific breed of horse in

the United States. Their numbers doubled in the 1850s and continued to grow

thereafter, especially on farms. As late as 1922 there were more than five million

mules in the nation, mostly in the rural South. Mules were cheap to buy, long-

lived (often doubling the working life of horses), and very good feeders. Except in
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a few, warm weather cities (mules supposedly handled heat better and disliked

snow), urban teamsters avoided them, in part because they were weaker than

horses, rarely reaching 14 hands (56 inches), in part because their truculence was

legendary and probably was worse in traªc. One contemporary described them

as “vicious, stubborn, and slow.” This may have reflected the fact that mules, un-

like horses, would not work if underfed or beaten. C. G. Goodrich of the Min-

neapolis Street Railways noted that he employed 560 mules, averaging 14 hands

and 800–900 pounds. He claimed that they ate only half as much and did twice

the work of a horse. His firm gave them up three years later, saying that they were

too slow and could not handle snow. New York street railways, as well as those in

other cities, such as Pittsburgh and Philadelphia, also employed mules but only

during the 1860s, perhaps because the Civil War had increased the price of

horses. Northern complaints about the slowness of mules may reflect the un-

willingness of these overworked beasts to be rushed into keeping a schedule. One

agronomist wrote that “a mule takes better care of himself in the hands of an in-

competent driver than a horse does.”46

Influences

Historians have largely neglected the tremendous influence of the horse, eco-

nomically as well as culturally, in agriculture, transport, sport, and war, as a com-

panion to humans, a cause of accidents, a prime mover of machines, a source of

food, and, of course, a shaper of cities. Rather, they have seen the horse merely

as a relic of pre-industrial times. Industrialization and, in general, the modern-

ization of society have been analyzed almost purely from the viewpoint of mech-

anization. From this perspective it is not surprising that many historians perceive

the study of horses as synonymous with amateur nostalgia. Winners write his-

tory, or so the aphorism goes, and in the long run the coal-fueled virtually elimi-

nated the oat-fueled. Numerous scholars have written about the triumph of the

steam engine in the nineteenth century and ignored the living engine. This view

of the horse is wrong-headed—the nineteenth century also marked the triumph

of the horse. The horse was a flexible, evolving technology and, like its accom-

plice, the steam engine, was crucial to the evolution of the modern city. The steam

engine actually expanded the role of the horse.47

In the early twenty-first century, the U.S. government is quite willing to patent

microorganisms (whether that’s a wise policy is a di¤erent issue). The nine-

teenth-century marketplace also encouraged the manipulation of living organ-
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isms, albeit with a di¤erent technique. Perhaps the best measure of the success

of the horse and one of the things that triggered our interest is the popular icon

of fire horses, noses flaring, galloping to a conflagration pulling a smoking, four-

ton, steam-powered, coal-fired pump. It would seem to contradict contemporary

experience to have a living entity pull a mechanical one.

Urban historians have long been concerned with the consequences of putting

diverse humans in a very densely populated space. We are concerned with a re-

lated set of questions, since the horse was far more than just a source of me-

chanical energy. What happens when you add another species to that space, also

at a very high density? How did equine rural-urban migration occur? What was

its source and management? What sort of housing did the new migrants have?

Were urban horses adequately nourished? What were their working conditions?

Why and how did their productivity improve, so that they could avoid mechani-

cal replacement for decades? What happened to their wastes? What happened

when they died? Did urban overcrowding of horses create public health issues

akin to those faced by humans or pose a danger to humans? Additionally, there

are complex questions of interspecies relationships. Who controlled the animals

and how? How did the behavior of owners and their hired drivers vary toward

their fellow mammals? How was cruelty, a problem even in intraspecies behav-

ior, managed? In general, what were the possibilities and limitations of this la-

bor-intensive power source? Most importantly, how did contemporaries reconcile

the-horse-as-a-profitable-power-source with the-horse-as-a-living-organism?

William Cronon, a leading environmental historian, notes that a “rural land-

scape which omits the city and an urban landscape which omits the country are

radically incomplete as portraits of their shared world.”48 Urban horse popula-

tions, just like urban human populations, were dependent upon the flow of agri-

cultural products from the hinterland into the city; indeed, they were agricultural

products themselves. In this context we will examine the relationship between

cities and their hinterlands in the growth and processing of feed crops for urban

horses, a relationship that the emergence of the national railroad network dra-

matically changed. Specifically, how was the output and transfer cityward of draft

horses, as well as the hay and oats they required, increased? What role did horse

manure play in fertilizing garden farms near the city, and what problems were

created when artificial fertilizers replaced manure? How was this aspect of the

city-hinterland relationship managed?

Nineteenth-century Americans solved all of these questions in a way that en-

couraged an enormous growth of the urban horse population. Census and city
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records suggest that horses were urbanizing more rapidly than people in the third

quarter of the nineteenth century, a measure of their indispensability. Boston, not

an especially horse-dependent city but one for which there are good records,

reflects this pattern. Between 1741, when horses were taxed for the first time, and

1841, there were roughly forty humans for each horse. By 1880 the ratio had

dropped to twenty-five. It was back up to forty in 1900, after the electrification of

street railways. Over the next ten years, the number of horses grew slightly but

did not even come close to keeping up with the growth rate of the human popu-

lation, and then it dropped dramatically. By 1920 the city had fewer horses than

in 1820.49

Large nineteenth-century cities averaged roughly one horse for every twenty

people, although the ratio of humans to horses varied widely, as reflected in the

following examples of numbers of humans per horse in 1900.50

Kansas City      7.4

Minneapolis–St. Paul 9.3

Los Angeles      12.7

Denver        14.7

Memphis        17.0

St. Louis       17.5

Bu¤alo       18.5

San Francisco     20.1

Columbus        20.8

Chicago        22.9

Pittsburgh       23

Cincinnati       23.3

Philadelphia      25.3

New York        26.4

Even where the ratio was high, the total number of horses could be quite large.

For example, 130,000 horses worked in Manhattan in 1900, while Chicago had

74,000 horses and Philadelphia 51,000.51 In 1879 the New York Times exagger-

ated only a little when it noted that “New York must move on wheels, it would be

thought—the whole population must drive . . . this is obviously a Stable city.”52

Although we’ve not looked much at western and southern cities, we should note

that horse populations were larger in the West. Perhaps the lower population den-

sity of western cities made them more horse dependent; perhaps it was cheaper

to keep horses. We leave that question to other scholars. These figures do not in-
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clude animals working in the city but stabled on cheap suburban land or farm an-

imals that slogged into a nearby metropolis every day, carrying fresh produce to

urban consumers and often bringing products from the city home. For most of

the century, the horse was indispensable as a living machine, to the point that we

can label the nineteenth century as the golden age of the horse.
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Nineteenth-century animal owners valued horses almost exclusively for their pro-

ductive utility. In other words, horses became living machines to be bought and

sold like commodities, valued only rarely as natural beings. The willingness of

horse owners to end the life of animals that had become even slightly lame—that

is, lost their productive value—is a powerful measure of this outlook. Presum-

ably, if horses were companion animals like modern pets or were living in nature,

they would have been allowed to graze out their lives to the extent that their dis-

ability allowed. The killing of injured but live horses occurred not just because

hauling, carrying, and lifting were the only economic functions of horses but also

because their carcasses carried considerable economic value, generating income

for tanners and renderers, among others. Even the wastes of horses generated in-

come for their human masters, since manure was a valued fertilizer in urban hin-

terlands. Par excellence, the trade in living beings, used to the extent possible as

machines, typified what has been described as the late Victorian definition of civ-

ilization: “the necessary, rational management of nature.”1

Horses also functioned as consumers. Growing hay and oats for urban ani-

mals generated income for millions of farmers, while the transport and sale of

these agricultural products required additional workers and facilities. The horse

economy demanded manufactured goods as well. Horses needed a variety of

products, including harnesses, blankets, and shoes. Horses provided jobs for

teamsters, blacksmiths and stable hands, and other blue-collar workers. The

horse economy also created white-collar jobs for stable supervisors, veterinarians,

middlemen in the horse trade, and so on. The reliance upon horses for trans-

portation of people and goods required cities to build new infrastructure around

their needs, especially wide streets paved with stone blocks and street rails.

c h a p t e r  o n e

Markets
The Urban Horse as a Commodity



Marketing from Farm to City

Horses moved from farm to city via an exceedingly complex and evolving mar-

ket process, one that became progressively more specialized throughout the nine-

teenth century. The most remarkable element of the market for horses was the

individuality of transactions. Each horse was sold in one-to-one negotiation or

auctioned as an individual or as part of a matched team. It is hard to imagine any

other commodity being sold one unit at a time in anything approaching the hun-

dreds of thousands of horses sold annually. Biological individuality created indi-

vidual animals, a fact that imposed some limits on commodification. Choosing

individual horses was a fine art, requiring years of experience in a marketplace

where caveat emptor dominated. Breed, color, and size were easy to see but might

not fully relate to the employability of a horse. Even those qualities might be de-

ceptive. Horse dealers could and did dye hair and overfeed animals just before

sale, since a shiny coat and “firm flesh” supposedly indicated health. Another ploy

involved feeding pepper to an old horse to make him look younger and livelier.

Sellers were very good at disguising lameness and sore legs, often by resting a

horse for several weeks before sale. All stables contained a ring where horses had

to demonstrate their gait, but even that could be fudged by covering the ring floor

with soft bark.2

Even with full disclosure and no fraud, buying horses was an inexact science.

The devil lay in the details. Pounding urban pavements was hard, and a horse

with strong legs on the farm might still be prone to lameness in the city. Some

horses were more susceptible to respiratory infections but perhaps only in the

winter, not at the time of sale. A horse buyer might listen to the lungs, hoping to

detect an irregularity, but that was imprecise. The genealogy of a horse might tip

buyers o¤ to potential problems but was rarely known with any assurance.

Strength varied not just from breed to breed but from horse to horse and load to

load. One writer reported a brewery horse, chronically lame when pulling four

tons, who gave excellent service when pulling only three and a half tons.3

Judging the “character” of horses was very diªcult at an auction, but stables

wanted to avoid “vices” in equine employees (and, for that matter, human em-

ployees), such as laziness, timidity, or viciousness. Some emigrant horses could

not stand the noise and crowding of big-city life, but no buyer could judge that.

Some horses were never “smart” enough to figure out how to back up over a side-

walk grating to unload coal or beer. Here, once again, horses were more than just
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machines, since “character” varied from individual to individual. Horses, like hu-

mans, could be fickle, and the marketplace recognized this.4

Age was a crucial market variable, since a five-year-old might have twice the

productive life of an eight-year-old. Stable manuals were full of dental hints to de-

termine age based on the size, shape, and even pitch of the teeth, but age re-

mained pretty indeterminate, especially since sellers sometimes filed or painted

teeth. Some sales techniques were merely cosmetic, such as braiding tails or

putting ribbons in the mane. The Chicago Stockyards actually employed nine bar-

bers to groom horses for sale.5

Buyer preferences varied also. Teaming companies required horses matched

in size and strength. In mismatched pairs, one invariably worked harder or re-

sponded faster than the other, often leading to harness sores, besides being

ineªcient for pulling purposes; thus, sellers marketed most draft animals in

matched teams. For horses, as for humans, some couples got on better than oth-

ers. Style also played a role. Even freight companies preferred teams with match-

ing colors, assuming that color conveyed compatibility. Undertakers wanted all-

black horses and breweries Clydesdales, essentially for cosmetic reasons. One

New York furniture mover preferred slow horses because they were less likely to

run away and smash his load. There was even a market for blind horses, who

could work in mines (mine horses rapidly went blind anyhow) or turn mills.

Tastes could change rapidly. Elite carriage owners wanted imported Cleveland

Bays in the 1880s. When Mrs. William Vanderbilt, the famous New York socialite,

imported two Hackneys in 1891, they became the rage, and Cleveland Bays could

be sold only to cab drivers at a much lower price. For most of the century, goods

haulers preferred Percherons as draft animals, but Belgians became more popu-

lar in the 1890s.6

The tales of chicanery in the horse market are often exaggerated, and fraud

happened most often when individuals sold used animals in informal street

sales.7 At the bottom of the market, every large city had a stable with a poor rep-

utation, like the Skinner’s Market in New York City, where “at halter” sales took

place. This market was notorious for selling diseased horses and took its name

from hide dealers who bought otherwise unsellable animals for one to three dol-

lars, planning to kill them for their skins. It had a reputation for “cheapness,” as

is reflected in the comment that “the horses are low and the buyers and sellers

rank in the same category” (New York Times, December 26, 1869).

While hard to enforce, buyers in such markets had common law protection

against such fraudulent techniques as the use of false bidders to pu¤ up the price

and dyed hair. There were also di¤erent levels of sales stables with various levels
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of warrantees. Tattersall’s, the most elite stable in New York, o¤ered its buyers es-

pecially strong protection. All cities had a large wholesale stable with rules like

those in the Chicago Stockyards. Sellers had to warrant the health of their ani-

mals, although with limits described in heavily coded language. Horses could be

sold as “sound” (guaranteed not to be lame), as “workers” (wind guaranteed), or

“at halter” (meaning “as is”). Describing a horse as “a little bluish in one eye”

voided any warrantee that it could see out of both eyes. Almost always, sellers

guaranteed horses as “free from vice,” meaning that they were tame and usable.

This could lead to considerable argument, since a horse might be tame for one

driver but not another. Even “at halter” sales carried some implied warrantees,

and purchases could be returned if concealed defects were discovered within

twenty-four hours.8

Wherever they bought, large-scale or elite purchasers usually insisted on the

right to return animals within a specified time period, usually twenty-four or

forty-eight hours. Buyers could engage in a practice called “bushing,” demand-

ing a rebate from the seller of a newly purchased horse in which some suppos-

edly unsound condition had been found, rather than returning it. Apparently

those who practiced “bushing” thought that they could still get some value from

the horse, if only by reselling it. Police and fire departments paid handsomely for

thirty-day “no questions asked” return privileges. There was no way for them to

tell if horses were suited to their special needs without a long training period.9

Arguments could be settled in a number of ways, most obviously through the

courts, but legal action could be slow and chancy, especially if an out-of-town

seller had returned home. Commonly, the large sales stables insisted that sellers

agree to a binding arbitration process. This encouraged buyers to patronize the

commission dealers who sold at the large auction houses. Advice manuals told

buyers to have purchases checked by veterinarians, and so the new profession was

dragged into this messy process. Veterinarians were especially valued after they

could detect animals with glanders, a deadly disease, which often went into re-

mission. Dumping glandered horses was a common ploy of unscrupulous sell-

ers. Henry Bergh, the president of New York’s ASPCA (American Society for the

Prevention of Cruelty to Animals), once caught a salesman blocking the nose of

a glandered horse (a runny nose was a symptom).10

Informal local markets seem to have been the norm until the 1850s. Railroads

allowed long-distance shipment of horses, sixteen to twenty-four to a car, and

there were regional variations in production that made interregional trade profit-

able. By 1893 horses cost $93.37 on average in Rhode Island, the most urbanized

state in the nation. In comparison, they were worth less than $25 in the South-
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west and $43.40 in Illinois, the leading breeder of heavy horses. Such comparative

advantage guaranteed a national market. There was always some buying directly

from the farm, especially by large firms that could employ and send out profes-

sional purchasing agents. For example, a New York firm that needed to replace

more than a thousand horses lost in a fire dispatched buyers “directly to the west.”11

The normal process involved a middleman buying from a farmer who had fat-

tened the animals and begun training them, then sending a carload to Chicago

for sale to a commission merchant, who would sell the horses to the agent of a

sales stable in another large city, where they would be sold at a retail market. Every

step in the process, except the first (haggling at the farm or railhead) and last

(street sales), was through auction. Auction houses typically got 10 percent of the

price. Prices varied not only from animal to animal but also from year to year.

Rapid price fluctuations made buying more complex. Consider this price series

for urban horses: 1880, $54.75; 1889, $72.00; 1894, $48.00; 1895, $31.00; 1900,

$49.00. Seasonal variations were also important, with prices higher in the spring

than the fall or winter.12
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The system ultimately centered on the stockyards at Chicago, the largest horse

market in the world, where up to 180,000 horses a year changed hands. John

Flinn’s nineteenth-century paean to Chicago, Chicago: The Marvelous City of the

West (1891), stated that the Union Stockyards were the city’s largest, with four

thousand stalls. Auctioneers sold sixty horses an hour daily, with some horses

changing hands more than once.13

Horse prices declined in the 1890s, an event that experts attributed to the elec-

trification of street railways and a bicycle fad but that probably owed more to the

general deflation of the 1890s and to overproduction. The price decline was so

bad that some young horses were killed for the value of their hides and other by-

products.14

The horse industry then turned to foreign markets, dramatically increasing ex-

ports to Europe and South America. By 1897 the French and Prussian armies

were each purchasing ten thousand horses a year in the United States. An 1898

congressional investigation looked at the dimensions of the international market.

The number of foreign purchasing agents at the Chicago markets had increased
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from two to seventy since the crash five years previously. Britons bought twenty

thousand American horses. The London General Omnibus Company bought

many horses discarded by rapidly electrifying U.S. trolley companies. Even Amer-

ican breeding stock was going overseas. American horses had a price advantage,

even after a $30–$40 transportation charge, to the point that European produc-

ers sought tari¤ protection. When the British military was purchasing eight thou-

sand American horses a month during the Boer War, it sent a team of oªcers

scurrying through the American countryside. John Flinn noted that horsemeat

canneries springing up in the United States were geared toward exporting to Eu-

rope.15 This was a fast and flexible response to a changing market, with an im-

portant shift coming in 1896, when the United States, historically an importer of

horses, exported twice as many horses as it took in.

Local Markets

New York provides an outstanding example of local markets in large cities. Sev-

eral five-story stables near Third Avenue and Twenty-fourth Street sold living ma-

chines fresh from Chicago to dealers from smaller cities, to large stables, and
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even to a few individuals. By 1886 these large, local wholesale stables were sell-

ing to retailers more than 100,000 horses valued in excess of $15 million a year.

The actual venue for many transactions was a saloon called the Bull’s Head. The

wholesalers sent leftover horses to a public auction house. Many sales took place

at other locations, sometimes through the agency of a livery stable owner, who

might even take a horse on consignment. Considerable one-to-one trading also

occurred, often at informal street sales usually held at stated places and times.

Street railways often had an annual sale of horses that they had fully depreci-

ated—those who had worked for more than five years, since experience showed

that horses were much more likely to become sick after that time. Every fall from

1879 to 1894, the Providence street railway, which depreciated its living machines

faster than did most firms, auctioned all horses that had worked for three years.

Usually freight haulers had their own depreciation rules.16

The urban horse commonly had a career that began with a training period do-

ing light farm work, when the horse was broken to harness; then he hauled for a

street railway firm, which sold him to a delivery firm, which sold him to a cab

firm, which sold him to a peddler, in much the fashion of the fictional Black

Beauty. Elite carriage owners also sold their animals after they became old or un-

fashionable. Peddlers and cabbies generally had the oldest, least sound horses.

Some horses that became chronically lame on pavements were resold to farms,

as were other horses that were poor feeders but that might fare better in a graz-

ing environment. Lameness and then the veterinarian’s pistol was the most com-

mon end for city horses.

Commodifying Horse Wastes

Even the wastes of horses were commodified. The collection of urban manure

had old, even ancient roots. Again, the process is most easily documented in New

York City. Before 1787, individuals roamed the streets and picked up manure. In

that year the Common Council supposedly sold an exclusive license to a William

Hitchcock, who sold the street sweepings to farmers for fertilizer. Street sweep-

ings varied in quality and were worth more if from an asphalt street than if from

a gravel street or a dirt alley. They were always worth less than stable manure, a

purer product. The older pattern of individuals collecting street manure for ur-

ban gardens never fully went away, and as late as the first half of the twentieth

century neighborhood children in the Italian American neighborhood of East

Harlem did a thriving business collecting horse manure from the streets for back-

yard gardens in the area.17
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Heavy urban animals produced between thirty and fifty pounds of manure a

day, probably averaging around seven tons a year. Selling this manure to farmers

at appropriate seasons of the year was a major contribution to the balance sheets

of stable owners. In New York licensed carters originally held exclusive privileges

for manure carrying, but after the licensing system collapsed in the 1830s inter-

mediaries paid stables for manure to resell to farmers. The farmers then hauled

the product home themselves, often on the return trip from delivering their pro-

duce to market.18

High-value stable manure could significantly enhance the income earned by

an urban horse owner. Just in their role as manure producers, many urban horses

earned their purchase price back in five or six years. The owner of the street rail-

way in Louisville claimed at a convention that he had trained his horses to leave

their droppings in the stable yard, instead of city streets. His peers ridiculed him,

but the claim itself shows the value placed on manure. Other managers did train

animals to visit the manure pile before and after working shifts but evidently did

not claim complete excretion training.19

This recycling, perhaps better viewed as an exchange of energy between coun-

try and city, did not come without drawbacks. Urban residents complained to

boards of health with increasing frequency in the late nineteenth century about

manure piles. Urban populations, both horse and human, grew in size and den-

sity, making bad smells more common and more noticeable. In the 1850s, for ex-

ample, nobody in Brooklyn protested about manure carts, but in the early 1880s,

as Brooklyn became more suburbanized, the residents of the main streets began

to complain about them. New York City required closed manure carts by 1871 and

Brooklyn in 1882. The same fears of bad smells that had contributed to the aban-

donment of privies for more sanitary or at least better smelling water closets, the

contents of which cities had once sold to farmers, applied to stables. City resi-

dents did not want their neighborhoods smelling like a barnyard.20

Manure disposal seems a classic urban NIMBY (not in my backyard) issue.

Nineteenth-century ideas of health required the immediate removal of manure

before bad smells permeated a neighborhood. Stables had to remove the manure

for the health of both horses and humans, but piling it up someplace for trans-

shipment just generated the same complaints in a di¤erent location. Although

draining stables into sewers probably reduced the problems associated with

urine, there was no equine equivalent of the technologies (water closets, sewers,

and sewerage treatment) put in place for humans as their wastes lost value.21

A decline in the price of manure worsened collection, and complaints grew

louder late in the century. The Second Avenue Street Railway in New York City
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reported a gradual decline in the annual value of manure earnings from $4.60

per horse in 1860 to $1.10 in 1885. As early as 1884 one New York City stable

keeper complained that manure, which he had sold for fifty cents a load the pre-

vious year, now had a negative price—that is, he was paying a dollar a load to have

it removed. Of course, part of the decline was the long-term deflation of the late

nineteenth century, but more of it reflected changes in the fertilizer trade. Guano

(decomposed bird excrement) had become a valuable, low-priced fertilizer in Eu-

rope in the 1850s but had little e¤ect in the United States, since Americans had

access only to inferior supplies. In the 1860s, American guanos, enriched with

fish scraps, became available, but even these could not compete with urban ma-

nures in urban hinterlands. In 1867 the Pacific Islands Guano Company (Balti-

more) acquired rock phosphate (geologically ancient guano) deposits in South

Carolina. Industrial chemists continually improved the quality and reduced the

price of rock phosphates, ultimately destroying the manure market.22

Commodifying the Dead Horse

Even death became mechanized in the nineteenth century. In death the horse

became a commodity as well. When horses became sick, lame, or just too old to

justify the money spent in feeding and stabling them, their owners had them

shot. It is likely that relatively few animals died directly from natural causes, al-

though some did drop dead on city streets or in the stable. Owners insured horses,

a major capital investment, but insurance companies were reluctant to let own-

ers shoot their own horses, since the temptation to make an insurance claim

when business was slow might prove too much for some owners. Veterinarians,

police oªcers, and agents of anti-cruelty groups could shoot horses, however, if

they deemed the animals diseased, dangerous, or incapable of further work. This

would validate an insurance claim. Between 1887 and 1897, New York’s ASPCA,

the city’s leading killer of animals, shot between eighteen hundred and seven

thousand horses a year. (This is the beginning of the familiar paradox by which

humane societies have become the leading killers of animals in cities.) Vets ac-

cepted animal owners’ valuation of animals almost exclusively from their pro-

ductive utility.23

As usual, New York had the most massive problem. Seven to eight thousand

horses a year died in Manhattan in the early 1880s, compared with only fifteen

hundred a year in Chicago. As many as thirty-six died on Manhattan streets daily

during the Great Epizootic in 1872. One writer has estimated that twenty-five hun-

dred horses died in New York during the epizootic, although this figure is much
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higher than anything that we can glean from contemporary reports. In 1910,

probably the peak year, the municipality reported the removal from its streets of

more than 20,595 dead horses.24

Marketplace considerations dictated prompt removal, since decomposition

could ruin many by-products. Stable owners had contracts with rendering plants

for the removal of dead animals. City governments also had contracts with ren-

dering firms to remove dead horses from the streets. In New York City, for ex-

ample, the New York Rendering Company, which had a monopoly on public and

private rendering, guaranteed to the Board of Health removal within three hours.

The municipality was not alone in wanting rapid removal. After rigor mortis set

in, hides lost their value, so speedy pickup was also important to the company,

which made the highly improbable claim that it removed most animals in fifteen

minutes. Health or police oªcers notified the firm of dead animals via the city’s

new police telegraph system. We have not seen any complaints about slow re-

moval in Health Department Reports or in New York newspapers, probably because

the interests of the rendering firm and of the Health Department coincided. The

picture of a dead horse in a gutter that frequently appears in American history

textbooks shows an anomaly. Carcasses traveled on special wagons with ramps

that tilted down to the street. A horse-powered winch pulled a cable that hauled

the dead animal up onto the wagon’s bed. A tarpaulin covered the dead horse en

route. Other municipalities had removal systems like that of New York.25

This process di¤ered widely from that in those countries of continental Eu-

rope where consuming horsemeat (hippophagy) was commonplace. In Paris,

owners seldom killed horses, since the authorities forbade processing dead or dis-

eased horses into human food. Rather the horses were driven to the slaughter-

house, some limping along on three legs. Owners usually shaved the horses be-

fore getting rid of them, preferring to sell the hair themselves rather than letting

the slaughterhouses benefit from this valuable by-product. The Parisian public

found these pathetic parades of bald horses very o¤ensive.26

Most Americans followed the British folkway of not consuming horsemeat, so

they did not process horses in the Parisian manner. There were some American

intellectuals who advocated hippophagy, notably Henry Bergh, founder of the

American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals. Bergh believed that

death in a slaughterhouse was preferable to death under some peddler’s whip.

This was a most exotic position—he advocated the consumption of horsemeat

not for the benefit of human populations but for the horses themselves, a kind of

euthanasia. The first dean of the University of Pennsylvania Veterinary School

served the unidentified remains of Dora, his pet horse, to his colleagues at a for-
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mal dinner just to show that the opposition to hippophagy was purely cultural.

The prominent veterinarian John S. Billings argued that horsemeat was healthy,

that aversion to it was based on “ignorant customs,” and that many urban horses

were more suited “for food than work.”27

Some American humans did eat horsemeat, mostly in city neighborhoods

populated by immigrants who had eaten it in the old country. Clay McShane can

remember “pork shops” in German neighborhoods in New York City in the

1950s, which sold horsemeat. Evidently, consumption of the meat increased dur-

ing World War II rationing. There were earlier examples. During the siege of

Vicksburg, mule steaks commanded twenty dollars apiece, and other soldiers

consumed horsemeat at various times during the Civil War.28

The variety of products made from dead animals was remarkable. Rendering

plants shaved the hair to be used for cushions, “thus the dead are made to min-

ister to the comfort of the living.” Hair also became a sti¤ener for plaster and was

made into blankets. Skinners cut the hide o¤, using the rump portion of the hide

for highly valued cordovan leather. They boiled hooves to extract oil, especially for

glue but also for gelatin. Renderers boiled the carcass in a pressure boiler to sep-

arate flesh from bones and then carved the leg bones into knife handles and

combs. The ribs and head were treated to remove oils and then burned for boot-

black, a substance valued not just for polish but also for filters in sugar refiner-

ies. Vapors from this process became the chief source of carbonate of ammonia

and a valuable insecticide. The phosphate of lime extracted from bones was

processed into phosphorus for matches. Horsemeat became pet food. The re-

maining mass was pounded with potash to produce prussiate of potash, which

was needed for dyes and poisons. Fats skimmed o¤ the top of the vat became soap

or candles. One St. Louis rendering firm in 1896 claimed a twenty-four-dollar

profit on each carcass.29

Before the beginnings of modern processing, all but the hide and fat was cut

up, perhaps baked, and then hauled to the country to be dumped on fields as a

fertilizer. By the 1820s it was common to apply this meat, and especially dried

blood and ground bones, as fertilizers. The pioneering 1840 research of the Ger-

man chemist Justus von Liebig demonstrated the value of this folk custom, es-

pecially for the latter two items. In 1851 D.J. Browne’s American Muck Book sug-

gested that the nitrogen-rich remnants of soap making should be applied at a rate

of two hundred pounds to the acre. In spite of the possibilities of recycling, how-

ever, as late as 1880, Charleston, South Carolina, was still dumping dead animals

on the ground outside the city, while Albany, New York, was throwing them into

the Hudson River.30
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The new rendering factories associated with large slaughterhouses starting 

in the 1850s processed carcasses from not only horses but also hogs and steers.

Dr. R. W. L. Rasin, the Baltimore chemist of one of the phosphate fertilizer firms,

began experimenting with mixing the rendered slaughterhouse wastes (or, more

properly, the “soup” left after the fat had been skimmed) with rock phosphate,

thereby increasing the nitrogen content of the fertilizer. By 1868 he was buying

tanks of slaughterhouse wastes from the huge Chicago meat packer Armour &

Company, wastes previously dumped into sewers. In 1871 a New York rendering

firm sold eighty-three tons of soupy wastes for $38.21 a ton. Only the giant new

slaughterhouses or, in Boston’s case, abattoir (i.e., public slaughterhouses on the

European model) had the economies of scale to fully recycle dead animals.31

Rendering was a process that reeked horribly. It raised all of the NIMBY prob-

lems that manure pits did. The New York Times described the air around one plant

as “poisonous.” Even in the colonial period, blood boiling, candle making, and

soap manufacturing had been regulated as noxious trades, usually by forcing

them to the outskirts of town. This was much harder to do with the huge meat-

processing plants that appeared in the 1860s. Firms processed wastes in giant

boilers, sometimes outdoors, since they did not like the cost of closed boilers (au-

toclaves) and feared explosions. A local nuisance could become citywide. On July

21, 1873, the John P. Squire Company slaughterhouse in Cambridge, Massachu-

setts, created a very large stink from rendering late at night, causing residents

from Radcli¤e College to Boston’s South End (a distance of five miles) to wake

up nauseous and to vomit. Ironically, conditions were worse that night because

Squire’s had made a mistake while trying newly required pollution control equip-

ment. Some relief came with the imposition of more e¤ective health regulations

in the 1870s, most notably requirements that rendering take place indoors in au-

toclaves, not vats. The development of air pollution control devices, which passed

exhaust through superheated steam consuming much of the residue, reduced a

sometimes-citywide stink to a neighborhood aroma. The areas around such

plants typically became neighborhoods for poor, working-class residents proba-

bly willing to trade good air for slaughterhouse jobs.32

The Horse as Consumer

Just as a vast industry of manufacturers, showrooms, repair shops, garages,

petroleum refineries, and gasoline stations has grown up to serve the needs of

the automobile, a support infrastructure existed for the living machine. Directly
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or indirectly, the urban horse exercised a powerful multiplier e¤ect on both local

and national economies. A horse-based economy demanded enormous inputs of

land, labor, and capital. Humans equipped with expensive machinery had to con-

struct work tools for horses (such as harness and vehicles), stables, and roads.

The horse-powered economy required massive amounts of land, both for grazing

in rural areas before migration and for food supplies after. Stables occupied ex-

pensive urban land. Cities had to change street plans to provide more space for

vehicles. Stables required “maintenance” employees, most obviously hostlers

(grooms), but also such specialized occupations as farriers, horseshoers, and vet-

erinarians.

The quantity of workers directly involved with the living machines was also

huge. The number of teamsters in the United States increased from 120,756 in

1870 to 368,000 in 1890. Teamsters were not the only people who earned their

living from the horse economy. Urban stables usually employed one hostler

(groom) for every sixteen horses. The number of hostlers in the United States in-

creased from 17,586 in 1870 to 54,036 in 1890. Very large stables had other employ-

ees as well: carriage painters, horseshoers and wheelwrights, purchasing oªcers,

accountants, managers, and so on. There were 8,504 Americans who identified

themselves as livery stable keepers in 1870 and 26,737 in 1890. The 5,103 street

railway employees in 1870 had increased to 37,434 in 1890. Both the manure and

the rendering trades also employed humans and capital.33

On a national basis the number of support industries and establishments

needed to maintain the horse-powered society was extensive and varied. In terms

of employment and capital invested, the carriage and wagon industry was most

important. This industry was concentrated in the Middle West, New England, and

the Middle Atlantic states, with Ohio, Indiana, and New York being the leading

states in terms of value of product and number of employees. While in 1905 only

38.6 percent of the total number of establishments manufacturing carriages and

wagons in the United States were located in cities with a population of more than

twenty thousand, they employed more than half the workers and generated more

than half the value of product in the industry.34 The horse-drawn society also re-

quired manufacturers of blankets and other “horse clothing,” makers of saddles,

harnesses, and whips, and horseshoers and wheelwrights. As the society became

more dependent on the horse, the amount of capital invested and the number of

workers employed in these industries vastly increased. In 1890, 9,163 establish-

ments manufactured carriages and wagons or their parts, employing more than

90,000 workers to make over one million vehicles worth over $32 million. As late
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as 1909, 33 establishments employing 1,830 workers manufactured horse cloth-

ing, while 57 firms employing 1,946 workers manufactured whips. Nineteen

firms specialized in horseshoes.35

The horseshoe trade reflects much of the innovation and specialization in sup-

port industries. In 1817 Brooklyn resident E. Maynard took out a patent on horse-

shoe calks, the equivalent of a cleat on a modern athletic shoe. Calks like these

were one of the keys to adapting horses to cities, allowing hooves to grasp the

cracks between paving blocks, giving extra leverage, especially on hills. Maynard

may have filed prematurely, since there were very few block pavements for heavy

hauling before the 1850s. Nobody filed additional patents until the 1860s, when

a dozen more, including several for detachable calks, were filed, as were thirty-

two patents for machines to make or sharpen them. Patent oªce records also

show hundreds of patents for horseshoes, nails, and the equipment to manufac-

ture and fit them before 1874 but few before 1855. The making of horseshoes,

which had for many years been the province of neighborhood blacksmiths, be-

came an activity of large iron foundries. In cities, specialized horseshoers re-

placed blacksmiths for fitting and replacing shoes, except in small stables. In 1887

a major New York stable employed 18 full-time horseshoers, one for every sixteen

horses. In Boston 238 horseshoers pursued their craft in 1900.36

Cities had many businesses supporting the needs of horses. In 1855, for in-

stance, the town of Davenport, Iowa, which had a population of about eleven thou-

sand, had 76 blacksmiths, 46 carriage and wagon makers, 2 carriage trimmers,

28 draymen, 21 livery men, 20 saddle and harness makers, and 145 teamsters em-

ployed in servicing the horse trade. In 1870, Boston, with a human population of

approximately 250,000, had a very elaborate horse service industry, with 62 car-

riage dealers, 61 firms making harnesses, 29 hay dealers, and 15 wheelwrights.

By 1900, with the human population of the city at 561,000, these numbers had

increased to 105 carriage dealers, 99 harness makers, 51 hay dealers, and 30

wheelwrights. The Boston City Directory, not a very exact source, listed 60 livery,

boarding, and sales stables in 1850, 106 in 1870, 190 in 1890, and 192 in 1900.

Pittsburgh, with a population of over 238,000 in 1892, had 63 sellers of flour,

feed, and grain, 56 harness makers, 81 horse shoers, and 17 carriage manufac-

turers.37

Moseman’s Illustrated Guide for Purchasers of Horse Furnishing Goods, Novelties

and Stable Appointments (1892) illustrates the extent of the trade in horse goods,

both retail and wholesale. C. M Moseman & Brother, a firm that evolved out of a

feed concern into a general supplier of horse goods, published this catalogue. Af-

ter a modest beginning in the late 1860s, by the early 1890s the firm occupied a
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five-story building at 128 Chambers Street, just west of Broadway, where most of

New York City’s leading saddlery and harness wholesalers were concentrated. The

building had several showrooms for horse goods, including a 110-foot basement

room that displayed 275 di¤erent styles of harnesses.38

Moseman & Brother specialized in the finer quality of horse goods, as reflected

in their boasts about the store they established in 1901 at 571 Fifth Avenue: “There

is not a finer nor more swell establishment of the kind in this city or any other.”

Eventually the firm opened branch oªces in Berlin, Paris, Moscow, Vienna, and

Walsall (near London), England. The catalogue went through five editions and

sold for one dollar. Goods could be bought at the store or ordered through the cat-

alogue. Among its categories were “stable requisites,” such as pitchforks and

shovels, brooms, many versions of horse brushes, curry cards, combs, and “tail

squarers.” Horse clothing such as boots, caps, and tail covers came in many de-

signs and colors, as did sands for floor monograms and crests. Buyers could pur-

chase harnesses of many varieties, not only for single carriage horses but also for

trotting racers, for tandems, for heavy draft horses, and for mules. More than two

hundred types of riding and driving bits were available, over a hundred di¤erent

types of whips, and over fifty types of saddles. Choices for the carriage included

a variety of jacks, lamps, odometers, wheel guards, and driving sundries and for

the stable a large variety of clippers and grooming machines, as well as oils, dress-

ings, and veterinary materials.

The horse-related products, as reflected in the variety of goods o¤ered by Mose-

mans, often had large lines of goods associated with them. For instance, Rogers

Peet & Company specialized in livery of various kinds. In their 1904 catalogue,

they featured eleven pages of coats for coachmen and ten pages of coats for

grooms. These included breeches, boots, cu¤s, gloves, scarves, trousers, waist-

coats, and crepe bands for “dress livery” and similar goods in “undress livery” for

“real” country use. In their “prefatory note,” the firm noted that “men choose liv-

ery as they choose horses—for style, endurance and other good points.”39

Another commodity consumed by the horse was land, and a large portion of

land in the United States, both rural and urban, served horses’ needs. For one

thing, horses ate a lot, a subject we will take up in more detail in chapter 6.40 At

this point we will note only that the 1900 urban horse population of approxi-

mately three million consumed about 7,700,000 tons of hay and 8,800,000 tons

of oats. To grow this amount of fodder may have required as many as 12.2 mil-

lion acres, roughly four per horse.41

Numbers of firms and workers were required to grow the crops, move them

to cities, and distribute them at both the wholesale and retail levels. It is impos-
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sible to quantify the number of people or the amount of capital tied up in these

equine needs. In 1900, 4.5 million American farms raised horses as their primary

product, with roughly 10 percent of those animals destined for urban cus-

tomers.42At any time there were probably as many horses on the farm being pre-

pared for urban hauling as there actually were in the city, since most animals

moved at the age of five and the life expectancy of city horses was roughly until

age ten. Most mares in the major draft breeds spent their lives on the farm, in-

variably pregnant. In 1895, the peak year, 113,193 horses were shipped from

Chicago. For each of those horses, there was a mare on a farm somewhere.

The living machine required city land, and not just for stables. All large cities

designed street systems suitable for horses. Sidewalks, the norm after 1850, sep-

arated vehicles from pedestrians. At the end of the Civil War, General Ulysses

Grant claimed that his only political ambition was to return to his hometown of

Galena, Illinois, to put in sidewalks, a sign of the emergence of horse traªc. Grid-

iron plans, popular in the mid-nineteenth century, eliminated turns too sharp for

a horse with a four-wheel vehicle. For example, Boston’s Beacon Hill neighbor-

hood, an upper-class subdivision first planned in 1795, when people walked or

perhaps drove two-wheeled gigs, had streets 30 or 40 feet wide from building line

to building line. Its most prominent internal artery, Mt. Vernon Street, was 57 feet

wide. Its most important shopping area was on Charles Street, 60 feet wide. By

contrast, the Back Bay, another upper-class neighborhood, but one built up dur-

ing the age of the four-wheeled landau, had streets 60 feet wide (not to mention

16-foot-wide alleys). Commonwealth Avenue, its most imposing residential

street, was a whopping 200 feet across, including a park in the middle. Com-

mercial Boylston Street was 80 feet wide.43 Other public improvements of the

mid- and late nineteenth century also suited horse traªc. Drives in the new or-

namental parks allowed the display and sometimes racing of carriages, whose

owners were among the most important lobbyists for such improvements.

Pavements also served the needs of horses. Cities adopted macadam gravel

pavements on lightly traveled roads in the 1850s and added stone block pave-

ments, which were easily grasped by calks, on heavily paved streets. At least two

other pavement types were rejected at the same time because they did not suit

horse transportation. Concrete shattered under the constant blows of horse

shoes—its adoption awaited the arrival of rubber-tired motor cars—and wood

blocks posed a peculiar problem. They absorbed urine and bled it out as ammo-

nia on hot days. Of course, both of these pavements had other undesirable char-

acteristics—cost for the former and durability for the latter. Asphalt, the preferred

pavement by the 1890s, o¤ered an important characteristic—smooth pavements
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could be swept by rotating brooms pulled by horses, making it cheaper to clean

up the mess left by other horses.44

As one thinks about the horse not as an animal but rather as a living machine

in an urbanizing society, its role in the process of commodification becomes

clearer. Horses had value assigned to them from their very birth. In the nine-

teenth-century city this value related primarily to their usefulness for work—as

prime forces driving horse whims and treadmills, providing power for lifting, and

as haulers of drays, wagons, omnibuses, and streetcars. Horses themselves were

major consumers of foodstu¤s necessary to provide fuel to supply them with en-

ergy and of all kinds of harnesses, clothing, shoes, and other kinds of furnish-

ings. Because so much of the urban built environment was shaped by their

needs—for example, stables for housing and streets shaped to facilitate move-

ment—they can even be thought of as consumers of these features of the city.

Even their manure was of value as fertilizer, while at death their hides and hair

were transformed into useful products. Thus, horses, as living machines, as-

sumed a critical role in the emerging capitalistic economy of nineteenth-century

urban America.
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c h a p t e r  t w o

Regulation
Controlling Horses and Their Humans

The 1850s were a decade of rapid urbanization in the United States, and city

growth demanded living machines. Although exact data on the total number of

urban horses is unavailable, the one city for which reasonably reliable data does

exist—Boston—shows nearly a doubling of its horse population. In addition, the

number of urban teamsters in the nation more than doubled, as did the value of

carriages produced, clear indications of increased horse usage.1

Ownership and operation of the horse became more centralized, most obvi-

ously as street railways replaced walking but also as express companies and other

delivery services replaced individual carters. This centralization implied overar-

ching organizational structures and new behaviors by all concerned to control the

new applications. An urban hackman probably stabled his horse in a backyard

shed, but a street railway had a stable for hundreds, if not thousands, of horses.

The same di¤erence existed for carters and express companies. Even in the

leisure use of horses, expanding urban elites increased the number of privately

owned trotters. They were more likely to be stabled in centralized boarding sta-

bles. So most horses, once managed by individuals, were now often controlled by

bureaucracies, and increasingly ownership and driving functions became sepa-

rated.2

Freight Movement

The control of living machines occurred at di¤erent levels: owners, managers,

teamsters, private anti-cruelty groups, and municipal agencies all had roles in the

complex, sometimes contradictory, process. Day-to-day, minute-to-minute con-

trol of horses rested with drivers, who were sometimes their owners but were

more commonly employees. Obviously, owners sought to control their drivers.

Drivers were subject to public regulation, often enforced through quasi-public



groups like anti-cruelty organizations and licensed veterinarians. Finally, there

were peer groups, perhaps organized into unions, which also sought to control

driver behavior.

Before the beginnings of the horse revolution of the 1850s, freight in cities had

largely relied upon two-wheeled carts whose owners, individuals licensed by city

governments, walked alongside them. Carts had technical limitations. They were

slow, especially because cities usually required that they be led by hand, and they

held fewer goods than wagons, even when only one horse pulled a wagon. Carters

would sometimes stand in the back when driving the vehicles, a dangerous

arrangement, since two-wheeled vehicles tended to be unstable, as accounts of

accidents attest. Carts dominated urban traªc until the 1850s, and they were

probably still an important element of freight traªc as late as 1875. One horse

pulled most carts, carrying light loads like dung or furniture. Carts o¤ered the ad-

vantage of easy loading and unloading, since they could be tilted backward to

empty cargo. They endured well into the twentieth century for loads requiring

dumping, like coal, garbage, or soil from construction sites. A few were adapted

for special purposes. A cart mounted with a tank peddled supposedly pure water

for tea in New York in the 1790s, but typically carts were general-purpose, not spe-

cialized, vehicles.3

Most of what we know about carts comes from New York City sources, but

there is no reason to believe the pattern was much di¤erent elsewhere. The New

York City Common Council licensed carts (sleds in winter), limiting size and

rates. Cartmen (we have not found a single cartwoman) could own only one horse

and one cart. They had to know local geography, farriery (a premodern craft com-

bining blacksmithing and folk veterinary medicine), and driving. The carters op-

erated not unlike a medieval guild and wore white frocks as a quasi uniform or

emblem of the trade. May 1 was Carter’s Day, when they marched through streets

with horses bedecked in flowers. The number of carters expanded greatly with

the growth of the city: there were 321 carters in 1785, more than 3,400 in 1835,

and 8,500 in 1855. Hackmen also expanded in numbers, although by a smaller

amount. Carts increasingly displaced wheelbarrows, which had been widely used

in retail businesses because retail customers spread themselves over larger areas.

The city had banned blacks, “youths,” and immigrants from the trade after it be-

gan licensing carters in 1729, allowing those groups to carry only “dirt” (i.e., hu-

man and equine manures). The restrictive characteristics of the system, however,

broke down under the onslaught of Jacksonian egalitarianism, and in 1828 the

Common Council increased the number of licenses to allow the formerly barred

groups to enter the trade. Previously all carters had been independent entrepre-
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neurs, but some now began working for companies. The licensing system grad-

ually disappeared under pressure from the new express companies of the 1840s,

since it increased their operating costs. Similar patterns can be observed in other

cities. Haulers became increasingly Irish, and so-called independents, who owned

their own horses and carts, became less common.4

One carter, Isaac Lyon, published his reminiscences. He described his peers

as craftsmen who earned their pay with their knowledge of the city and careful at-

tention to loads entrusted to them (he specialized in “fine arts,” carrying objects

like paintings and mirrors). According to Lyon, “A Cartman should be an ency-

clopedia and an intelligence oªce together.” To him, practitioners were idealized

republican workmen, noted for their patriotism, always turning out in their white

smocks and highly polished black boots for parades, and serving as volunteer fire-

men. These practices extended beyond New York. In Pittsburgh, carters in white

smocks standing on their vehicles highlighted labor parades. Lyon bragged about

his business acumen and fast dealing: “New York is a fast city. Its men are fast,

its women are fast, and so are its horses.”5 Lyon complained that the proud carters

lost their autonomy when blacks, Irishmen, and corporations (an unlikely com-

bination) took over the trade in the 1850s, although the growth of express com-

panies and hotel stages as rivals also cut into his business.

Teamsters

With the arrival of two-horse wagons in the 1850s and a great growth in busi-

ness, urban horse controllers became redefined as teamsters (i.e., those who

drove a two-horse team and the attached four-wheel wagon rather than a one-

horse, two-wheel cart). Between 1850 and 1860, the number of teamsters in the

United States more than doubled, while the number of carters declined. Clearly,

teaming, a largely urban occupation, was growing rapidly and carting was de-

clining. The increase became obvious between 1870 and 1900. In New York City

the number of teamsters grew 311 percent, in Chicago 675.5 percent, in Philadel-

phia 350.7 percent, in St. Louis 243.8 percent, in Boston 412.6 percent, and in

Baltimore 157.6 percent. In each case, the number of teamsters was growing at

triple the rate of the human population.6

Teamsters were overwhelmingly male. Of the 120,000 teamsters in the United

States in 1870, only 196 were women. Of the 368,000 in 1900, only 264 were

women. In eighty years of census data for Boston, only one woman was counted.

Women were stereotyped as too weak or too nervous to handle teams. One driv-

ing manual, while acknowledging that driving required “a gentle touch” and even
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recommending piano playing as good practice, complained about the woman dri-

ver that “she is fitted neither by garb, nature, nor habit to act.” Large numbers of

African Americans and Irish Americans worked as drivers. (By 1880 more than

half of Boston’s teamsters were Irish.) Blacks drove mules in many southern

cities, and the Encyclopedia of Southern Culture notes that southern whites believed

that blacks could read mules’ thoughts. Even in a northern city like Pittsburgh,

in 1911 more than half the teamsters were black. The Providence street railway

assigned black horses to African Americans. The Irish, too, were believed to have

“mysterious and telepathic” communication with horses. The real world, of

course, was di¤erent. Both groups (blacks and Irish) came from rural areas where

horse raising was common, so they had the appropriate skills. Blacks probably

went into trades using horses because they had the relevant skills, they relished

the opportunity to be more independent than in most jobs, and entry costs were

low. The Irish background was probably similar.7

Often teamsters had started as child workers, handling light jobs as stable

boys. One teamster complained about adolescent farm boys who would leave the

farm after planting, use their horse skills to enter the teaming trade in cities—

where they would compete with established drivers—and then return home for

the harvest. Thus, teaming often served as an entry-level job for new migrants from

the country to the city. Masculinity was an important element of self-definition

for teamsters. One teamster leader wrote in 1912: “Because an individual is a

teamster is nor [sic] reason why he can’t be a man.” But defining masculinity could

be quite complex. Teamsters sought autonomy to be their own men, often lead-

ing to boisterous antiauthority behavior, cursing, drinking, and confrontations

with bosses and the public. On the other hand, masculinity involved a patriarchal

search for dignity and control. Dan Tobin, one of the first presidents of the In-

ternational Brotherhood of Teamsters, saw no contradiction between his own

heavy drinking and his writing of moralistic editorials in the union paper urging

members to forego bad habits. Teamsters were often more interested in re-

straining arbitrary bosses through control over work rules and an arbitration

process than in wages and hours, which was clearly a quest for dignity.8

The teaming trades required more skill than did carting. Carters usually con-

trolled only one horse that they led on foot. Controlling two horses was much

more complex. If one slacked, the other was overworked. Also, the outside horse

worked harder in turns and was especially prone to shying or running away. In

harnessing, it made sense to keep the “more nervous” horse to the right, away

from traªc. The reins had to be held firmly enough to give the horses a sense of

control but not so tightly as to make the horses insensitive to changes in pres-
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sure. Drivers could select from dozens of di¤erent types of bits, depending on the

physiognomy and temperament of each horse. One manual described the choices

as depending on the “lightness of drivers’ hands” and “lightness of horses’

mouth.” Another gave seventeen di¤erent methods for holding the reins. Bit con-

trol was fundamental, but often all four reins were in one hand, leaving the other

free for the whip. The prescriptive literature was inconsistent. Warnings were

constant: “Always feel the horse’s mouth,” and “always keep a tight rein” (Wells

Fargo). Yet a Chicago street railway manager warned drivers against excessive

pulling of bit and reins, which could ruin a horse. He believed that horses should

be controlled more by voice and whip. Another Chicago street railway operator

wanted one hand on the reins and the other on the brake.9

Smooth handling was vital, since abrupt starts and stops could damage freight

and passengers. The horses’ legs are the weakest part of the equine machine. Poor

driving could weaken and even permanently injure horses’ legs. Surviving films

of horse-dominated streets show drivers staring straight ahead (the strong point

of human vision), leaving happenings to the side to horses, who have better pe-

ripheral vision.10

Learning to control larger teams was even more complex—four horses usu-

ally required a whip to ensure an equal workload, but that meant four sets or eight

reins had to be held in the left hand, a skill that could take a year to acquire.11On

rare occasions teamsters directed even longer teams, up to twenty-two animals,

which required great skill, even with the aid of riders on lead horses. The City of

Boston deemed four-horse teams so dangerous that using them required the per-

mission of the Board of Aldermen.12 The largest team we have seen mentioned

involved forty horses moving nine thousand feet of reeled wire cable (weighing

12.5 tons) for a Chicago cable car system. The Street Railway Journal colorfully re-

ported its start: “Forty whips were raised in mid-air; forty drivers uttered oaths of

colossal proportions; forty horses felt the lash, and the North Side cable began to

be threaded.”13 Large teams were also used to haul heavy loads in the iron and

steel industry and to pull heavy stone monuments.

Controlling fire horses required special skill. They had to be trained to run to

a spot under their harness when the bell rang, wait patiently for the harness to be

dropped from the ceiling and hitched, speed to fires at high speeds, and then

stand quietly and unattended by a curb while a fire raged nearby. Most fire en-

gines required more than two horses because of their weight (often more than

eight thousand pounds). Because they were top heavy, fire engines tended to turn

over when corners were taken at high speed, and firemen would hitch three

horses side by side, like a Russian troika, an arrangement that was very hard to
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control. Their drivers trained fire horses so well that, when they aged and were

sold for new tasks, like pulling cabs, their new owners sometimes could not stop

them from running back to their old fire house at the sound of a fire bell.14

Policemen had somewhat di¤erent problems. They were among the few indi-

viduals who rode horses in cities. They trained horses to be “well-bitted, bridle-

wise and leg-wise” (i.e., steerable by leg pressure). Mounted police trained their

horses to use six gaits, switch leads, angle o¤ runaways, and slow down and push

crowds sideways—a training process that could take six months. One famous

Pittsburgh horse was even trained to hold arrestees’ wrists in his mouth firmly

enough to keep them from running but without breaking their skin. Both police

and fire horses had to ignore loud noises and crowds.15

Braking, especially with heavy loads, also presented problems. Lank O’Dell,

formerly a construction dray driver, drove the first street railway car in New York.

He halted at its first downhill stop without a problem. From experience, he knew

to manipulate both brake and reins. The driver behind him, formerly a cabbie,

was not so fortunate. He forgot the brake and plowed into O’Dell’s vehicle, an in-

auspicious start for the new mode. The Providence street railway company pro-

hibited the application of brakes on hills, ordering drivers to rein in horses, de-

spite the obvious stresses on horses’ legs. The same road required that horses be

taken out of harness during downhill runs in icy weather, expecting the driver to

control the car by brakes alone. The first treatise on street railway management

in the United States warned that drivers should dismount and walk their horses

around curves and in front of schools, which suggests braking problems. Some

street railways banned all stops on hills, fearing that downhill cars would overrun

their horses and uphill cars would be unable to restart. Horses braked too rapidly

often slipped and fell on slippery granite pavements. As late as 1931 many milk

delivery companies (that trade was one of the last holdouts of the horse) had no

brakes on their vehicles. Teamsters had to plan delivery routes to minimize wear

and tear on their horses’ legs—for example, delivering on the flat part of a route

first to lessen the load. Training horses to back up to grates in sidewalks to deliver

commodities like coal or beer kegs was even more complicated.16

Teamsters’ responsibilities did not end with driving. Wells Fargo and other

owners gave elaborate instructions about watering and feeding horses (most wag-

ons carried some oats and a feedbag). The company asked drivers to avoid pub-

lic water troughs (potential sources of disease) but did not suggest alternatives.

Drivers had to deal with injured horses and get fallen ones to get up (put a blan-

ket under its feet and “induce it to arise,” said the Wells Fargo manual helpfully).

Drivers also put blankets on horses in cold or rainy weather.17
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Tracking the daily schedule of an ice driver shows some of the complexity of

the job, beyond dealing with horses and traªc. Early in the morning, an ice man

had to load four thousand to six thousand pounds of ice after estimating how

much was needed (demand varied with the season and temperature) for delivery

to 180 to 220 customers. He packed ice in blocks of one hundred pounds (smaller

ones melted too fast) and then carved it into smaller blocks on the road (usually

twenty-five to fifty pounds to fit in each customer’s ice box—the exact size varied

by the make of the ice box). Then the teamster drove the route, looking for cards

that customers were supposed to leave in their windows when they needed more

ice. A good deliveryman could often anticipate when customers needed ice, even

if they forgot the card. The closer to each house the large block was carved the less

the meltdown. The hotter the weather, the heavier the loads would be for both

teamster and horse. Drivers also had all the problems associated with bill collec-

tion, since they were paid on commission. Companies started drivers with forty

to fifty customers and took away routes if the iceman did not build it up to two

hundred or so, a level that would generate a healthy income for the driver. Milk-

men had to recruit customers, lift three thousand pounds a day, and be respon-

sible for breakage and loss. Delivery horses su¤ered from heavy loads, frequent

starts, and especially longer days in the summer.18

Teamsters took great pride in their skill. One proletarian novelist compared a

teamster in action to “Apollo driving the sun across the sky.”19 As Theodore

Dreiser described one of his teamster characters, “He drove as only a horse-lover

can, his body bolt upright, his own energy and temperament animating his ani-

mals.”20 Control of self and animal were intertwined: “Horses show much cun-

ning in alarming a timid rider,” and some horses were “inherently vicious or

wicked.”21Horse authority James Garland warned about the need to concentrate,

especially when there were objects or events likely to alarm a horse.22 These traits

were more related to the animal nature of the horse than to its machinelike fea-

tures.

Some elements of the old carting system remained in place. New York had li-

censes as late as the 1850s, but nobody seems to have paid much attention to the

requirement. In Providence the police commissioner estimated that the number

of unlicensed drivers in the late 1860s was as great as the number with licenses.

By the 1870s, licensed drivers, aside from hackmen, had disappeared, perhaps

reflecting the reluctance of manufacturers and railroads to be dependent on in-

dependent drivers. Railroads wanted the lucrative local delivery business them-

selves. In 1858, for instance, Detroit’s railroads took over local deliveries from
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draymen, who promptly organized, but the strike failed. By 1884 fewer than 10

percent of that city’s teamsters owned their own rigs.23

The change in ownership patterns for horses and vehicles occurred elsewhere,

too. In 1883, New York City teamster Thomas McGuire testified to a U.S. Senate

Committee about conditions in the teaming trade. He had entered the trade as

an independent, with capital of three hundred dollars, enough for one horse and

wagon, but could not compete with the large firms, who used their purchasing

power to reduce feeding and horseshoeing costs to a level one-third below his.

The same complaint ran through the testimony of other drivers—competing with

the big express companies like Wells Fargo was exceedingly diªcult, and inde-

pendents were only a dead horse away from bankruptcy. Even in the hack busi-

ness, where it was harder to achieve economies of scale, corporate takeovers be-

came increasingly commonplace as large firms began to monopolize licenses.24

The old independent cartmen and cabdrivers spent much of their time idling,

waiting at stands or nearby saloons for business to come their way. Idling cart-

men could be a nuisance, and cities tried to prevent them from swearing and

smoking and ultimately banned the public stands. One Hartford resident com-

plained: “I do protest against the stands on grounds of good citizenship, against

the blasphemy and obscenity on the square. I have been insulted. Ladies have

been insulted.” In 1857, Milwaukee arrested thirty-five carters after the passage

of a new ordinance that banned indecent or boisterous language or annoying trav-

elers. The decline of independent operators ended the stands where carters had

hung out.25 Teamsters saw loss of status in these changes. There is little of Isaac

Lyons’s pride in his skills in a poem that a teamster named C. C. Hassler wrote

for his union paper in 1902, in which he compared the toils and fatigue of horses

and their teamsters, describing them as “fit co-partners in Life’s race.”26 For Has-

sler there is none of the autonomy, craft, or skill that Lyons had. He views him-

self purely in working-class terms, sentimentally one with the “dumb brutes.”

One of the first statistical surveys of occupational hazards in the United States

pointed out that drivers and teamsters in New York City were exceptionally sus-

ceptible to pneumonia, rheumatism, and varicose veins because they worked

such long hours, often in bad weather conditions.27 Streetcar employees had an

especially diªcult work environment, with drivers putting in fourteen- and some-

times sixteen-hour shifts, even in the harsh winter months, working under oner-

ous regulations, and having to play second fiddle to conductors. At least their

work was regular, while teaming for other employers could be highly seasonal.
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Teamster Organizations

Teamsters held an ambiguous place within the labor movement, as remains

the case. Craft unions tended to reject teamsters, arguing that they were only

semiskilled. Try as they might, they could never distinguish themselves by claim-

ing that their abilities, including care with loads, promptness, interpersonal

skills, and knowledge of geography, separated them from “farmers, who just

knew how to drive horses.” Their earliest unions were really guilds, which

confined themselves to owners. The many unions that formed and then faltered

in the last third of the nineteenth century spent much of their time arguing about

whether to admit drivers who owned their own animals and rigs. There were

other thorny questions. Should drivers be organized by stable? Should ice deliv-

erers and laundry deliverers belong to the same union? How about cabbies? Street

railway drivers? The American Federation of Labor argued that each was a sepa-

rate craft. Indeed, the American Street Railway Union, confined to one trade, was

probably the most successful early organization.28

Many drivers, such as Chicago’s laundry drivers, drove their own horses and

operated on commission, hustling for new customers, for example, at news-

stands and hotels. Brewery drivers also could earn a high level of commission by

bringing in new business. Even express truck drivers could earn money by find-

ing new customers. Business owners with very few teams often welcomed city-

wide unions, which fixed prices as well as wages, thus regularizing competition.

This often led to sweetheart deals, with attendant corruption.

The teamsters viewed their history as proletarianization. This was true in the

sense that, in 1900, almost all were employees who did not own the tools of their

trade—horses and wagons—unlike the carters who had dominated the carrying

in 1850. There were, however, opportunities in the new order. In Chicago there

were more laundry drivers with relatively high incomes than there had been

teamsters and carters in 1850. The teaming industry seems to have been domi-

nated by small firms that held contracts with manufacturing and distribution

firms, rather than the large gangs of employees working for giant express com-

panies and breweries. In this structure there was room for upward mobility, at-

tended, to be sure, by the strong risk of failure. R. G. Dun and Company gave

credit ratings for twelve hack or small teaming firms in Boston between 1858 and

1890. Four of them seem to have prospered and grown, while three clearly failed,

two in the panic year of 1873. All were quite flexible, renting out their horses when

idle and also renting stable space, a kind of livery/teaming combination. Of
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course, the vast majority of the city’s teamsters and teaming firms had no credit

ratings at all.29

Among larger firms teamster unions had their most success with breweries

and department stores, which feared losing consumers if they were perceived as

anti-union. Indeed, unions relied on public support in the form of boycotts of

businesses employing scabs or even violence directed at scabs. Both employers

and teamsters looked upon actual or expected violence as a matter of course. They

had great success organizing firms that provided building supplies because peo-

ple in the construction trades often would not cross picket lines of teamsters.30

The International Teamster, the oªcial magazine of the teamsters union in New

York City, noted in 1905 that threatening a strike in the food delivery business, af-

ter the trucks were loaded, was invariably successful, especially against ice cream

companies.31A teaming firm could not lock its property up behind closed factory

doors but had to operate it on the streets, vulnerable to the syndicalist instincts

of many urbanites. Support by those in the street could be quite strong because

of identification between customers and striking local drivers.32

Strikebreakers, however, seem to have been easy to find, suggesting that the

skills of teamsters were not as unusual as they believed. New immigrants might

not understand the cause of a strike, and blacks did not hesitate to break strikes

of locals that would not allow them to join. In Chicago, black strikebreakers ended

a strike of forty-six hundred teamsters that had lasted 108 days with several fa-

talities. Many of the early, failed unions seem to have a syndicalist twist, like the

Liberty Dawn cabdrivers in New York, who aªliated with the Knights of Labor.33

The modern teamsters union, organized on industrial principles, dates back

to Chicago in 1898. Its primary benefit may have been to reduce the hours of

teamsters. Even though the horses rested on Sunday, teamsters had been required

to come in and feed their own animals, a job the new contracts gave to stable-

hands, since teamsters were guaranteed double time for working on the Sabbath.

Under the new contract milkmen made only one delivery run per day, reducing

their workweek from eighty to fifty hours. Haulers had the workday cut from four-

teen to eleven hours. There were some financial benefits. Railway express drivers,

who acted as solicitors and were bonded as responsible, increased their income

to seventy dollars a month.34 For those hauling building materials, there was

sometimes a loading/unloading piece rate in addition to the hourly wage (e.g.,

forty cents per one thousand bricks). The union freed livery and department store

drivers from buying their own uniforms. Companies assumed the cost of theft,

spoilage, and goods returned, if, for example, kerosene shipments spoiled gro-

ceries.35
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By the end of the nineteenth century, teamsters were not only experiencing

perceived proletarianization but also becoming stigmatized in new ways. The im-

age of the rowdy, cursing, dishonest teamster, which went back to the times of the

carters, remained. In 1895 the Nation described teamsters as “one of the lowest

classes of the community”; they were also defined as foul-smelling, a kind of so-

cial pariah, just as hostlers were.36 The sensationalist New York by Sunlight and

Gaslight noted that “the odor of the horse blanket clings to them always.”37 The

teamsters apparently internalized these fears—one of the characters of the pro-

letarian novelist James T. Farrell bathed constantly and complained that he could

never get the smell o¤ his clothes, while another faced ridicule from neighbors

because he smelled like “horse apples” (slang for manure).38 Another proletar-

ian novelist describes a teamster whose sister-in-law ridiculed him for spending

his day “at a horse’s tail.” She complains that he spends all his time with other

teamsters and lives on the top floor of a tenement in a space where only “goyim

and paupers rented.”39

Individuals stigmatized in this way create their own counterculture. The

rowdy behaviors of drinking, contempt of authority, and camaraderie with fellows

are classic responses. More formally, guilds, unions, and mutual benefit asso-

ciations are common.40 A description of Baltimore’s “arabbers” (modern black

street peddlers) catches this ambiance nicely: “Arabbers worked hard and partied

hearty.” The stable was a center of sociability, and one arabber says that he spent

the happiest years of his childhood in a stable. The trade carried a stigma of huck-

sterism and “borderline vagrancy,” which its practitioners valued, seeing one as

a sign of business acumen and the other as a kind of republican autonomy. An

arabber with a college degree was asked why he worked as a peddler. He re-

sponded: “I’ll tell you the plain truth. In a word, freedom. I don’t like kissing white

people’s ass.”41 It is not hard to imagine a white teamster a century earlier sub-

stituting class or ethnicity for these racial values.

Cruelty and Its Regulators

One of the scariest moments in American literature appears in Henry Roth’s

Call It Sleep. David, the novel’s eleven-year-old protagonist, has been unable to

prevent some drunks from stealing milk from his father’s delivery wagon. When

his always choleric father returns, he reaches for the whip. For one terrifying mo-

ment, David is sure that he will be the target of his father’s rage. Instead, the old

man takes his frustration out on the family horse. Nineteenth-century streets
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were filled with scenes like this—rage seems to have been a commonplace emo-

tion, although one in decline, according to one history of anger. Horses, just like

physically weaker family members, were perhaps victimized by teamsters who

perceived status decline, by some excessively greedy owners, and even by wealthy,

leisurely horse “lovers” seeking the perfect gait, the perfect posture, or the per-

fectly shaped tail. Even bystanders participated in the kind of sadism that the

broader society sought to stop, such as children throwing firecrackers under

horses or the young boy who put honey on a lamppost in subzero weather, know-

ing that a horse would lick it, freezing its tongue to the iron. As psychologists have

demonstrated today, individual histories of violence against animals, especially

by children, are often closely linked to later violence against people.42

One sign of decline in the acceptability of rage was the 1866 creation of the

American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (ASPCA) in New York

City, an organization that spawned imitators in other cities. Its founder was the

wealthy Manhattan socialite Henry Bergh; his father had made money in broth-

els and real estate. Bergh modeled the organization after anti-cruelty groups in

London and Paris. These organizations clearly focused on horses—the ASPCA’s

Annual Report for 1884 showed that 90 percent of its prosecutions dealt with

horses and especially emphasized controlling cruelty on public streets. Bergh and

several of the other directors had been abolitionists before the Civil War and

would later be involved in groups to prevent cruelty to children. The early direc-

tors were prominent members of New York City’s elite society, many of them with

investments in transportation firms with large herds.43As we shall see, their mo-

tives were more than just altruistic.

These individuals lobbied to secure a unique charter for the ASPCA, in which

the state delegated police authority to make ASPCA agents deputy sheri¤s with

the power to arrest practitioners of cruelty. More importantly, and unlike the so-

cieties that followed in other cities, the ASPCA could keep any fines imposed on

teamsters by the courts, a real incentive for active patrolling. Bergh even became

an honorary prosecutor. Although he was not a lawyer, he sometimes did appear

to argue prosecutions. This seems to have been a way around the refusal of

oªcials sympathetic to teamsters to prosecute the anti-cruelty laws.44 Bergh

proved to be especially adept at generating publicity for his cause. He often ar-

rested drivers himself and ordered overworked street railway horses returned to

their barns, even though their passengers might be stranded in foul weather. He

engaged in public controversies with important stable owners like street railway

and cab company owner William Vanderbilt, even though he was a member of
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the ASPCA board.45 As the graphs show, the organization became a major force

on the streets, although it is hard to interpret the year-to-year variations, since

they could well reflect enforcement zeal more than any objective change.

The 1884 Annual Report of the ASPCA summarized the reasons for prosecu-

tions since its founding: harness sores, 3,538 (31.2%); beating, 1,513 (13.3%); lame-

ness, 1,381 (12.1%); abandonment or starvation, 488 (4.3%); overloading, 611

(5.3%); working sick (mostly glandered) horses, 533 (4.7%); reckless driving, 257

(2.2%); maliciously killing or wounding, 281 (2.5%); selling diseased animals, 257

(2.2%); driving horses until dead, 12; exposing animals to storms, 138; and salt-

ing streets, 86. The report noted that many o¤enses occurred in bad weather,

since rain or snow might exacerbate sores and increase falls. Bad weather caused

many problems, such as overloaded streetcars and a higher than normal demand

for cabs and for freight delivery even though footing was at its worst. One of the

more aggravated cases in the ASPCA files involves a horse that fell in 1870 and

was left lying on the ice, where its body warmth sank it five or six inches into the
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ice overnight, requiring its destruction.46 Summer had its own problems for

horses, notably heat stroke.

Cruelty by teamsters toward their horses was undoubtedly often compelled by

owners who insisted that teamsters hold to a tight schedule even though they

were pulling excessive loads. Bergh acknowledged the unfairness of going after

teamsters for $300 fines when their employers had insisted on overloads, but he

found that he had little success prosecuting the latter. Street railway owners tried

to remain on cordial terms with Bergh, although they (at least by Bergh’s account)

blocked legislation that would have limited the number of passengers that their

horses could pull and mandated extra horses on steep hills. When a January 5,

1887, letter to the New York World complained that horses had been overworked

during a recent snowstorm, the ASPCA responded that the president, directors,

and oªcers of the o¤ending street railway were all ASPCA members: “They cer-

tainly take pride in being members for it gives them the power and authority to

stop all new cruelty.” One newspaper reported an extremely gross beating but

noted that Bergh remonstrated with but did not arrest the owner of a carriage and
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“fine span of horses” near Central Park. Bergh probably did not like to prosecute

members of his own class.47

The pattern in Pittsburgh was slightly di¤erent. The Allegheny County Hu-

mane Society (ACHS) reported a few prosecutions for using horses without shoes

(their owners must have been close to bankruptcy, since this practice would

clearly ruin horses). In 1876 that agency reported sixteen hundred cases of cru-

elty. It never had the power to prosecute of the New York ASPCA, and almost all

stops led to some form of counseling, with few fines and fewer arrests. After be-

ing reconstituted as part of the Pennsylvania SPCA in 1880, the organization an-

nounced that its goal was “to prevent, not punish.” Still, the Pittsburgh society

was willing to take on wealthy horse owners who used cruel techniques and won

a major court case in 1889, with the ruling that docking and check reins (reins

on trotting horses that held their heads in an artificially high position, a fashion-

able look) were inherently cruel.48Most local humane societies, however, did not

seem to go after inherently cruel forms of horse fashion in the upper-class world,

such as docking (cutting tails short for cosmetic reasons and thereby limiting the

ability of horses to swat flies), playing polo, and show jumping. (Both polo and

jumping stress the legs.)

Arrested teamsters argued that owners should be prosecuted, not them, usu-

ally claiming that the owners had given them ill-fed or lame horses and insisted

that they extract work from them. One teamster told Bergh, “I licked him [the

horse] because he was unable to stand up and the company has no mercy on ei-

ther the driver or the horses—and I must make time.”49 Drivers for firms de-

manding exact on-time delivery often had no recourse but heavy whipping or

other cruel practices, such as shoving a sharp stick up the animal’s anus, twist-

ing his tail, or starting a fire underneath him.50 One teamster quoted his boss:

“God damn you, buy whips and I will buy horses. When he is dead, I will give you

another one.”51 This statement clearly reflected a view of the horse as a machine

rather than as a sentient being.

Perhaps the best measure of how complicated these issues could be revolved

around street railways in bad weather. Bergh would often stop cars, especially on

hills, until extra horses were added. But this could cause monstrous jams, with

up to fifty cars backed up behind the one without horses. At first he sought pros-

ecutions directed at drivers but, realizing that they often were not responsible, he

then went after the owners, but often with a lack of vigor. The owners protested

and often had the clout to avoid prosecution. Finally, Bergh decided to blame pas-

sengers for overcrowding (sometimes with good reason—his agent found 137 

riders on one 40-passenger car during a blizzard in 1873). He forced the men 
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and boys (but not the women) on the car to debark and walk up a hill. In 1887 an

ASPCA spokesperson actually told the New York World, “The people who crowded

the cars were the real brutes.”52

Here and in other policies the ASPCA often served the interests of large herd

owners. For example, Bergh’s agents would shoot lame horses, making it easier

for owners to file claims with insurance companies, since the company would

refuse to pay if the beneficiary had shot the animal himself. (Ironically, the soci-

ety soon became the leading killer of horses in New York City.) Agents also shot

infected animals before they could spread disease, notably those with the highly

infectious glanders. Individual stable keepers, especially those who owned only

one or two horses and could not a¤ord a replacement, might acknowledge the

need for such public health measures, but few would actually allow their own an-

imals to be shot.

Nor did most owners want their stock abused by their human employees.

Wells Fargo, for example, prohibited whips. Other firms clearly limited whipping

in their regulations.53 In 1919, an oªcial of the National Biscuit Company told

the Allegheny County Humane Society: “We have a good deal of money invested

in horse flesh and we surely appreciate the cooperation of the Humane Society in

helping us see that our horses are handled in a humane manner in the street.”54

Companies like those could hardly have had inspectors everywhere on the streets,

so organizations such as the ASPCA and the ACHS helped protect their valuable

animals by enforcing anti-cruelty laws. In a sense, the owners were capitalizing

on Victorian sentimentality—drivers could not beat animals out of sight of the

owners. Absentee stable owners probably welcomed ASPCA inspections. The

Massachusetts Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals may have best

summarized the relations between employers and drivers: “If the men are on

good terms with the employer, the horses are usually well treated, whereas if the

men are dissatisfied, the horses are always badly treated.”55

New York’s street railways initially stopped whenever a prospective passenger

flagged them down, a practice borrowed from their predecessor, the omnibus. In

1874 the companies switched to stopping only at street corners, still the dominant

pattern in American transit, because it saved wear and tear on equine legs. The

street railways forestalled consumer protest by claiming endorsement by the AS-

PCA—frequent stops represented cruelty to horses. The ASPCA ran an educa-

tional campaign encouraging New Yorkers to board cars at the corners only.56 Re-

ducing stops also improved travel times, a goal of the street railways.

Note the ambiguity here. While anti-cruelty groups were ostensibly focused on

the living side of living machines, many of their policies also served to facilitate
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the use of horses as machines. The reality never quite matched the rhetoric and,

of course, it introduced the familiar paradox of humans probably being the lead-

ing killers of animals in cities.

Early in the twentieth century, anti-cruelty crusaders turned to more positive

reinforcement, holding annual workhorse parades in cities across the United

States. These parades became major civic events, with thousands of spectators.

Individual teamsters displayed their animals, often adorned with straw hats to

protect them from the heat, and were rewarded for the healthy appearance of their

animals. After Boston’s 1919 parade, the president of the dairy firm H. P. Hood

estimated that the parade saved him one thousand dollars a year because of the

extra care stable hands and drivers took of horses, hoping for a ribbon. Outing

magazine reported, “Another employer, a shrewd, successful Jew owning 14

horses . . . reports that his horses have increased in value $25 or $30 apiece as a

direct result of the stimulus a¤orded by the parades.”57

Teamster-based sources show a di¤erent attitude toward cruelty than that at-

tributed to them by the middle class. One Providence street railway driver refused

to whip a stopped horse, even though eleven cars were backed up behind him.

Eventually his passengers pushed the vehicle back to the barn. Seattle teamsters

included as a strike demand a request that horse feedings be increased from two

to three a day. Teamster newspapers praised anti-cruelty crusaders despite the ob-

vious tensions between the groups and also warned against excessive whipping.

In 1906 the International Teamster suggested to members that they should gen-

tly break horses of the habit of shying and also not trot them downhill. The same

magazine carried photos of especially handsome teams in almost every issue. In

the middle of a bitter and violent strike in New York City in 1887, members of the

Liberty Dawn union chased a scab from his vehicle and overturned it but walked

the horse back to the stable.58

Objectively, how much cruelty was there? The constant recurrence of com-

plaints about it suggests that it was commonplace. After all, there was formal leg-

islation, pressure from quasi-private anti-cruelty groups, rules by employers, and

even admonitions from teamster groups. Those implicated (except socialites who

used check reins, docking, and the like) never defended abuse per se, other than

citing the exigency of the moment, such as the need to deliver goods on schedule

or to train a horse properly. Even accepted practices were inherently cruel—yank-

ing on bits hurt, braking did pull horses to excessively sharp stops, and towing

weights of any kind could be hard. Very few drivers, if any, abandoned the whip.

So some cruelty was needed to make cities work. And humane societies needed
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cruelty to justify their existence—indeed, there is the great irony of their being

the leading killers of horses.

Corporate and Municipal Control

Urban work requirements created other complex issues of human-horse inter-

action, especially in large corporate herds. Since drivers controlled their horses out-

side the owner’s direct view, owners worried about cruelty or neglect that would

damage their living machines. Thus, the management of teamsters, and not just

by the threat of legal prosecution, was also important. One company charged em-

ployees “to know every horse as a mother knows her child.”59 Once again, the di-

rect simile is a reference to humans. Another firm reminded drivers, “Don’t forget

he is a sentient being and can feel the lash of either your whip or your tongue.”60

At some level managers understood that they were dealing with two species of sen-

tient beings. One teamster recounts being told, on his first day on the job, “Animals

are a lot like people. Each of these horses has a di¤erent personality, but all of them

need tender, loving care. . . . Animals always remember the people who treat them

right.”61 At its annual banquet the American Street Railway Association toasted,

“Mankind’s noblest servant, co-worker, and friend: the horse.”62 Drivers could be

equally sentimental, as in the poem quoted previously.

Owners tried to match horses and drivers by personality or other traits to cre-

ate bonds of a¤ection between both species of workers. They encouraged drivers

to name their horses, humanizing them. Boston’s workhorses included Houy-

hnhnm (an especially flattering name, derived from the horses that were smarter

than humans in Swift’s Gulliver’s Travels), Grief, John Wesley (the famous Meth-

odist preacher), Foreordination, Hayes (a president), Tilden (a failed presidential

candidate), Richard III (after the English king whom Shakespeare portrayed as

dying in battle for want of a horse), Major, Jumbo (after the famous circus ele-

phant), and Russell Sage (a well-known millionaire). All this suggests that own-

ers and teamsters sometimes perceived their horses as companions, as well as

machines. This kind of bonding had practical benefits in traªc. If twenty drivers

cried conflicting orders on a crowded street, it was important that each horse dis-

tinguish his driver from others. Commands to horses could vary with each team-

ster-horse pair, both for safety and, one suspects, bonding. One immigrant team-

ster told his grandchild that his horse understood Yiddish. Another had horses,

Giovanni and Giuseppe, who obeyed only commands in Italian. The bonding

probably worked both ways. We have not encountered an account of a teamster
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strike where strikers mistreated horses, although they rarely hesitated to sabotage

other property. In one case, an especially bitter street railway strike, teamsters

even allowed feed wagons to cross their picket lines into the stable. Photos of

early-twentieth-century workhorse parades show horses whose teamsters had

decorated them with straw hats and ribbons in their manes. There were limits—

while most firms asked their drivers to avoid the whip, it was still routine equip-

ment. As late as 1912 one stable management manual recommended lighting a

fire under horses to get them started with heavy loads.63

Training horses for city life was a diªcult and important part of controlling

them. The evolutionary track taken by horses provided shyness and speed as de-

fense mechanisms. Horses scare easily, and their reflex is to run away. An overly

excitable horse might cause an accident or damage itself if it reverted to this be-

havior. The first instruction on driving in one manual was: “Watch for objects

likely to alarm your horse.” Even a flying piece of paper can scare a horse, espe-

cially since their instinct is to watch the scenery to the side (to help navigate a re-

turn), rather than the road. Other handbooks recommended singing or whistling

to horses to keep them calm. Accidents were common, especially in traªc. Pos-

sibly New York’s earliest traªc jam involved the numerous carriages traveling to

the famous match race between Eclipse and Sir Henry in 1823, the greatest eques-

trian event in the city’s history. The heavy traªc led to a chain reaction accident,

during which many panicky horses drove their traces through the rear panel of

the preceding vehicle. Per vehicle, nineteenth-century horse-drawn vehicles

caused more accidents than motor vehicles would later, an appalling accident toll,

at least in New York City.64

Horses on the street were subject to formal municipal control, but regulation

seems to have played little e¤ective role. There were speed limits, but those were

nearly impossible to enforce, since there was no e¤ective way to measure speed.

Boston, to cite one example, passed speed regulations at least four times in the

nineteenth century, a sign that the old ones had been forgotten, presumably be-

cause of nonenforcement. In any case, most street traªc proceeded at a walk, to

judge from films taken around the turn of the century.

Common law prosecutions for “furious driving,” while rare, were probably

more successful than those for violating speed limits. Furious driving could be

demonstrated in a way that a speed limit could not—its measure was that horses

frothed at the mouth. There were other rules, but they seemed mostly to aªrm

custom or common sense—keeping to the right, for example, or not leaving

horses unattended at the curb. Turn-of-the-century film clips show no example of

either custom being violated. Indeed, those clips are nearly devoid of any regula-
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tory presence—there are no signs or signals, and only one traªc police oªcer is

shown. To be sure, New York City claimed by that date that it had a police oªcer

stationed at every corner of Broadway, its busiest street and probably the busiest

in the nation, but none is visible in the film clips of that street. The films show

that, while Broadway was busy, there were plenty of gaps in traªc and no vehicle

on a cross street had to hesitate before turning into the flow of traªc. A traªc

count of ten of the busiest streets in the nation in 1886 showed on average 108

vehicles an hour on Broadway. Only one other major street in the ten cities sur-

veyed carried more than 75 vehicles per hour. Evidently there was some rush hour

crowding at bridges, ferries, and major downtown intersections. For control of

traªc, custom, as noted above, was clearly more important than regulation.65

Hacks (four wheelers) or cabs (two wheelers), which functioned like today’s

taxicabs, were the great exceptions to the lack of regulation. John Clapp received

New York’s first hack license in 1692. The arrival of the horsecar did not drive

hacks out of business as their drivers had feared, since they served a separate, lux-

ury business. By 1862 the numbers of horsecar and hack drivers in New York City

were roughly the same—just over five hundred of each. Of course, the horsecars

carried far more passengers. With considerable resistance from hack owners, a

few large East Coast cities also adopted lighter, less expensive two-wheeled cabs

(two-wheeled vehicles were cheaper because they required only one horse) after

New York City licensed the first one in 1886. New York’s ordinance allowed hacks

to charge $1.25 a ride and cabs 75 cents. There were 945 cabs in New York City by

1866 and perhaps double that at the end of the century. Boston allowed cabs to

charge 25 cents to $2.00 on a zone fare system and hacks twice as much. Either

form of service tended to use the cheapest, often the oldest and most run-down

animals. Other cities imitated New York. Regulations did not vary much from city

to city, concentrating on fixing rates and licensing both drivers and vehicles, in

part for purposes of taxation. Intricate issues were involved, especially the setting

of rates, conflicts between owners and drivers, and tax policy, and deserve further

examination. The ten cities that reported on hack regulation in the 1890 census

reported roughly one cab for every one thousand people, although there was great

variation from city to city.66While cabs and hacks were certainly part of the horse-

drawn urban traªc scene, as on-demand vehicles they had a very limited and al-

most impossible to measure impact on the structure of the city and on urban

travel behavior, the subject of the next chapter.

Horses, whether viewed as living machines or as sentient beings, became ob-

jects of control for workers, owners, philanthropists, and municipalities in the in-
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creasingly horse-dependent nineteenth-century city. These di¤erent groups be-

came stakeholders in the use and treatment of the urban horse but often from

di¤erent perspectives and using di¤erent methods. The most important issues

related to the use of the horse to haul freight and people and what constituted ex-

ploitation of both the living machine and the teamsters who drove them. While

cities did have some ordinances regulating horse use, they largely privatized the

function by the granting of law enforcement powers to private agencies in the

form of humane societies. Various patterns of cooperation and conflict were later

reflected in other issues such as stable construction and maintenance and the reg-

ulation and operation of street railways. These changes required additional con-

trol in both the private and public sectors.
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A horsecar laboring up Fifth Avenue in Pittsburgh, c. 1865.

Source: Used with permission, Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh.

Milk delivery by a horse-drawn sled in Rochester, 1860.

Source: Courtesy of the Rochester Public Library.



No streetcar lines were permitted on Broadway, so only omnibuses and cabs are visible

in this Broadway street scene, 1867. 

Source: Author’s collection.



A combination livery stable and undertaking establishment in the East Liberty

neighborhood of Pittsburgh, c. 1870. Notice the hearses on each side of the stable.

Several Pittsburgh livery stables doubled as undertaking establishments.

Source: Used with permission, Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh.

The famous Bull’s Head Horse Market, New York City, 1869.

Source: Harper’s Weekly, Feb. 13, 1869.



A horse-powered ferry in Montreal harbor, 1870. Note the treadmill on the boat’s deck.

Horse-powered boats were commonly used in American cities before steam power, and a

few continued to be used into the twentieth century.

Source: MP-1984.47.70. Used with permission, Notman Photographic Archives, McCord

Museum of Canadian History, Montreal.

“Throwing Dead Horses into the Harbor of New York at Night.” Horse carcasses,

stripped of their skins, were thrown into the Narrows around Coney Island rather than

being dumped into the Atlantic Ocean. The magazine reported that there were fifty to

one hundred carcasses of di¤erent animals floating about or “roasting upon the shore”

from Fulton Ferry to Coney Island.

Source: Frank Leslie’s Illustrated Newspaper, Aug. 20, 1870.



A Pittsburgh omnibus, c. 1840s. The Citizens Passenger Railway operated omnibuses on

Penn Avenue in Pittsburgh.

Source: Author’s collection.

Children playing near a dead horse lying on the street, c. 1900. Because dead horses had

value, the carcass probably did not remain on the street for very long.

Source: Author’s collection.



“How Horses Are Abused,” from a sketch by Thomas Worth. In the top left, a driver

is urged to use the whip; top right, a “balky horse” is beaten with a stick (“Paddy’s

method”); center bottom, three policemen show “the majesty of the law”; bottom left, a

boy warns his dad, “Here comes Bergh,” the founder of the ASPCA.

Source: Harper’s Weekly, March 27, 1880.



The elite class promenading in Central Park, 1883.

Source: Harper’s Weekly, May 19, 1883.

Traªc jams often occurred in New York City. Note the runners on the sleigh (center), the

Fulton Ferry omnibus (right), the angry drivers, the unruly horses, and the horse carcass

in the street in this satirical cartoon drawn by Gray-Parker.

Source: Harper’s Weekly, Dec. 29, 1883.



Jacques Cartier Square market with freight sleds, Montreal, 1884. Note the hay for the

horses, placed on the ground.

Source: VIEW-1487. Used with permission, Notman Photographic Archives, McCord

Museum of Canadian History, Montreal.

Industry used horses for multiple functions. A two-wheeled cart is much easier to unload

than one with four wheels. Pittsburgh, c. 1890.

Source: Used with permission, Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh.



A New York City street sweeper in 1896. This sweeper was obviously 

resistant to reformer Col. George E. Waring’s attempt to dress all 

members of the Street Cleaning Department in white duck uniforms!

Source: New York Public Library, ID 79772.

Without consistent and thorough manure removal by scavengers or street cleaners, city

streets could look like New York’s Morton Street on March 17, 1893.

Source: George E. Waring Jr., Street-Cleaning and the Disposal of a City’s Wastes (New York,

1898).



Laundry delivery had to continue even in the winter. Photograph c. 1900.

Source: Courtesy of The Albert R. Stone Negative Collection, “Schuyler Townson” Library,

Rochester Museum & Science Center, Rochester, New York.

Workhorse parade, Rochester, c. 1900. Such parades were common in cities during the

late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.

Source: Courtesy of The Albert R. Stone Negative Collection, “Schuyler Townson” Library,

Rochester Museum & Science Center, Rochester, New York.



Horses were critical in supplying city services. Here, a four-horse engine races to a fire,

followed by a two-horse team with more firemen (Minneapolis, c. 1900).

Source: Used with permission of the Minneapolis Public Library.

Accidents were common, especially on slippery streets. This downed horse had slipped

on a patch of ice, a major occupational hazard in northern cities. Photograph c. 1900.

Source: Courtesy of The Albert R. Stone Negative Collection, Rochester Museum &

Science Center, Rochester, New York.



Rolls of paper for the Chicago Daily News will be unloaded from a horse-drawn truck in

1903.

Source: DN-0001448, Chicago Daily News negatives collection, Chicago Historical

Society.

A prize three-horse team delivers Heinz food products in Pittsburgh in 1904.

Source: Used with permission, Library and Archives Division, Historical Society of

Western Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.



Traªc on Liberty Avenue, Pittsburgh, 1906. Note the mixture of vehicles on the street,

including horse-drawn trucks and carriages, motor-driven trolleys, and automobiles. The

number of automobiles was continuing to increase, creating major traªc problems in the

city’s downtown.

Source: Used with permission, Library and Archives Division, Historical Society of Western

Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.



A Molson’s Brewery beer cart, Montreal, 1908. Horse-pulled beer wagons have persisted

into our own time as a cultural icon.

Source: VIEW-8752. Used with permission, Notman Photographic Archives, McCord

Museum of Canadian History, Montreal.

Mounted policemen help protect the public safety and also serve for crowd control.

Police inspectors line up for the Pittsburgh Sesqui-Centennial Parade in 1908.

Source: W. H. Stevenson et al., eds., The Story of the Sesqui-Centennial Celebration of

Pittsburgh (Pittsburgh, 1910).



A horse-drawn converted omnibus picks up students at the Fallow School in Chicago,

1911.

Source: DN-008953, Chicago Daily News negatives collection, Chicago Historical Society.

In 1911, a horse drinks from a watering fountain in Chicago while a Fountain Girl

watches and other horses wait their turn. Cups for humans hang from a chain attached

to the statue’s arm. Cities eventually eliminated fountains and troughs like this because

they spread infection.

Source: DN-0056947, Chicago Daily News negatives collection, Chicago Historical

Society.



Winter horse racing on Tremont Street, Rochester, c. 1920. Even the urban horse could

be an adventure machine for both participants and spectators. Note the Great Atlantic &

Pacific Tea Company (right), later the A&P.

Source: Courtesy of The Albert R. Stone Negative Collection, “Schuyler Townson” Library,

Rochester Museum & Science Center, Rochester, New York.

Hay Market, Rochester, c. 1920. By this date, farmers usually baled their hay to reduce its

bulk.

Source: Courtesy of The Albert R. Stone Negative Collection, “Schuyler Townson” Library,

Rochester Museum & Science Center, Rochester, New York.



Snow removal, Rochester, c. 1935. As late as this date, many public works departments

still relied on muscle, both equine and human.

Source: Rochester Municipal Archives.

Children enjoying a shower from a horse-drawn sprinkler truck in Chicago, 1927.

Source: DN-0083661, Chicago Daily News negatives collection, Chicago Historical

Society.



A massive traªc jam in the Chicago Loop, c. 1905. Notice the mix of horse-drawn

wagons, mounted policemen, and electric trolleys.

Source: Chicago Historical Society.



c h a p t e r  t h r e e

Powering Urban Transit

From 1830 to 1860 American urban areas experienced a “mobility revolution”

driven by a shift to new transportation technologies. These technologies included

horse-pulled public transportation, such as omnibuses and street railways, and

the steam railroad. They were revolutionary changes because they combined “dis-

tance and regularity”—as urban historian Henry Binford notes, the “exceptional”

trip became “ordinary,” and the ordinary trip grew in distance.1 This chapter fo-

cuses on the horse/vehicle driving machine and how it stimulated the evolution

of the modern American city—a city characterized by a central business district,

specialized residential neighborhoods, and peripheral suburbs. The development

of horse-drawn public transit had more than geographic e¤ects, however, and in-

cluded social, cultural, gender, and political conflicts over the new technology. The

evolving modern city was increasingly segregated by function and by social class.

Travel itself in the horse-drawn vehicle came to reflect the tensions and prejudices

of urban society.

Technologically, the key to taking advantage of equine mobility was to reduce

fares by minimizing the number of prime movers. We have already explored one

important element of this—the development of larger, stronger horses. In the

mid-nineteenth century the two other important elements of mobility technol-

ogy—the creation of smooth operating surfaces and reductions in vehicle

weight—also improved. With smoother operating surfaces horses had less fric-

tion to overcome in pulling vehicles, while reduced weight meant that more of a

horse’s strength was used for the payload. Lower fares meant more mobility,

whether suburban commuting by the middle class, resort travel by inner-city res-

idents, or journeys to the central business district for work, shopping, or enter-

tainment. The three criteria of reasonable price, fixed schedules, and predeter-

mined routes were critical to the evolution of urban transit systems. Hacks and

cabs, discussed in the previous chapter, were also important urban horse-drawn

vehicles, but they did not have fixed schedules and responded, like the modern



taxicab, on demand. Their constraints—the lack of a fixed schedule and route and

the charge of relatively high fee—meant that they had a relatively smaller e¤ect

on the structure of the evolving city than did other horse-powered vehicles, such

as the omnibus and especially the streetcar.

The Omnibus

The horse-drawn omnibus, which evolved from the traditional stagecoach, was

the transit technology that satisfied the two criteria of fixed schedules and prede-

termined routes. Entrepreneurs first introduced the vehicle in France in the mid-

1820s. Parisian police had initially resisted the innovation because they feared

that omnibuses would create public safety issues by mixing various classes and

would also obstruct narrow streets. Authorities in the French cities of Nantes, Bor-

deaux, and Lyon were less concerned about these issues, and the omnibus first

appeared there.2 In 1828, finally convinced of their safety, the Parisian police ap-

proved them. The prefect of police required the omnibuses to seat no fewer than

twelve and no more than twenty riders along fixed routes. The first company to

begin operations had vehicles, pulled by three horses, that seated a total of four-

teen passengers in three di¤erently priced compartments. The omnibus was an

instant success with the Parisian bourgeoisie. By the end of 1829, ten firms op-

erated a total of 264 coaches; ten years later, thirty-five lines operated 409

coaches. In 1854, just before consolidation of the omnibus lines into a govern-

ment-sponsored monopoly known as the Compagnie Generale des Omnibus

(CGO), 34 million passengers rode the omnibus lines.3

Crowded London also needed better public transport. Beginning in the first

years of the nineteenth century, short-distance stagecoach routes bringing pas-

sengers from the suburbs to the city became increasingly popular. In the city it-

self, however, a hackney monopoly blocked Parliament from granting permission

to run omnibuses regularly along city streets until 1832, when Parliament gave

its approval, and franchised omnibuses, described as little more than boxes on

wheels, finally began operating on London streets. London’s omnibuses were ini-

tially bigger than the Paris omnibuses, seating twenty passengers behind three

horses. Later London omnibuses were smaller to better navigate narrow city

streets, with two horses pulling vehicles that carried fourteen passengers. By

1838, 620 omnibuses operated in the city.4

Although not yet as large as Paris or London, major cities in America, such as

New York, Boston, and Philadelphia, also required improved public transport. As

in London, regularly scheduled short-distance stages from suburban areas pre-
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ceded the omnibus. Such stages began operating in the New York area as early as

1811, and by 1816 they were running every two hours to various suburban towns.

By the mid-1820s stagecoaches were clogging Broadway and raising concerns in

the Common Council about traªc regulations and license fees. These coaches,

however, kept irregular schedules, charged very high fares, and were quite un-

comfortable.5

In 1827 Abram Brower began operating an intracity stagecoach on Broadway

in New York City. Two years later, he introduced a vehicle that had rear entry and

lengthwise seats, setting the pattern that would be followed for all transit vehicles

until the twentieth century. Unlike the Paris omnibus, however, it sat high o¤ the

ground. In 1830, supposedly inspired by a drawing of a low-slung Parisian city

coach, Brower had his coach maker, John Stephenson, imitate the Parisian om-

nibus. Stephenson innovated by adding elliptical springs for a more comfortable

ride and easier pull for the horses. Because New York’s paving was so rough, the

city’s small omnibuses required three and four horses. The omnibuses charged

a much lower fare than did stagecoaches, initially twelve cents, and followed fixed

schedules on predetermined routes.6

By 1833 “the age of the omnibus” had arrived in New York, and the Gazette and

General Advertiser entitled Gotham “The City of Omnibuses,” since the munici-

pality had issued licenses for eighty vehicles. In 1839 an observer counted sixty-

seven omnibuses passing a point on Broadway during a half-hour afternoon pe-

riod. An 1853 guidebook reported that omnibuses averaged 13,420 trips a day and

collected 120,000 passenger fares. In 1848, 327 omnibuses were licensed, and in

1851, 568, with the highest number, 683, reached in 1853.7

The omnibus di¤used rapidly from New York through the American urban

network, with most large cities—those with populations over forty thousand—

adopting them in the 1830s. In 1833 an omnibus line began running in Philadel-

phia on an hourly basis for 121/2 cents, with later lines selling annual tickets for

frequent riders. By 1848 the city had eighteen separate omnibus lines and about

130 omnibuses. Six years later 320 omnibuses ran on thirty di¤erent routes.8 An

omnibus first appeared in Boston in 1834, and by 1840 eighteen omnibus lines

were operating; by 1847, 250 omnibuses and stages ran in the Boston area. About

half the omnibus traªc went to Roxbury or other neighboring towns such as

Charlestown, which had fifteen-minute service, and Cambridge, which had half-

hour service.9

Transit entrepreneurs began operating omnibus lines during the 1840s in

smaller cities such as Albany, Cincinnati, Lowell, and Pittsburgh, followed in the

1850s by Louisville, Newark, Providence, Milwaukee, and Rochester. The prereq-
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uisite for urban development of an omnibus line was probably the existence of a

substantial middle- and upper-class population that sought to live in a city with

segregated residential and business districts—a condition mainly made possible

by internal urban public transport. One student of the omnibus notes that its

adoption was “synonymous with a city’s achievement of urbanity, and industrial

urban structure.”10

The typical route configuration grew out of those of earlier suburban stages

and resembled spokes on a wheel. Omnibuses initially left hourly and took ap-

proximately one hour to reach a destination up to five miles from the center city.

The second type of omnibus service evolved from hackneys and often began at

railroad terminals on the periphery of the central city, from which passengers re-

quired transportation to hotels and commercial activities in the core. As railroad

passenger volume grew, regularly scheduled omnibuses began operating from

the stations. Over time, the two patterns tended to overlap, and lines developed

along major thoroughfares. Only very large cities like New York had crosstown

lines.11

Four horses usually pulled American omnibuses, although those seating more

passengers occasionally required more. New York omnibuses weighed about

twenty-five hundred pounds, and the horses weighed between one thousand and

eleven hundred pounds.12 In smaller or hillier cities, vehicles were lighter and

might be pulled by only two horses. Omnibuses usually contained twelve to

twenty-eight seats, with riders sometimes sitting on the roof. Crowding was com-

mon—one 1841 commentator observed that “compression is the principle.”13

The cars operated at two to five miles per hour, depending on road conditions and

topography. In most cities speed limits existed on specific streets, but measure-

ment was diªcult. The Brooklyn Common Council, for instance, enacted a 4-

mph speed limit on a section of busy Third Avenue in 1850, with a speeding

penalty of ten dollars.14

Omnibuses were either individually owned or operated by larger companies,

although over time they consolidated, especially in response to economic down-

turns, such as the crash of 1837. In 1852, for instance, when most New York lines

were concentrated in lower Manhattan south of Forty-second Street, approxi-

mately thirty lines operated more than seven hundred omnibuses. Initially they

stopped for passengers when flagged down, and competition between drivers re-

sulted in races to pick up passengers and omnibus “wars.” A new city charter ap-

proved in 1839 required omnibus and stage licenses, and a special act of the Com-

mon Council passed in 1854 regulated routes. Similar omnibus regulations were
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passed in Brooklyn in the 1840s after an omnibus war there between drivers com-

peting for passengers.15

Omnibus passengers frequently complained about bumpy rides and vehicles

that surged from “side to side.” Streets paved with cobblestones provided more

traction for horses but at the cost of passenger comfort. Macadam roads were

preferable, but the ride could still be uncomfortable.16Rough streets necessitated

frequent omnibus repairs or replacement.17 Sidney George Fisher, a Philadelphia

diarist, described the omnibus as “heavy, jolting, slow and uncomfortable.” The

New York Tribune commented, “The arrangements [of the omnibus] for shooting

passengers out into the mud are unsurpassed.” The New York Herald described

the omnibus ride as “a perfect Bedlam on wheels.” New York pickpockets were

quick to take advantage of the opportunities presented by crowding, increasing

the ride’s hazards. Still, until confronted by streetcar competition, ridership con-

tinued to increase.18

Headways varied from five to fifteen minutes on the busiest streets. “You pick

your teeth on the Astor House [New York] steps,” wrote journalist George G. Fos-

ter, “and see, on an average, fifteen omnibuses pass each way, every minute, and

for the great part of the day, all full.”19 In New York, which had the most exten-

sive omnibus system in the nation, the cars moved from uptown avenues to a

common destination on Broadway at City Hall Park, usually at a frequency of

every five minutes. Massive congestion often developed at this point, as om-

nibuses merged with carts and hacks as well as with private vehicles, creating

traªc “chaos.”20

Omnibuses began regular service in Pittsburgh in the 1840s, and by the 1850s

the city had four lines. These ran from the center city to contiguous towns such

as Lawrenceville, Minersville, Oakland, and Allegheny City, following earlier

coach routes. The largest line, the Excelsior, ran buses every ten minutes from its

downtown depot to Lawrenceville, on the Allegheny River (a distance of about

three miles) until ten in the evening for a fare of twelve cents. Competition be-

tween omnibus lines for space in the heart of the city was so strong that, in the

early 1850s, the Pittsburgh City Councils passed an ordinance establishing an om-

nibus depot and requiring the vehicles to be “ranged in close order along the curb-

stone” while waiting for passengers.21

Because it was a public vehicle, the omnibus often evoked comments on its

democratic character. In France several nineteenth-century commentators ob-

served that the omnibus was “the sanctuary of equality” and that “everyone”

passed through it, making the “history of the omnibus . . . a history of society.”
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In London one author touted the omnibus as existing “for the convenience of the

many” and “shuddered at the thought of depriving a poor man of his omnibus.”22

The view of American observers was the same. A New York commentator

noted that di¤erent classes rode the omnibus at certain times during the day: “In

the early morning . . . the omnibus is chiefly occupied by junior clerks with big

iron keys in their hands, or laborers with tin kettles between their feet, on their

way to their downtown avocations.” Later in the morning came “sleek and rotund

burghers,” followed by “Gotham’s fair wives and daughters” on their way to shop

or to see their dressmakers. And the evening would find “young gentlemen” on

the way to the theater.23 Social mixing was distasteful to some, who felt that the

omnibus lacked “distinction and taste,” often carrying riders who were drunk or

unclean. The omnibus, complained an 1841 writer, was a “parable for the evils of

democratization” at a time when New York society was becoming more hetero-

geneous.24

Later commentators, however, noted the limited working-class ridership of the

omnibus. Omnibus fares in New York, Brooklyn, and Boston were initially twelve

cents, although they were cut in the face of increased competition. In Brooklyn,

a new line introduced a six-cent fare in 1847. In Pittsburgh, fares remained at

twelve cents into the 1850s but were probably cut after horsecar competition be-

gan in 1859. Given the average wages of a dollar a day or less for laborers and two

dollars a day for craftsman, it is unlikely that they could regularly a¤ord to spend

twelve cents or even half that to ride the omnibus to commute to work. Most la-

borers undoubtedly walked to work, as they had always done. Members of the

working class probably did occasionally ride the omnibus for a holiday outing, to

avoid bad weather, or even for shopping, but regular patronage was unlikely. As

one urban historian notes, the omnibus was “an improved version of the private

vehicle, a better mode of conveyance for well-to-do people on flexible sched-

ules.”25

The omnibus provided a convenience for a segment of the public that could

a¤ord the fare but couldn’t a¤ord carriages. As time went on, this segment be-

came larger because competition often drove fares down and the middle class was

growing. The omnibus lines served the needs of those businessmen and profes-

sionals who wanted to separate work and residence. As early as 1837, one New

Yorker wrote that omnibuses were “particularly convenient for merchants and

others doing business in the lower part of the city, and living in the upper part.”26

In 1849, the suburban Brooklyn Daily Eagle observed that only “a few minutes’

ride in the omnibus” put the passenger “in the business part of a large city.”27

Others who benefited included women shopping in the retail districts downtown,
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those needing to transfer messages or documents, and pedestrians seeking to

avoid inclement weather. Still, the omnibus fare, whether twenty-five cents or

twelve and a half cents, was too high to maximize the horse’s centrifugal e¤ect

on urban shape. Reducing the number of horses per vehicles was probably the

most obvious path to lower costs and fares.

The Coming of the Horsecar

While the omnibus was a substantial improvement over the limited urban

transport that had previously existed, the development of the railed streetcar rep-

resented a great leap forward. The comfort of its ride was far superior to that of

the omnibus, and it traveled at a more rapid speed. It was to have major spatial,

social, cultural, and political consequences for American cities.

In 1831 the New York State Legislature granted the first streetcar charter in the

United States to the New York & Harlem Railroad, permitting it to run cars on

tracks on New York City streets. The New York & Harlem Railroad began opera-

tions in 1832, extending a track from Pine Street to Fourteenth Street; by 1839, it

was operating passenger cars between City Hall and the village of Harlem. The

railroad used steam locomotives from Harlem to Twenty-seventh Street, but

south of there a city statute compelled it to substitute horses. In 1838 the railroad

possessed one hundred horses, forty cars, and four locomotives, with a depot and

stables at Fourth Avenue and Twenty-seventh Street.28 John Stephenson, who had

just built the city’s first omnibus on Parisian lines, designed and constructed its

first horse-drawn rail car. He modeled it after the English four-wheeled passen-

ger railroad car but dropped the body down over the wheels for easier access. Four

horses pulled the car, and it carried thirty passengers.29

The New York & Harlem Railroad ran its cars along iron tracks fastened to

granite sleepers that rose several inches above the surface of the street. These

tracks provided a smooth ride for the vehicle on the rails, especially compared to

an omnibus running on the rough street. The New York Daily Advertiser enthusi-

astically wrote of the new line that the “horses appeared to fly with a load, which,

if on the pavement, they could not have drawn.”30 The tracks, however, greatly

hindered crosstown traªc, jarring the cabs, carriages, and wagons that attempted

to cross them. Initially, horsecar drivers would pick up and discharge passengers

wherever they wished, but later the road limited its stops to specified street loca-

tions, usually several blocks apart. The railroad’s patronage greatly expanded, car-

rying both local passengers within the city and passengers commuting from the

northern end of Manhattan to oªces in lower Manhattan. The local route carried
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more than a million passengers by 1840 and 3.5 million by 1859. In the early

1850s fares were six cents for local passengers; cars came at five- or six-minute

intervals during most of the day. This met the criteria for e¤ective urban trans-

port for those who could a¤ord the fare.31

Steam locomotives on crowded city streets presented hazards for urbanites.

Locomotives normally pulled cars as far south as the New York & Harlem’s

Twenty-seventh Street depot, where horses usually took over. Occasionally, how-

ever, a steam locomotive would draw a heavily loaded train below Twenty-seventh

Street in Manhattan, but statutes forbade them south of Fourteenth Street. In

1839, the boiler of the locomotive New York exploded at Fourteenth Street and

Fourth Avenue, in a well-to-do residential neighborhood, killing the engineer and

injuring twenty people. Seeing their worst fears concerning steam-powered tech-

nology realized, neighbors reacted with fury at the deaths and injuries, threaten-

ing to destroy the tracks and the cars. Steam locomotives also occasionally killed

or injured pedestrians who stumbled in their path, and New Yorkers increasingly

questioned the wisdom of running them at street level. In 1844 the New York

Common Council prohibited steam locomotives south of Thirty-second Street, a

limit extended to Forty-second Street in 1856, although the road often violated the

prohibition.32

In the 1840s New York entrepreneurs obtained permission from the Common

Council to construct a horsecar line on Eighth Avenue. Omnibus owners com-

plained bitterly that the railroad was stealing their passengers and for several

years blocked proposals to run rails on more New York streets.33 By 1850, how-

ever, the opposition had been overcome and the Common Council had granted

franchises to the Second Avenue Railroad Company, the Third Avenue Railroad

Company, and the Ninth Avenue Railroad Company. Fearing that the omnibus

was doomed as a major carrier, some omnibus line owners joined with those

proposing to construct rail lines on both the West and East Sides. Others sold their

horses and equipment to their competitors, while those who retained their om-

nibuses cut their fares and focused their operations on uptown and crosstown

streets without horsecar lines. In some cases the Common Council required new

street railway companies to purchase the assets of the old omnibus companies.34

In 1857 the new horsecar lines carried more than 23 million Manhattanites,

the great mass of the riding public. A horsecar could carry about three times as

many passengers as an omnibus, provided a more comfortable ride, and was eas-

ier to enter and leave because it was nearer the ground. Horsecars charged only

a nickel fare, less than half that of normal omnibuses fares.35 By 1880, New York
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horsecar ridership had expanded to 160,952,832 passengers, with 11,760 horses

and mules pulling 1,493 cars over 136 miles of track.36

Horsecars usually required fewer horses than the omnibus to haul an equal or

larger number of passengers, and this need for fewer horses permitted a lower

fare, making the horsecar available to a wider spectrum of the public. Part of the

lower cost structure also resulted from better operating surfaces, including rails

and superior pavements for the horse to trod upon. These improvements resulted

in reductions in vehicle weight. Both eased the workload of the horses and al-

lowed a reduction in their numbers.

John Stephenson, the New York coach and omnibus builder, had a virtual mo-

nopoly on independent horsecar construction before 1870. His first street railway

car was nothing more than three coaches with side entries bolted together, run-

ning on iron wheels with flanges to fit the tracks. Thus, the vehicle was com-

partmentalized like the passenger cars on European railways, each compartment

limited by fare to a specific class. Such heavy vehicles required four living ma-

chines. Between 1855 and 1865, according to data provided to the New York state

engineer, New York City street railways reported a drop in the weight of twenty-

passenger horsecars (almost all were Stephenson products) from 6,800 pounds

to 3,500 pounds, nearly a 50 percent weight reduction. Street railways, which had

originally operated with two or four horses per vehicle, now needed only two

horses per vehicle. While both horses had to be very large, big animals were be-

coming increasingly available because of special breeding. Lower operating costs

made street railways economically feasible on streets with lower traªc densities

than Manhattan’s north-south avenues. Stephenson-made cars operated on the

initial street railway lines, not just in most North American cities but also in such

distant spots as Caracas and Bombay.37

Stephenson lowered the weight of his cars through a series of steps: he re-

placed oak with hickory (or ash when possible) and later steel for weight-bearing

parts like axles; he replaced wooden sides with tightly stretched canvas and added

larger windows, glass being lighter than wood; and he replaced the compart-

ments, which had multiple side doors, with a single rear entry. In some spots, he

literally cut corners. He placed seats parallel to the sides of the vehicle so they did

not need separate backs and curved the side of the vehicle under the seat. This

also reduced the area needed for relatively heavy flooring. By placing wheels un-

der the indented side, he shortened the wheelbase. Narrowing the wheelbase

shortened axles, the heaviest component of streetcars. He also dropped the roof

above the seats, decreasing the height of the sides. The roof remained raised over
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the central aisle, where passengers stood. This clerestory roof typically had light-

weight glass sides. Beginning in 1859, he made open cars (with no sides at all)

for the heavy summer business.38

In 1860 New Orleans entrepreneur Jack Slawson developed even lighter

twelve-seat vehicles, the so-called bobtail cars, which weighed less than twelve

hundred pounds. Their slang name derived from their appearance: stairs leading

to their back doors looked like a bird’s tail. The stairs replaced the customary (and

heavy) rear platform. Bobtail cars allowed one-horse, one-man operation, an es-

pecial attraction in the South, where relatively light mules were the primary

power source and ridership was not as heavy. In the North bobtail cars served

lightly traveled suburban routes and late-night runs. By 1883 two-thirds of the cars

that Stephenson was making were bobtail cars. In every city where the bobtails

were introduced, however, the public protested, finding them more crowded and

slower. But managers liked them because they could rest horses instead of run-

ning two-horse service late at night or on lightly traveled lines and because they

reduced labor costs.39 City leaders turned to these technological solutions, im-

plemented by private entrepreneurs, to deal with population growth, increased

density, and emerging industrialization. These innovations invariably clashed

with older ways of doing things, as more traditional aspects of urban social life

and customs, such as the use of the streets for social purposes, were threatened

and transformed by the forces of technology and modernization.

For readers in the twenty-first century, it is perhaps hard to think of the rel-

atively slow-moving horsecar as an instrument of change and modernization.

Contemporaries, however, often saw it that way. Alexander Easton, a Philadelphia 

advocate of streetcar adoption in the late 1850s, for instance, emphasized the

manner in which the horsecar operated as part of a functioning machine:

Time is economized by regularity of transit; the car being quickly stopped by the ap-

plication of the brake, the most refractory horses are immediately arrested; while the

whole operation becomes so mechanical, that the horses, when accustomed to the

signals of the bell, stop and start without any action on the part of the driver, by which

means a timetable can be e¤ectively used.40

Others emphasized the almost complete absence of friction between the wheels

and the tracks and compared the ride to that of a sleigh “on ice.”41 A Baltimore

commentator observed that a streetcar could carry three times as many passen-

gers as the omnibus and was easier of access, “consequently you have one beau-

tiful vehicle gliding gently along, instead of three cumbrous [sic] machines jolt-

ing you over rough pavement.”42
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On the eve of mechanization of street railways in 1887, the Engineering News

noted the influence of the horse railway with amazement: “We are accustomed to

think of 1860 as a tolerably civilized and advanced period. That there has been

growth since that date is well understood, but that there has been a growth so vast

that 1860 may be looked on almost as the beginning of civilization as respects in-

ternal city traªc, and all before that almost as a period of barbarism, is hardly re-

alized.”43

While it is diªcult to accurately estimate the magnitude of the throngs pulled

by horses on rails because of variances in census reporting and issues relating to

new technologies, company mergers, and boundary changes in cities, one can

provide an order of magnitude. In 1880, for instance, New York ridership per

capita was 127, and by 1890 it was 297, or an increase of 134 percent; in Philadel-

phia, 1880 ridership per capita was 104, while in 1890 it was 158, or a 52 percent

increase. And ridership per capita in Pittsburgh increased from 127 in 1880 to

193 in 1890, or 52 percent. The figures are a little distorted, but only slightly so,

because 15 percent of the nation’s street railways were mechanized by 1890. Al-

most all of this ridership change reflects the e¤ect of the living machine—horses

were pulling many more humans than they once had.44

Spread and Sprawl

Di¤erent cities experienced the e¤ects of horsecars in various ways, depend-

ing on factors such as neighborhood opposition to the laying of tracks and the

granting of franchises, political factionalism and political leadership, the avail-

ability of capital and entrepreneurial skills, population densities, and street 

patterns, topography, and geography. New York, Boston, Pittsburgh, and Phila-

delphia all had somewhat di¤erent patterns of streetcar development and con-

struction.

The New York horsecar lines had the most influence on the development of

areas of Manhattan above Forty-second Street. By opening up this territory, the

new transit system kept those desirous of a suburban life on the island and still

paying taxes to the municipality. In addition, space formerly devoted to residences

in the crowded downtown was now freed for commercial development, and the

downtown was prevented from “choking on its own congestion.”45

Other cities rapidly emulated the New York horsecar lines. Boston entrepre-

neurs inaugurated that city’s street railway era in 1853, when the legislature ap-

proved two lines, both displacing omnibus routes. Within a year the Cambridge

Railroad Company was operating thirty cars pulled by 220 horses on cast iron
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rails and transporting an estimated five thousand passengers daily.46 By 1860,

fifty-seven miles of lines carried 13.7 million passengers.47

In 1850 Boston was a walking city hemmed in by tidal basins, marshes, and

the ocean, with dense residential and commercial patterns. Workers’ “barracks,”

tenements, workplaces, factories, and commercial buildings, along with middle-

class homes, filled Boston’s narrow streets. Citizens initially opposed the street-

cars because of concern over crowding and risk on the constrained and winding

streets. Before 1873, unlike New York, the Boston horse railroads did little to ad-

vance the city’s settlement patterns. Their tracks followed old, established paths

and by 1873 had expanded the periphery of dense settlement only from two to two

and a half miles from City Hall. The greater e¤ect of the horsecar came between

1873 and 1887, later than in New York, when better transportation extended the

zone of new suburbs to four miles from City Hall.48

Crowding in the streets of the city’s old core expanded greatly, driven by in-

creases in population and numbers of vehicles. Because so many Boston streets

were too narrow to accommodate flows of horses, carriages, wagons, and horse-

cars simultaneously, heated struggles between vehicles were common. But de-

mand for transit was high, and by 1880, 551 horsecars carrying 26,953,540 pas-

sengers ran on Boston streets. The average number of passengers carried per car

per trip was thirty-five.49 In 1887, after years of fierce competition between firms,

the entrepreneur and speculator Henry M. Whitney used his hold over the West

End Street Railway to purchase control of five other Boston operating companies

and to form a traction monopoly. Whitney believed that the way to profitability

was to expand his ridership by extending his lines and retaining the five-cent

fare.50 Like the rest of the street railway industry, he firmly believed in charging

a flat five-cent fare, regardless of the distance traveled. This policy represented a

subsidy from inner-city, short-haul travelers to largely middle-class suburban

commuters. It also served Whitney’s other interest—speculation in suburban

land—by making it accessible to downtown.

The streetcar arrived relatively late in Pittsburgh (1859), after the development

of steam railroad connections with Philadelphia and other cities. As in other

cities, complaints about “tardy and annoying” omnibuses encouraged the intro-

duction of streetcars. The Pittsburgh horsecar lines followed essentially the same

routes that had been used earlier by turnpikes and omnibuses—those of least

travel resistance through the city’s rugged topography. The City Council chartered

four lines in 1859, all running from the downtown business district to outlying

towns. Because of the hilly terrain, streetcars were smaller in Pittsburgh than
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elsewhere. Two horses or mules pulled most cars, although some lines running

in flat areas utilized only one horse.51

By 1863, the Pittsburgh region had more than 16 miles of track. In that year,

the first for which statistics are available, the four lines carried 3,960,009 pas-

sengers, an average of 40 rides per inhabitant. In 1871, the system had grown to

21.3 miles, with 50.6 rides per inhabitant; in 1880, rides were 61.7 per inhabitant

with 11,885,980 total passengers; and in 1888, the last year of the horsecar era,

the system consisted of 55.85 miles of track carrying 23,456,456 passengers, or

68.2 rides per inhabitant. The number of horses and mules used in the 1880s

ranged between one thousand and seventeen hundred. As in other cities, rider-

ship had increased between 1863 and 1888 at a much faster rate than had popu-

lation, a sign of suburbanization. During the same period, the number of horse-

cars grew from 67 first-class cars (two-horse) and 12 second-class (one-horse) cars

to 134 first-class and 38 second-class cars. Presumably the second-class cars were

bobtails.

During the years when horses and mules provided the “motors” for streetcars,

the transit companies extended the original four lines to a distance of five miles

from the downtown, while other, newly chartered companies built crosstown and

feeder lines. (The City Council approved charters for ten additional companies.)

Fares varied from five to six cents, with two cents charged for transfers. Not all

lines, however, o¤ered transfers, a cause for much complaint by the riding pub-

lic. The extension of horsecar lines facilitated the spread of population. Wards

within three or four miles of the downtown core (an hour’s horsecar ride) expe-

rienced heavy population growth, with extensive building along the streetcar

routes within a five- to ten-minute walk of the tracks. The city’s population grew

from 49,601 in 1860 to 238,617 in 1890, much of it because of annexation of con-

tiguous towns located on streetcar lines. Densities naturally thinned out farther

from the radial rail lines, leaving broad underdeveloped areas distant from the

core. In other words, Pittsburgh was both growing and deconcentrating.52

Horsecar lines were especially important in facilitating the movement of pop-

ulation from the densely congested core into the newly annexed areas, especially

on the east side of the city (the flattest territory). In 1888, for instance, just before

some lines adopted the cable while others electrified, the four lines running east

on the Pittsburgh “peninsula” (i.e., the areas between the Monongahela and Al-

legheny rivers) carried 43.9 percent of the total passenger traªc. Housing con-

struction boomed outside the core and especially in the recently annexed east end

(wards 13–23), which saw an increase in the number of dwellings from 5,350 in
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1870 to 17,604 in 1890. Simultaneously, the original core of the city lost resi-

dential population as it was transformed into a central business district (CBD).

Contractors built many new buildings, a significant number of which were five-

and six-story oªce structures in the emerging CBD. By the 1880s, the downtown

and the outlying residential wards, connected by streetcar lines, experienced daily

flows of primarily white-collar riders commuting to work and shoppers traveling

to downtown stores.53

Examination of system maps of other cities reveals similar patterns. Horsecar

lines always radiated out from the center of cities like the spokes of a wheel, ex-

cept where natural obstacles like broad rivers or arms of the sea intervened. In

Philadelphia, improved urban transportation created “bourgeois corridors” used

equally by middle-class men and women.54 The horsecar stimulated the devel-

opment of these type of corridors in most sizable cities. In cities with hilly ter-

rain, like Boston and Pittsburgh, horsepower limits required streetcar routes to

follow the flattest available path, and suburban development concentrated in the

valleys.55

Thus, many urbanites found that the horsecar improved their ability to navi-

gate the urban environment. In February 1859, for instance, Sidney George

Fisher wrote in his diary that the horsecars were a “great convenience,” having al-

most “displaced the heavy, jolting, slow and uncomfortable omnibus.” Fisher ob-

served that the cars were “roomy, their motion smooth & easy, they are clean, well

cushioned & handsome, low to the ground so that it is convenient to get in or out

and are driven at a rapid pace.” He also predicted that they would transform the

character of urban living, since everybody would have a “suburban or villa or

country home” and the benefit of “pure air, gardens and rural pleasures.” Down-

town would become a “mere collection of shops, warehouses, factories and places

of business.”56

Resistance to the Streetcar

The adoption of the horsecar provided many advantages to city dwellers, mak-

ing the twenty- to thirty-year lag between New York’s development of a horse-

drawn streetcar line (the New York & Harlem) and its emulation by other cities

or even elsewhere in New York City diªcult to understand. Why the delay in tech-

nology transfer? Several factors seem most critical. One was that the New York &

Harlem horses pulled not only heavy passenger coaches but also freight cars, ob-

scuring the advantages of specialized, lighter horse-drawn passenger railways, al-

though providing revenue for the road.57 A second factor was the popular feeling
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against railroads on city streets because of concerns over risk and pollution. Third

was the opposition of vested interests, especially the omnibus companies. While

some chose to invest in street railways, many did not. An additional element may

have been technical—that is, the problems caused by streetcar tracks, especially

for crossing traªc. And the capital costs of the systems and projected ridership

limits must also have been factors. Considering the amount of opposition to the

horsecar, the delays are understandable. The authorities in London and Paris, for

instance, never allowed horse railways downtown, preferring omnibuses.58

An 1866 survey of the horsecar experience in eleven American and Canadian

cities, done by a British firm (John Noble & Company), provides some of the an-

swers. The survey examined New York, Brooklyn, Boston, Philadelphia, Balti-

more, Providence, Newark, Chicago, Quebec, Montreal, and Toronto, and it was

done to find evidence to persuade Parliament to approve London streetcar lines.

All these cities reported initial opposition by various stakeholders. Omnibus com-

panies “opposed the scheme most vehemently,” especially in Boston, New York,

and Providence. Reports from Brooklyn and Quebec related opposition from

storekeepers, who feared a loss of business from added traªc, while cabmen and

carters in Montreal and Quebec feared both traªc and competition.59

The survey recorded di¤use popular opposition in several cities, especially

Philadelphia.60 In that city horsecars threatened street uses familiar to many res-

idents. These customary uses of streets included “socializing,” a commonplace

in working-class neighborhoods; the formation of an architectural baseline,

which dictated the arrangement of building sites, an important concern in elite

neighborhoods; “promenading,” or informal processions that defined member-

ship in the bourgeoisie class; and hauling, especially in commercial and manu-

facturing districts.61

Opposition in Philadelphia continued an earlier pattern of antagonism to

freight railroads and citizens’ resentment of railroads as “corporate usurpers of

what they regarded as common public space.”62 More specifically, opposition

against the granting of charters to Philadelphia street railways was often based on

the character of the specific streets on which the streetcars would run. For in-

stance, in 1858 opponents to street railways on fashionable Chestnut and Walnut

streets warned that their introduction would be “a barbarism” and would threaten

shopping in “rich fancy stores,” “promenading,” and the operation of private car-

riages. One protest warned that streetcars would “invade, vandalize, and vulgar-

ize our choicest streets or public spaces.”63 Petitions to the state legislature con-

cerning other streets emphasized the interference with walking and threats to

women and children patronizing the city markets. Still others warned that street
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railways would disrupt the normal traªc of drays, wagons, omnibuses, and

coaches, as well as the loading and unloading of freight in a city with very narrow

streets. More traªc would increase the risks associated with the living machine:

biting, kicking, and running away.64

Ultimately, in Philadelphia as in other cities, these arguments failed to counter

the political weight of the streetcar advocates, and the city councils granted the

necessary franchises. In January 1859, the mayor applauded the City Council’s ac-

tions and commented that “perhaps no public improvement ever occasioned

more contrariety of opinion than the occupation by the passenger railway system

of the streets of this city, and perhaps none has ever promised more general ben-

efit to the community.”65 By the 1850s, the courts were defining streets “as hav-

ing a single overriding function: the transportation of people and goods”—a new

definition that drove out the older street uses.66 The new values that the railroads

and their users emphasized in determining street functions were those of

“eªciency, speed, and progress.”67 These were the values that characterized the

emerging networked city, girded by systems of rails, water supply pipes, sewers,

and wires carrying street cars, water and sewage, and telegraph messages.68

Older, preindustrial values, especially those regarding the uses of the streets for

play, promenading, and walking, were increasingly threatened.

The eªciency of the railed system and the smoothness of the ride, however,

could be exaggerated. First of all, while the proponents of the horsecar tried to

present the horse as part of the streetcar machinery—a living machine—and

deemphasize its animal nature, horses were still animals and resisted control.

Not only did they occasionally run away, but they also polluted the street with their

manure and urine and frequently died in the traces. (Of course, these were not

only “animal” characteristics but were also characteristic of machines such as the

automobile!) Another issue was clearly technological—the design and construc-

tion of the tracks and the traªc problems they created. This was a major issue in

several cities. Philadelphian Sidney George Fisher, for instance, while praising

the streetcars, also noted that they did “obstruct the streets for carriages. The rails

make driving very inconvenient & unpleasant.”69Here, then, lay another source

of potential conflict—one between horsecars and private horse-drawn vehicles,

such as carriages and wagons. Ideally, in the construction of a smooth iron guide-

way for horsecars, the rails should interfere minimally, and possibly even facili-

tate, other street traªc. Unfortunately, the opposite was often true.70

Tracks varied in type but essentially involved iron rails or strips of di¤erent de-

signs fastened with spikes to longitudinal wooden beams called stringers. The

stringers then were placed across wooden crossties about three feet apart and laid
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in a ballast of broken stone or coarse, sifted gravel. Between the rails, companies

primarily used granite blocks, a paving innovation of the 1850s that provided

horses with good footing. Pavements covered the foundation and crossties. Most

wheels were flanged, and these flanges ran in grooves in the rail, but the depth

of the grooves di¤ered considerably. City ordinances normally set track gauges,

as well as other standards relating to tracks and the street. Track gauge was vari-

able, ranging in width from four feet six inches to five feet two and a half inches,

with many tracks at four feet eight and a half inches, the standard steam railway

gauge. In some cities, such as Boston, track gauge actually varied from line to

line.71

Other horse-drawn vehicles found the rails both a problem and a convenience.

When they could, carriages and wagons tried to run on the tracks to benefit from

the smooth surface, but in so doing they often interfered with streetcar opera-

tions. In 1855, the Brooklyn Daily Eagle commented on “the daily practice of car-

riages and private teams to take possession of the track and purposely keep in

front at such a snail-like pace as to seriously annoy the drivers and incommode

the passengers in the cars.”72 In 1881, an observer from the North Chicago City

Railway counted 2,052 vehicles running on the tracks on a busy street over a ten-

hour period, only 642 of which were streetcars. This suggested to the company

engineer that street railroad tracks needed to be designed to carry all types of

traªc.73

This use of the rails caused numerous problems when drivers of drays and car-

riages failed to get all four wheels on the tracks, running one set of wheels on one

track and the other on the surface. The friction of the wheel on the pavement dug

a narrow and rough trench that vehicles had problems exiting. An 1859 New York

Times editorial noted that these troughs (one and three-quarters to three inches

in depth) obstructed and strained all the wheels that crossed them. The paper ad-

vised substitution of a “wide-flat” rail five or six inches wide that only rose three-

quarters of an inch above the street and had a groove for the flanges.74

Disputes over New York City traªc problems caused by streetcar rails flared

in the press several times in 1860. “Tubal Cain,” a knowledgeable Times writer,

commented that the system of city railways represented a “compromise between

the convenience of the largest number of passengers and the inconvenience of

private and goods traªc.” The tracks, he said, caused havoc for cross and diago-

nal traªc by catching and damaging the wheels of vehicles that tried to turn,

breaking axles and creating a “broken and gullied pavement.” These rails, said

Cain, “were adapted to carrying flanged wheels, and to rapid destruction of all 

others.”75
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Cain pointed to Philadelphia (ironically, considering the complaints of Sidney

George Fisher) as a city where streetcar rails did not create traªc problems be-

cause they were configured to accommodate both streetcars and other traªc. In

1855, Strickland Kneass, Philadelphia’s chief engineer and surveyor, had recom-

mended to the City Council that it require street railway companies to use a rail

that was low enough to permit “ordinary vehicles to cross and recross.” He sug-

gested a track gauge that conformed to those of ordinary carriages. In this man-

ner, he noted, “vehicles traveling upon the track, will use both rails without injury

to the iron or pavement, and the wagon-edge of the rail will o¤er no impediment

to turning out.”76 Philadelphia streetcar companies followed Kneass’s recom-

mendations, laying tracks that were five feet two inches wide and provided a

tramway that ordinary vehicles besides streetcars could use.77

But rail designs varied widely from city to city until the 1880s, when many

companies substituted steel for iron rails and adopted the Johnson girder rail.

This rail, invented by Tom Johnson of Cleveland, did not obstruct traªc and elim-

inated the need for stringers.78 In more than one hundred small cities, however,

companies laid tracks on unpaved streets and installed the obstructive “Tee rail,”

often leading to serious problems.79 As street railways became more common in

American cities, the problems they created rather than their advantages became

more obvious. Sidney George Fisher, who had praised the streetcars when they

were first introduced, now criticized them because they ruined “the road . . . for

driving” and because they subjected government to a “system of bribery & cor-

ruption” in their quest for franchises. Like others confronted by the advantages

of modern technologies but also by the possibilities for evil by the corporations

that controlled them, he was torn between the alternatives. By 1866 he despaired

that “the companies do as they please & the people submit to high fares, crowded

cars & almost impassable & often dangerous streets & roads.”80What he had orig-

inally viewed as a marvelous innovation had now become a force for corruption

and a threat to the safety of the streets.

Why Fisher saw the streetcar companies as forces for corruption requires an

understanding of the broader compass of American urban history during the sec-

ond half of the nineteenth century. Growing populations and expanding retail,

commercial, and industrial sectors demanded new infrastructure, such as water

and sewer systems, gas lines, paved streets, and fire and police alarm telegraphs,

as well as street railways. Since control over the street, the site for most infra-

structure whether above or below ground, was in the hands of the municipality,

many potential opportunities for graft developed in the awarding of franchises

and contracts to corporations seeking monopolistic control.81
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Cities with well-developed governmental institutions and strong leadership

might have been able to resist the descent into the buying and selling of govern-

ment privileges, but growing American cities were in the process of shifting from

a form of urban governance with primarily patrician leadership to one dominated

by the political machine catering to a large and heterogeneous public electorate.

In this context, legal procedures were frequently violated and votes sold to the

highest bidder. One of the most lucrative sectors for machine politicians related

to the use of the streets for infrastructure. Many urban politicians became polit-

ical entrepreneurs, using their votes as investment capital and selling them to the

highest bidders. The political machines that emerged systematized rather than

eliminated the buying of votes and thus acquired funds to perpetuate their polit-

ical power with the voters. Potential franchisees could also give jobs to followers

of their political supporters, a somewhat less reprehensible practice.82 Street rail-

way franchises thus became a prime commodity on the governmental market

early in their history.

Who Did the Horses Pull?

Increases in ridership lead to the question of who rode the streetcars and why?

The horsecar clearly transformed the meaning of urban space and advanced the

process by which the compact walking city became the extended, networked city.

The extent to which the horsecar lines contributed to suburbanization, however,

is diªcult to estimate. Those commuting daily between residence and workplace

must have accounted for a significant number of riders. Clearly, many other pas-

sengers, especially women, utilized the streetcar to journey from their homes to

shop in the growing downtown districts with their new department stores.83How

many of these passengers had opted to move farther from the core of the city to-

ward its outskirts because transportation had become available, however, has not

been systematically evaluated.

The separation of residence and workplace was a major development of the

second half of the nineteenth century. Owners and managers of firms and

bankers and professionals such as lawyers (but not physicians) increasingly sep-

arated workplace and residence, moving to the fringe of the city and to the ex-

panding suburbs. The growth of the factory system and of large industrial work-

forces also resulted in further separation of workplace and residence for many

employees. In some cities, such as Chicago, Pittsburgh, and Toronto, workers

also moved to suburbs, either following factories that had moved to the fringe or

because they were attracted to the possibility of home ownership.84
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It is possible to trace the journey-to-work (JTW) pattern for professionals and

some businessmen who have identified workplaces (with residences available

from the manuscript census), but the task is much more diªcult for members

of the working class. A basic element for detailing the JTW—place of employ-

ment—is not available for most horsecar riders. Which groups in the urban pop-

ulation utilized the streetcars is an even more diªcult question, and while there

is considerable anecdotal data considering the character of the riding public,

quantitative data are not available.

One important study of Philadelphia, however, estimates that, from 1850 to

1880, the JTW doubled in length for those who labored outside their homes. The

authors explain that the horsecar lines were only one factor in the lengthening of

the JTW. Other factors were a post–Civil War housing construction boom, which

led to the creation of new neighborhoods; the growth of a downtown or central

business district, with many nonresidential land uses and a declining resident

population; the growth of an industrial economy with large factories; and a faster

spatial expansion of population than of industrial jobs. These factors combined,

they explain, “to leave people further from their places of employment in 1880

than in 1850.”85

JTW distances di¤ered, however, for various professionals—physicians largely

combined work and residence in both years, but lawyers increasingly separated

the two. Public servants and bank employees expanded their JTW, while the pat-

terns for small proprietors and artisans depended on the extent to which they

served local markets. Blacksmiths, for instance, remained in all the neighbor-

hoods examined, reflecting the continued importance of horse-drawn transpor-

tation. The JTW for the growing industrial workforce (based on a sample of four

thousand workers) approximately doubled during these years—from a half mile

or less to about a mile, although industrial workers largely continued to walk. The

average unskilled, semiskilled, and even skilled worker simply could not a¤ord

the streetcar fare on a daily basis.86 In addition, the layout of Philadelphia street-

car lines did not lead to eªcient connections between residences and industrial

workplaces. Riders often had to ride more than one line to reach their destina-

tions, and many companies refused to provide transfers for competing lines, rais-

ing the cost of the trip.

The Philadelphia study concludes that only 17 percent of employed persons or

7 percent of the total population would have regularly ridden streetcars for their

JTW. These commuters were largely nonmanual workers, living over a mile from

their workplaces. The largest percentage of passengers rode the horsecars for

downtown shopping trips (28% of riders), followed by those accessing recre-
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ational facilities (25% of riders, all days of the week) and intercity travelers mov-

ing between railroad stations and ferries (10% of riders).87

Transportation innovations in Philadelphia, however, “led the way” in driving

new land use patterns and expansion of the city’s residential, industrial, and com-

mercial sections. A housing boom outdistanced population growth, leading to re-

duced residential densities and growth at the city’s fringe in suburban environ-

ments. Other studies also confirm that the movement of higher-income groups

in Philadelphia paralleled the direction of the streetcar lines, as aºuent residen-

tial populations moved out of the core of the city and toward the northwest.88 The

central business district (CBD) lost residential population and gained commer-

cial activities, including retail, wholesale, and banking firms, while white-collar

workers employed in the growing CBD increasingly commuted to work.89

Studies of New York City reveal a similar pattern. The omnibus, the steam rail-

way, and the ferry had already made possible some residential dispersal, and the

horsecars accelerated the process. An 1855 article in Putnam’s Magazine estimated

that seventy thousand people commuted to the city by those travel modes. By

1865, only 2 of the city’s 1,348 stockbrokers lived in ward 1, the locale of Wall

Street. While lower-income workers still lived near their places of employment

on the Lower East Side and what is now called the East Village, they were in-

creasingly distant from upper- and even middle-class neighborhoods.90

Other studies of Milwaukee, Pittsburgh, and Toronto generally confirm the

pattern described for New York and Philadelphia. That is, these three cities in the

horsecar period (1860–90) experienced the growth of outlying residential areas,

the development of streetcar lines through the city and toward the urban fringe,

an increased concentration of retail, financial, and corporate interests in the ur-

ban core, and a decline of downtown residential population. Like Philadelphia,

the lines were used for recreational, shopping, and commuting purposes, al-

though the share of total ridership for each function is unknown.

The horsecar alone did not create these changes in the urban fabric—other

factors helped drive them, notably economic growth, population expansion, and

a desire for suburban homes located away from the dense and polluted streets of

the walking city.91The horsecar, however—cheaper, faster, and more comfortable

than the omnibus—was an important facilitator of middle- and business-class

suburbanization. Those involved in suburban real estate development grasped its

possibilities, and newspapers were filled with ads detailing the location of sub-

urban homes within easy reach of horsecar lines. In many cases, the owners of

the transit lines were also owners of extensive suburban real estate. Transit lines,

therefore, “led rather than followed subdivision . . . [and] were tools in a compet-
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itive real estate market.”92 Thus, as one observer commented, “It is hardly too

much to say that the modern horse-car is among the most indispensable condi-

tions of metropolitan growth. In these days of fashionable e¤eminacy and flabby

feebleness, which never walks when it can possibly ride, the horsecar virtually fixes

the ultimate limits of suburban growth.”93

As urban population spread, industry moved farther from the CBD and em-

ployed larger numbers of workers per firm. In Pittsburgh, the growing iron and

steel industry led this trend. The great majority of laborers in these industries al-

most certainly walked to work, a pattern continuing well into the twentieth cen-

tury. Toronto workingmen appeared to follow a slightly di¤erent pattern, with

working-class members who had moved to the urban fringe using the street rail-

ways for their JTW. In 1891, for instance, when the municipality bought the street-

car lines from the private companies, it also provided for workingmen’s fares.

Such arrangements were uncommon in the United States.94

Social Conflict

Equine power sources allowed the residential segregation and private homes

so avidly sought by a middle class beset by the rapid changes industrialization

and migration had brought to cities. Paradoxically, however, horsecars and om-

nibuses threw together a variety of riders from di¤erent backgrounds in a com-

mon and confined space at exactly the same time that it was creating bourgeois

utopias in the suburbs. As a result, vehicles frequently became a microcosm of

the various forms of social interaction and conflict that occurred in cities.95

Some of this interaction reflected a simple lack of mutual understanding of

acceptable public behavior among riders, acutely observed by the author William

Dean Howells. Writing about horsecar trips from his suburban home in Cam-

bridge into the city of Boston, Howells commented that the ride reduced the pas-

sengers equally “to the same level of melancholy” where “the courtesies of life are

impossible, and the inherent dignity of the person is denied.” Howells com-

plained about crowding and occasional rudeness, but he found it particularly

o¤ensive that men refused to surrender their seats to women. For him the packed

horsecar was a “prodigy whose likeness is absolutely unknown elsewhere.” He

predicted that it would be celebrated in the future as a “stupendous spectacle of

human endurance,” testifying to “the mystery of our strength as a nation and our

weakness as a public.”96

As Howells noted, the crowded horsecar did have a leveling e¤ect, subjecting

persons from di¤erent classes, ethnic groups, and backgrounds to a common but
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often friction-producing experience in a contested public space. In this way it re-

sembled the city street at even higher levels of density. Unlike the city street, how-

ever, as Clifton Hood has observed, public transit riders “submitted to close bod-

ily contact and class mixing in a space that was physically enclosed and socially

contested along ethnic, racial, class, and gender lines.” In 1874, for instance, the

New York Times noted that some New Yorkers preferred to “walk any distance

rather than endure the disgust and actual humiliation which even a short ride in

a crowded street car entails.”97

Women particularly experienced humiliation and embarrassment in the

crowded space of the cars, especially during rush hours. Not only were they de-

nied seats, but they were “pushed and crowded by men,” subjected to “assaults”

by gangs of drunk loafers, often touched inappropriately by conductors getting in

or out of cars, groped by “bustle pinchers,” and “have said to them the things that

are uttered in this world only in an undertone.” Women traveling alone “after

dark,” warned the Brooklyn Eagle, did so at their “absolute peril,” as the streetcars

became a “school of immorality.”98

African Americans of both sexes, however, undoubtedly experienced much

greater rejection and humiliation than other urbanites. Their riding experience

reflected the deep urban divisions and tensions regarding blacks in the city. These

conflicts are striking because they occurred before, during, and after the Civil War

in the North and the South alike.

In New York City and Philadelphia, even before the streetcar appeared, African

Americans had not been permitted to ride on omnibuses. They were also often

forbidden to ride on New York streetcars, although the policy varied from com-

pany to company.99 For instance, on a Sunday in the summer of 1854, a Third Av-

enue streetcar conductor forcibly expelled from his vehicle a black public school

teacher on her way to church. She sued the Railway Company in the New York

State Supreme Court for damages, the case being heard in February 1855. In his

instructions to the jury, the judge held that the company was a common carrier

and “as such bound to carry all respectable persons; that colored persons, if sober,

well-behaved, and free from disease, had the same rights as others.”100 Thus, it

appeared that African Americans who met these criteria would be permitted to

ride on New York streetcars.

Still, that same year the Sixth Avenue Company began a new practice in re-

gard to African American riders—the running of segregated cars. The company

painted the notice, “Colored Persons allowed in this Car,” on the side of three of

their vehicles. The company’s secretary claimed that this action was taken at the

request of the trustees of the Colored Half-Orphan Asylum, “the more respectable
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portion of the colored people.”101 The streetcar company also permitted African

Americans to ride on the front platform of any of its cars, while whites could also

ride in cars designated for “colored persons.”102

Sometime in the spring of 1855, a prominent African American Congrega-

tionalist minister, Dr. James W. C. Pennington, who was also head of the newly

formed Legal Rights Association, delivered a sermon at Manhattan’s Shiloh Pres-

byterian Church maintaining that blacks should assert their rights to ride in “all

public conveyances.” Several of his followers tried to assert this right, leading to

their expulsion from streetcars and ensuing court cases. On May 24, 1855, Pen-

nington himself challenged the company’s segregation policy by attempting to

board a Sixth Avenue car not designated for “colored” persons. The conductor or-

dered Pennington o¤ the car and, when he refused, forcibly ejected him. Pen-

nington attempted to secure redress from a policeman, but with no success, and

launched a civil suit to claim his rights.103

In a letter to the New York Times, the secretary of the Sixth Avenue Company

argued for a separate but equal doctrine. While the firm was a common carrier

and had to provide equal “conveyance” to African Americans, it had the right to

assign them to special cars. In defense of this policy, he argued that many riders

objected to sitting next to a “colored man” or “allowing the ladies of their families

to mingle with them in public conveyances.” The company’s business, he argued,

was to “carry passengers, and . . . we have nothing to do with the color of their

skins, only with the color of their money, and the comfort and convenience of

all.”104

Pennington responded in a letter to the Times, maintaining that the company’s

statement of policy concerning the irrelevancy of “the color of their skins . . . [was]

the principle I contend for.” He insisted that the company respect the law by not

discriminating.105 The company, however, refused to eliminate its segregated

cars. The Superior Court heard the case of James W. Pennington vs. the Sixth-av-

enue Railroad Company on December 18, 1856. Here the defendant’s attorney

again maintained that the “great prejudice . . . among many people, about riding

with colored persons” justified the policy of providing separate cars for blacks and

whites.106 The judge instructed the jury that, if it found that the “admitting of col-

ored persons into the cars injured the business of the company in any way,” they

must find for the defendants. The jury so found, thereby having the e¤ect, said

the Times, of “prohibiting colored persons from riding in any of our public con-

veyances.”107

The practice of providing segregated cars persisted in New York City into the
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Civil War years on the lines of the Sixth Avenue and Eighth Avenue companies.

An important 1864 case, however, involving an Ellen Anderson, the widow of a

black Union Army sergeant who had been killed in action, aªrmed the rights of

African Americans to ride in unsegregated cars. In this case the conductor had

ejected the plainti¤ from an Eighth Avenue car (not marked for “colored” riders)

with the help of a policemen. A company director denied on the stand that “col-

ored citizens” were excluded from his company’s cars, but the conductor main-

tained that, because there were special cars for “colored people,” he had presumed

it was a company rule that blacks could not ride in cars with whites.108 The case

was heard by the Police Commissioners, who aªrmed that there “was no law

against these people riding in the cars, and they had no right to make such a law.”

At the conclusion of the trial, the Eighth Avenue Railroad superintendent an-

nounced that “hereafter colored people are allowed to ride in all the cars, both

small and large, of this company,” ending the company’s attempt at segrega-

tion.109 In New York City, no further incidents involving attempts to limit blacks

to segregated streetcars seem to have occurred.110

New York’s experience in regard to streetcar segregation was relatively mild

compared to Philadelphia’s. Considered the most racist northern city, the city of

brotherly love experienced fierce conflicts and violence over black ridership.

When horsecars first appeared in Philadelphia in the late 1850s, eleven of the

city’s nineteen lines excluded African Americans, while the other eight permit-

ted them only to stand on the exposed front platform. Two companies briefly at-

tempted, like New York’s Sixth Avenue line, to run separate cars for blacks. Chal-

lenges to these policies by African American spokespeople and their Radical

Republican allies occurred on the cars themselves, in mass rallies, and in the

courts throughout the Civil War. Violence, frequently directed against black sol-

diers in uniform who were attempting to ride the cars, often met these challenges.

Adverse publicity in the local press and court decisions returning damages

against the companies did not change their policies. Finally, in March 1867, faced

by the prospect of black male su¤rage, the Pennsylvania state legislature banned

discrimination on Pennsylvania streetcars.111

In the southern states, patterns were somewhat di¤erent. Before the Civil War,

in those few cities with streetcars, white owners often rode with personal slaves,

although some cities, such as New Orleans, had separate cars for blacks.112 In the

postwar period, as Jim Crow patterns emerged, streetcars often became “racial

battlegrounds,” as blacks challenged attempts to relegate them to an inferior sta-

tus.113
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While streetcars in northern and western cities also experienced racial tension,

especially during times of racial disorder, most conflict between the public and

the streetcar corporations reflected issues of overcrowding, fares, and route ex-

pansion. Many cities also witnessed fierce labor conflict frequently involving the

public. While of major significance to urban life, this area of friction and dispute

has been dealt with in detail in other studies and will not be considered here.114

Overcrowding, on the other hand, was endemic, especially during rush hours, in

bad weather, and on resort routes on holidays, causing misery for horses and pas-

sengers alike. Riders often complained about the crush on the horsecars, while

overloaded living machines found their advocates among animal rights advo-

cates. Henry Bergh, the famous New York animal-rights reformer, once stopped

a two-horse car with more than one hundred passengers on a snowy day. In 1875,

in Providence, animal rights inspectors found two horses pulling 135 passengers,

some clinging to the horsecar’s roof, to a baseball game. These were only two of

the many such incidents that occurred as more power output was demanded of

the living machine than it could provide.115

Horse-powered transit had multiple e¤ects on the city. As a vehicle that shaped

space, it accelerated the sorting process of urban territory into specialized resi-

dential, commercial, industrial, and retail districts, stimulating the rise of a true

urban downtown and allowing the separation of work and residence. To some, it

appeared old fashioned because of its reliance on the horse, but as a railed tech-

nology it was a critical element in the rise of the networked city, facilitating and

stimulating the development of other urban networks, such as water and sewer

systems and the telegraph and telephone.

From the perspective of city residents, the horsecar brought both benefits and

costs, thus reflecting the actual nature of urban residence itself. As a common

carrier, it focused and exacerbated the tensions latent to the city involving class,

gender, ethnicity, and race. African Americans probably experienced this tension

more than any other group. For some, however, largely the middle class and elites,

it provided mostly benefits: the ability to separate work and residence and to have

access to suburban homes, better access to recreational facilities (see chapter 4),

and access to downtown work, shopping, and entertainment. For members of the

working class, there were also benefits, although limited by costs. Members of

the working class undoubtedly used the cars in much the same way as did the

middle class—to access shopping and recreation, especially on weekends—al-

though on a much more limited basis. More highly paid working people used the

cars to access work or perhaps occasionally to avoid exposure to foul weather.
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Thus, as one attempts to estimate the e¤ects of the horsecar on the city, it

should be viewed as a path-breaking technology, setting in motion far-reaching

changes in urban spatial structure. The horse retained its animal nature, but in

its relationship to the streetcar it had become a machine and a critical source of

transforming power.
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c h a p t e r  f o u r

The Horse and Leisure
Serving the Needs of Di¤erent Urban Social Groups

The urban horse shaped the city in a spatial and economic manner, but it also

filled a variety of leisure and recreational roles. These activities reflected the in-

terests of di¤erent groups in urban society, each often possessing separate social

and cultural meanings. Best known is the importance of the horse to elite leisure

life and to the status-conscious who had a “frenzy for driving,”1 but the horse also

played a role in the leisure life of the middle and working classes. The urban

horse, especially as the “motor” for the horsecar, made it possible for large num-

bers of urbanites to access various places of amusement distant from their

homes. In addition, again through the agency of the horsecar, the urban horse

enhanced the ability of members of the middle class to move to the suburbs and

to embrace a suburban lifestyle. In this chapter we explore how the horse served

the recreational and leisure lives of these di¤erent social groups.

Elite Carriage Driving

The great nineteenth-century economist Thorstein Veblen aptly summarized

the relationship of the horse to the leisure life of the elite. “The fast horse,” he

wrote, “is on the whole expensive, or wasteful and useless. . . . What productive

use he may possess, in the way of enhancing the well-being of the community or

making life easier, takes the form of exhibitions of force and felicity of motion

that gratify the popular aesthetic ends.” Veblen noted that such display was an

imitation of the British upper classes, commonly emulated by American elites.

Horses also provided a spectacle—entertainment, if you will—for the non-horse-

owning classes, who might admire the moving horse for “popular aesthetic

ends.”2 According to a scholar of animal-human relations, these horse spectacles

were a eulogy for the countryside and nature, serving a kind of rural nostalgia not



only for their owners but also for those (perhaps recently arrived in the city from

the country) viewing the spectacle of the elite parading their horses.3

Besides satisfying aesthetic needs, the horse had other leisure uses. The noted

ecologist Paul Shepard has claimed that horses are inherently sensual objects be-

cause of their sleek coats and body curves and because of the genital stimulation

experienced when riding. Another well-known student of animal-human rela-

tions notes that pets (and we would add, by way of extension, many horses) are

“living art objects.” This imagery is fully reflected in paintings and photographs

that present scenes from another very important leisure application of the horse,

horse racing. Racing in several forms became the first professionalized Ameri-

can sport and a tolerated form of gambling in many states.4

While the elite often used horses as status or prestige items, horses could also

serve as living machines. Carriages themselves can be viewed as mechanical ex-

tensions of horses, along with such new attachments as padded horseshoes,

calks, and blinders. Just as vehicle weight reduction and increased horse size fa-

cilitated horsecar development, they also allowed greater use of carriages. By

1870, but not before 1850, one or two horses could pull lightweight vehicles with

seats for six and perhaps a driver and footmen as well. Better springs reduced the

work of horses and facilitated a more comfortable ride, while glass windows made

possible closed carriages. Just as wagons and horsecars morphed into a variety of

shapes, so did carriages. In his 1867 book about carriages, Ezra Stratton, the ed-

itor of N.Y. Coachmaker’s Magazine, listed thirty-one di¤erent types, only seven of

which had existed before 1850. In 1910 Studebaker, the largest firm, made 115

di¤erent types of buggies as well as many types of carriages; there was one form

of carriage for every taste, one for every purpose. Both the breed of horse and the

style of carriage conferred status.5

The ostentatious display of horses and carriages was well demonstrated in the

first years of New York’s Central Park (created in 1857) when, as Roy Rosenzweig

and Elizabeth Blackmar observe, “wealthy New Yorkers defined the new public

park as their own.” Designed by Frederick Law Olmsted and Calvert Vaux as a

landscaped public space in the English tradition, in its early years Central Park

was largely inaccessible by public transport. One of the initial Central Park guide-

books (1860) provided more information on how carriage owners and horses

could get to the park than about access by public transportation. Olmsted pro-

hibited omnibuses and express wagons from entering the park, as well as “any

cart, dray, wagon, truck, or other vehicles carrying goods, merchandise, manure,

soil, or other article,” reserving its roads for those who could a¤ord stylish horses.

In its opening years conflict developed between Central Park gatekeepers and
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what the New York Times called “our wagon-owning citizens,” who were aggrieved

that they could not take a drive in the park on Sunday with “the respectable vehi-

cles which do duty during the week in transporting legs of mutton, or cans of

milk, or kegs of crackers, or boxes of candles from their shops to the customers’

houses.”6

During its first decade (1860–70), a substantial majority of the park’s regular

visitors arrived by carriage or horse to take advantage of the nine or so miles of

carriage drive and the park’s bridle paths. Few members of the middle class,

much less the working class, could a¤ord the expense of horses and the attendant

carriages, stables, harnesses, and coachmen. Central Park, observe Rosenzweig

and Blackmar, was “both e¤ect and cause of a growing enthusiasm for carriages

among the upper classes,” as it stimulated a “revolution” in New York society.

“Owning a carriage and riding in the park” identified one as a member of the city’s

upper class. Entrance into the carriage elite, however, rested entirely on the pos-

session of money, since Central Park’s carriage drives had no restrictions based

on family background, origins of wealth, or religion. This new social world was

dominated and shaped by women who served as “emblems of their husbands’

wealth and judges of their own and others’ status.”7

Manhattan’s old monied elite favored sedate black broughams pulled by huge

horses. More chic individuals rode in vehicles in the latest Parisian fashion. Sport-

ing types had light carriages pulled by trotters suitable to the race track. Jim Fisk,

the shady but flamboyant Wall Street millionaire, had an elaborate equipage

pulled by twelve horses—three pairs of black and three of white—with uni-

formed postillions in front and two footmen in the rear, probably the fanciest rig

in town.8

In 1868 the autonomous City of Brooklyn finished Prospect Park (also de-

signed by Olmsted) in an area then near the edge of the city but later destined to

become its center. Olmsted added to his usual park drives by building a new trans-

portation venue: the parkway. He added two of these roads, limited to carriages,

to the park. The longer and more popular two-hundred-foot-wide Ocean Parkway

ran straight for six miles from Prospect Park to the resort at Coney Island, opened

in 1874. Shortly thereafter the Brooklyn Daily Eagle wrote: “The people who crowd

Brooklyn’s great drive daily are composed of gentlemen of leisure with their blood

stock; men of business who leave their stores and oªces after the heat of the day

and in very many cases take their families with them for the benefit of a ride; men

of limited means who spend all of their limited cash and sometimes more on

horse flesh and the men who make their living training and driving horses.” The

article specifically noted that the new parkway, a “Paradise for Horsemen,” was
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specifically designed for those who wished to surpass the rate of speed allowed in

Prospect Park.9

The acme of the fashionable display of carriages was the coaching craze of the

late nineteenth century. This involved driving a four-horse coach of the kind made

obsolete by railroads, especially on a long intercity run. The pastime was extraor-

dinarily expensive. Bostonian James Garland estimated the bottom line for keep-

ing a coach and four at twenty-seven thousand dollars a year, well beyond the

range of the merely aºuent. Stabling on expensive urban land and feeding four

horses was only part of the cost. Most participants owned more than four horses

to allow relays on long runs. A full-time coachman cost twenty-seven hundred

dollars a year and a hostler somewhat less. Not many people had the time to learn

four-in-hand driving and join lengthy runs. For participants, this was part of its

appeal—it required the ostentatious consumption of both time and money.10

T. Lawrence Bigelow of Boston had become the first amateur coachman in the

United States in 1860, but the real growth of the spectacle came after several

members of the elite Knickerbocker Club in New York founded the Coaching

Club in 1875. Members included Manhattan socialites with such famous names

as Belmont, Cassatt, Gerry, Havemeyer, Roosevelt, Schermerhorn, Ti¤any, Van-

derbilt, Whitney, and Woodward. All spent in excess of fifteen thousand dollars a

year on their pastime, and each owned five or more carriages.11 Thousands often

gathered to watch the club’s parades up Fifth Avenue and through Central Park.

Its 1878 tour to Philadelphia was the first of many annual distance runs. Great

care was taken to keep the schedule of the original intercity coaches, even to the

point of sending servants out in advance with relays of horses. New York’s side-

walks were packed for the departure of the wealthy owner/drivers. In Philadel-

phia, spectators “fortified by invigorating beverages” greeted the coaches with 

enthusiasm compared to that of the Fourth of July crowds. Evidently, many on-

lookers were more interested in seeing the finery of the women riding in the car-

riages, probably including the stylistically mandatory beaver hats, then the car-

riages themselves.12

The novels of William Dean Howells about Boston, Theodore Dreiser about

Chicago, and Edith Wharton about New York provide clear documentation of

horses and carriages as markers of status. Howells’s Rise of Silas Lapham, origi-

nally published in 1885, is the earliest of these works. Howells’s protagonist is

Silas Lapham, a wealthy, self-made paint manufacturer, out of place among Bos-

ton’s established Brahmin wealth. In the novel Lapham’s horses and carriages

play an important role, allowing him to overcome his plebeian roots by using per-

sonal transport on a level equal to that of the Boston Brahmins. Because of his
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roots in rural Vermont (he proudly proclaims that he was once a hostler and “al-

ways did love a good horse”),13 he viewed fine horses as a form of status and con-

sumption. He proudly showed his horses to a reporter writing a feature about his

business, bragging that they were “Hamiltonians, with a touch of Morgan,” both

famous sires. He owned at least six vehicles, each for display on a di¤erent sort

of occasion.14 Interestingly, carriages seem to be one of the last things that men

who experienced business failures were willing to give up.15

Howells has much fun throughout the novel satirizing the pretensions of the

newly wealthy who flaunted their horses and carriages to assert their wealth and

new elite status. Such display, however, must be viewed as a form of democracy,

too, since anyone who could a¤ord or even rent a carriage could participate in the

park parade. In New York, for instance, figures of the city’s underworld—like

Madame Russell, a famous abortionist, and Josie Woods, the proprietor of Man-

hattan’s largest brothel—were frequently seen in Central Park riding in their

open carriages.16 To be proper, however, carriages had to have the right style and

decoration. Fashions in etiquette, in breed of horses, and in proper attire for

coachmen and owners riding or driving changed constantly, not just from year to

year but from season to season. George Washington’s carriage, for example, could

not be sold in Philadelphia in 1798 because of its ornamentation (green sides and

red wheels). Republican simplicity demanded a less garish design. Except for a

brief period in the 1860s, subdued colors were in fashion in the Northeast. In

contrast, southerners supposedly preferred “the older, more flamboyant ways.”17

The cult of the carriage also permeated Theodore Dreiser’s 1900 novel, Sister

Carrie. The novel traces the climb up the economic and social ladder of Carrie

Meeber, a young woman from small-town Wisconsin, who moves to Chicago, be-

comes the mistress of a small businessman named Hurstwood, and rises to be-

come a famous Broadway actress. On the evening their relationship is consum-

mated, Hurstwood impresses Meeber by taking her for a carriage ride, carefully

renting a closed carriage (i.e., one with sides and a roof, so the occupants could

not be seen) at a livery stable. But after his conquest, Hurstwood returns to his

wife and Meeber moves to New York, where she finds that the symbols of pres-

tige are frequently horse related. She describes the shopping areas on Broadway

“full of coaches [while] . . . Coachmen in tan boots, white tights, and blue jackets

waited obsequiously for the mistresses of carriages who were shopping inside.”

She learns to measure status by the ownership of horses and carriages, as is re-

flected in the notes she receives backstage from “gentlemen with fortunes [who]

did not hesitate to note, as addition to their own amiable collection of virtues, that
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they had their horses and carriages.” At the novel’s conclusion, her pursuit of

wealth is fulfilled: “She could look about her gowns and carriage, her furniture

and bank account.”18

Edith Wharton presented a more nuanced view of the elite display of horses,

in part because she was sensitive to matters of gender. In The House of Mirth, a

high-society novel set in 1872, women travel only in open carriages (“an inter-

minable procession of fastidiously decorated carriages”) that allow them to dis-

play themselves to the public without actually going on the streets. One newspa-

per report on Prospect Park in the early 1870s observed an “increasing number

of lady drivers” who drove pony phaetons. Outing observed the late-afternoon car-

riage promenade in Central Park: “All that is loveliest in womenkind, all that men

envy most in their fellow man, all that is best in horseflesh is represented.”19

Wharton also reflected her understanding of the importance of horses to sta-

tus with her treatment of the annual horse show, which a wealthy group of New

Yorkers began in 1883. The horse show came to mark the unoªcial opening of

the New York social season, and its directors and members formed the basis for

Louis Keller’s first New York Social Register in 1887. In The Age of Innocence, Whar-

ton describes an exceedingly wealthy man as “the captor of blue ribbons at horse

shows, . . . the owner of winning race horses,” clear markers of status.20

Traditionally, riding horseback was beyond the pale of respectability for soci-

ety women, although by the 1890s there was grudging acceptance for riding

sidesaddle.21 As late as 1895 one publicity-seeking Broadway actress contrived to

have herself arrested for riding astride in Central Park.22 Rider and Driver pub-

lished articles that year urging the superiority of riding over exercising in a gym

for women, since riders got more fresh air. The magazine even claimed that “the

girl who can ride horseback is the one who gets the fellows.”23

Not all observers, however, were fond of the spectacle of women controlling

horses, and men often stereotyped women drivers as dangerous or nervous. One

observer of park traªc noted that American women were poor drivers, with “only

a score or so being capable whips.” He added: “That so many women continue to

drive and to add their fresh loveliness to the beauty of the Park must be due in

part to providence and in part to the police.”24 In 1912 Belle Beach wrote a man-

ual on riding and driving for women. While Beach favored women driving, she

opposed them driving rigs pulled by more than one horse. She also favored rid-

ing, but she opposed riding astride: “It is only those women who are built like

men and very young girls who look at all well astride.” Beach clearly wrote for an

elite audience concerned with display, noting that gray beaver hats were manda-
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tory for certain forms of driving.25 Some younger woman favored riding astride,

since it was increasingly the fashion in Paris and London and reflected their free-

dom to “do what they want to.”26

For wealthy men, riding had earlier become an acceptable pastime. “The first

thing, as a general rule, that a young Gothamite does is to get a horse; the second,

to get a wife,” wrote Charles Astor Bristed, author of The Upper Ten Thousand, an

1852 guide to New York elite society.27 By the late nineteenth century, riding was

almost exclusively recreational, practiced especially on bridle paths in large parks

of the Olmstedian variety in New York, Brooklyn, Boston, Chicago, Philadelphia,

and Pittsburgh.28New York alone had nine riding academies with indoor rings for

the winter and rented horses available for park riding in the appropriate season.

While Veblen as well as novelists emphasized the status implications of rid-

ing and driving, we have seen little indication that the horseless classes resented

the spectacles presented in Central Park, in the annual Horse Show, and in the

semiannual Coaching Club parades. In fact, their political representatives often

supported the provision of leisure facilities for the wealthy and their horses. Nu-

merous lithographs of Central Park show crowds watching the passing scene, and

surviving films of elite horse promenades in New York and New Orleans show

sidewalks lined with people five or six deep.29 Their demeanor suggests curiosity

more than jealousy. Rider and Driver reported large turnouts of spectators to watch

Washington’s elite promenade from the Ellipse to the river in 1894, and in the

same year it pointed out that the sidewalks in New York were jammed for the start

of an amateur coaching run.30 The public wanted to see the latest in horses, the

latest in carriages, and the latest in women’s fashions.31 Increasingly, this was

also true of the horse shows. The writer of an article on the 1898 Horse Show in

Madison Square Garden noted, for instance, that the crowd “was less distinctively

aristocratic than it had been in recent years” and that it consisted “of the people

who love horses for the horses’ sake.”32

Sleighing

In cities where the climate permitted, sleighing was a popular winter pastime.

In Brooklyn, the sleighing season ran, on average, seven to ten days a year. The

longest sleighing season in New York City was probably the winter of 1836–37,

when snow covered the streets for ninety days. The frequent freeze/thaw cycle

led the Brooklyn Daily Eagle to issue reports on which streets were suitable for

sleighing and which were not. On good days the paper would wax poetic over a

snow-covered road, “a broad white, gemmed carpet.”33New York City sleigh own-
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ers often used political clout to block street clearing for a long time. New York City

did not attempt to clear snow from Broadway until 1859, while Fifth Avenue was

cleared for the first time in 1893.34

The Daily Eagle covered sleighing as an upper-class pastime, reporting, like a

society page, on which prominent Brooklynites were seen on the road, what type

of rigs they had, and what kind of horses (often “fancy high-steppers”) pulled the

sleighs. The paper reported on informal “brushes” (races), on who accompanied

whom, and on what attire women passengers or the occasional woman driver

wore. Sober business leaders, said the paper, would await snow with much the

same anticipation as today’s schoolchildren. Snow and the sleighing that went

with it had remarkably festive overtones.35

Sleighing, however, was not just for the upper class. Grocers and butchers

would aªx runners to their wagon boxes and employ their draft horses to take

their families for rides. One Brooklynite was well known for attaching runners to

the roof of a chicken coop, turning it upside down, and using it as a family sleigh

in the winter. Livery stables would rent sleighs for a day or two to those who did

not have their own horses and reached out to still lower-income groups by o¤er-

ing rides on common carrier sleighs, usually hay rides (stables had plenty of hay).

In one case a livery stable sold space on a fifty-seat sleigh pulled by six horses.

That particular sleigh broke, illustrating another problem—sleighs were accident-

prone. Runaways were common and vehicles frequently rolled over in turns. Rac-

ing was hazardous, and collisions could easily occur on crowded streets, some-

times leaving sleighs “smashed to kindling.”36

For many Brooklyn sleigh drivers, a common destination was the roadhouses

at or near Coney Island, where one could engage in drinking and dancing. The

taverns competed for this trade, highly valued during their slack season, and dec-

orated their premises with bunting, flags, and even electric lights. They o¤ered

prizes to the first sleigh to reach them.37 Ocean Parkway was a venue popular

enough to draw sleighs from as far away as Westchester and Jersey City.38

Brooklyn was just one example of widespread sleighing in cities with snowy

winters. In Pittsburgh, sleighs were so common that a city ordinance required

that “one or more bell or bells be fixed to the head of the horse or horses” 

drawing the sleigh to give notice of their approach and also forbade them from

blocking intersections. One Pittsburgh resident remembered that winter sleigh-

ing was the favorite amusement in the nineteenth century and that every “young

man of a certain condition” possessed a good horse and sleigh that he drove

through the streets, taking “refreshments ‘at many an open house.’” A resident

of Wilkinsburg, a neighboring town, remembered two-horse sleds “with large,
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deep throated bells” used for sledding parties. Most “exclusive,” he wrote, were

one-horse sleighs called “cutters,” with fancy bodies painted in several colors and

their front bent in the shape of a goose neck, popular in the 1870s and 1880s.39

Racing

Horses provided leisure for both spectators and owners through amateur and

professional racing. This sport, in both its riding and driving forms, became thor-

oughly professionalized in the nineteenth century, the first sport to become so or-

ganized, although amateur trotting never really disappeared. Except at a few large

racetracks in big cities, American racing typically took the form of trotting rather

than riding. There were regional variations. Southerners, operating in a di¤erent

tradition, rarely opposed horseback racing or wagering. In the North, the Puri-

tans had opposed horseback riding as an unseemly display of wealth and also op-

posed wagering, although races took place in the Boston area as early as the sev-

enteenth century. Republican virtue militated against both racing and betting

early in the nineteenth century, and several states, beginning with New York in

1822, banned it. The New York ban, however, seems to have been an exercise in

futility, and racing flourished in an economy based on horses.40

Promoters hyped the 1823 race in New York City between Sir Henry and

Eclipse as a match between the best horses in the North and South. It was a one-

time-only match race with huge side bets between the owners of each. Fifty thou-

sand spectators, believed to have bet more than twenty thousand dollars, despite

New York State’s prohibition, found their way to the Union Course (owned by the

prominent politician Cadwallader Colden) in suburban Queens. A Jockey Club

dominated by horse-owning Manhattan socialites set the modern racing rules in

1831, and the first racing newspaper, The Turf Register, began publication two years

earlier. Trotting generally dominated urban racing in the mid-nineteenth century.

It seemed less o¤ensive because it was related to everyday uses of the horse and

did not have the aristocratic association of riding. Horse racing, however, had

come to require professional jockeys and thoroughbred horses descended from

expensive, imported British stock.41

Owners of trotting tracks argued that racing improved the breed and sought

to anthropomorphize their animals, publicizing, for example, the rags-to-riches

story of Lady Messenger, who had risen from pulling a butcher’s cart to becom-

ing a record-beating trotter. Frank Herbert, the British writer largely responsible

for the importation of many outdoor pastimes to the United States, noted that

trotting was “the people’s sport, the people’s pastime, to be supported by the peo-
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ple.”42 One scholar estimates that there were seventy professional urban trotting

tracks at their peak in the 1870s, when the creation of the National Trotting Asso-

ciation marked the triumph of commercialization. Ownership of tracks rested

with an odd combination of politicos, often Irish immigrants, and members of the

wealthy “horsy” set. Thoroughbred racing enjoyed a revival in the 1870s and would

ultimately become the dominant mode. The racetrack reflected a democratic cul-

ture—anybody could get in and anybody could place a bet. It seems to have had a

strong working-class following, especially among the Irish. It is impossible to sort

out the extent to which the appeal grew out of the aesthetic admiration of horses

and the extent to which the appeal was gambling. Although baseball replaced

horse racing as the most popular urban pastime in the 1870s, racing remains a

major sport even today, probably because of the attendant gambling.

Amateur racing remained popular as well, although it is diªcult to track the

information about amateur races. A work by two enthusiasts tells about the am-

ateur racing clubs in Boston and its vicinity. The city had waived speeding limits

on specific suburban roads for a long time, most notably on the roadway (com-

pleted in 1857) atop the milldam that separated what is now the Charles River

Basin from the now completely filled Back Bay. This road, now the Back Bay por-

tion of Beacon Street, was set aside for informal racing (“dust-ups” they were

sometimes called). As residences filled up the area alongside the roadway, the mu-

nicipality applied a speed limit of seven miles per hour. Drivers then shifted to

the newly completed Commonwealth Avenue, another suburban artery. In 1890

residents along that now settled street sought a speed limit from the city council.

Surprisingly, the representative from wealthy Back Bay favored the limit. Its

leading opponent was Alderman McLaughlin from largely blue-collar, Irish South

Boston, who commented: “It strikes me that when a man in the city of Boston

has got a good horse, the city ought to provide some place for him to drive.” Com-

monwealth Avenue, McLaughlin added, was virtually the only place within ten

miles of Boston where “a man with a fast horse can go have a brush of a quarter

of a mile.”43 Since McLaughlin’s constituents were unlikely to own fast trotters,

he was probably thinking of their interests as spectators. Later drivers would get

the Metropolitan District Commission to build a limited-access road along the

suburban reaches of the Charles River, the Charles River Speedway. Commercial

vehicles were banned from the speedway, and central lanes were isolated from

the rest of the road by a railing. The central lanes allowed informal races and high-

speed travel without limits. The road served as both a pleasure drive along the

Charles and a raceway for the more adventurous.44

Boston had constructed a linear park (the Fenway, primarily a promenading
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park), designed by Frederick Law Olmsted, in the 1880s. Olmsted designed the

park’s interior drives to exclude views of the city and planted it to resemble an En-

glish country landscape. Olmsted deliberately curved its roadways to keep driving

at a leisurely pace, akin to Central Park. This did not appease more sporting car-

riage owners, who wanted a racing venue. The Dorchester Gentlemen’s Racing

Club convinced the city to build a racetrack in Franklin Field near the Fenway’s

terminus in 1909, largely because traªc had grown too heavy on Blue Hill Avenue,

another artery that the city had previously allowed them as a raceway. The club’s

annual meets drew up to nine thousand spectators, with mayors John “Honey”

Fitzgerald and James Michael Curley driving on opening days. (Both won their

heats!) The number of spectators and the participation of mayors who appealed

politically to the city’s emerging blue-collar Irish electorate suggest that these

events provided spectacles for the public as well as adventure for enthusiasts.45

Brooklyn followed a similar pattern. There were at least four driving clubs in

the city. The largest of them, the Parkway Driving Club, whose members used the

Ocean Parkway for informal races, included well-placed politicians who lobbied

for maintenance of the road and opposed an el that crossed it. The club built its

own half-mile racetrack when the city began to crack down on racing, deliberately

seeking a site along the parkway close to the built-up portion of the city so that its

members’ horses would not tire out on the way to the track. It also shared the rac-

ing season with four other amateur, suburban clubs. Three professional race-

courses also functioned in nineteenth-century Brooklyn, and one Ocean Parkway

roadhouse operated a half-mile track for patrons.46

The president of the Parkway Driving Club, Henry Boody, the son of Brook-

lyn’s mayor, observed in 1892 that, “Wherever men have been brave and strong,

they have had as their companions, the noblest of animals, the horse.” Develop-

ing the speed and endurance of horses would help form individual character,

“tone the spirit and give stronger and more robust character to manhood.”47Note

the emphasis on the horse as a source of beauty and a model of courage. The real

interest of club members, however, seems to have been racing and gambling.

Otherwise it would be hard to explain their interest in the latest racing technol-

ogy, like lightweight sulkies with ball bearings and pneumatic tires. Their track

rapidly became professionalized, as gambling among spectators and the scandals

that often accompanied professional bookmakers appeared.48

In 1889, Pittsburgh acquired the three-hundred-acre Mount Airy property

from the heiress Mary Schenley as a gift, created an urban park bearing her name,

and purchased more land to enlarge the park to over four hundred acres. The park

was developed on Olmsted-like lines, with sculptured landscapes and facilities to
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support elite leisure activities, such as driving and bridle paths and a golf course.

Schenley Park also possessed an Oval, where horse races were often run. These

races were held under the auspices of various elite clubs, such as the Schenley

Matinee Club and the Crafton Club, and could attract the attendance of several

thousand people.49

The pattern in Pittsburgh, Boston, and Brooklyn was followed elsewhere, as

was shown in an 1884 travel book on American cities. In Bu¤alo, drives in Olm-

sted parks were set aside for promenading and Delaware Avenue was reserved

for informal races. Cleveland removed speed limits on Euclid Avenue, and

Chicago on Drexel Boulevard, so wealthy trotting aficionados could entertain the

masses with their races. The travel book noted similar patterns for Savannah,

New Orleans, and San Francisco’s Golden Gate Park. In Washington, D.C., the

Ellipse, an oval road behind the White House, matched the dimensions of a half-

mile racetrack. President Grant exercised (and likely raced informally) his prize

trotters there.50

In the nineteenth century New York City set aside the upper reaches of Third

Avenue for country drives and informal races and, as has been noted, Fifth Av-

enue and the drives in Central Park were centers of promenading.51When Man-

hattan became more crowded, the scene shifted northward; Riverside Drive

(1879) and the Harlem River Speedway (1897) became the new centers for the

pastime, with Riverside Drive serving more for display and the Harlem River

Speedway for informal racing. The emerging residential borough of the Bronx

was planned around a “Grand Concourse,” with isolated central lanes for higher

speeds and outside lanes for promenading and delivery wagons.52 The Bronx also

had a series of Olmsted-like parkways. Whether park road, boulevard, parkway,

or speedway, cities laid light gravel pavements, which were unsuitable for heavy

commercial vehicles, even if regulations did not ban them. There seems to have

been little dissent to public policy measures that provided driving parks and

speedways or waived speed limits on some suburban drives, so non-carriage-

owning classes may have seen all this as a form of public entertainment worthy

of some public subsidy.

Access to Suburban Resorts

Although horse shows and promenades may have provided the middle and

working classes with a leisure activity based on viewing, the horse also had a ma-

jor role in giving these groups access to recreation. By the 1830s, Americans were

increasingly willing to see leisure spent in fun and amusement as a positive rather
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than a negative element in life. By the 1850s, the “cultural transformation of lei-

sure was already well advanced.”53 An important part of the expansion of leisure

activities was the growth of parks and resorts of various kinds.

Typically, this change occurred first with the development of rural cemeteries

that also served leisure functions.54 They were built at the outskirts of cities, usu-

ally in locations that were accessible only by horse. When Mount Auburn Ceme-

tery outside of Boston was founded in 1831, General Henry A. S. Dearborn, pres-

ident of the Massachusetts Horticultural Society and one of the cemetery’s

founders, predicted that it would be “a holy and pleasant resort for the living . . .

one of the most instructive, magnificent and pleasant promenades in our coun-

try . . . it will attract universal interest, and become a place of healthful, refresh-

ing and agreeable resort.” Initially Mount Auburn became more of a resort than

its founders had anticipated, with people on horseback disrupting its quiet nature

and damaging the park facilities, leading the corporation to impose limits on vis-

itors. Nonproprietors, for instance, had to leave their horses and carriages at

hitching posts outside the gate, and omnibuses and excursion wagons were

banned from the grounds. Still, traªc was heavy, generating many complaints of

fast driving.55

Like the cemeteries, urban parks (such as Central Park, Prospect Park in

Brooklyn, Schenley Park in Pittsburgh, and Fairmount Park in Philadelphia) at-

tracted more visitors from a variety of classes as they grew older. The middle and

working classes were drawn by activities including winter skating, free Saturday

afternoon band concerts, boat rides, and strolls along the parks’ many paths and

gardens. Tropical plants in greenhouses and rides on Swan Boats, as in Prospect

Park and Boston’s Public Garden, o¤ered more exotic experiences.56

How did those without carriages and horses access the cemeteries and parks?

Some walked long distances, and by 1870 Central Park’s gatekeepers counted

more park visitors arriving by foot than by horse.57 Many others, however, took

public conveyances such as omnibuses or horsecars or perhaps rented a horse

and carriage from a livery stable. Omnibuses began running from Cambridge to

Mount Auburn in 1838. In 1856, twenty-five years after the initial interments, the

Cambridge Horse Railroad, the first in New England, built a line from Boston

through Cambridge to the Mount Auburn Cemetery gate, and in 1863 a second

line brought visitors via another route. The Cambridge Horse Railroad claimed

that it made 175 trips a day. The Mount Auburn corporation actually provided free

tickets on the line to its trustees. In Pittsburgh the Citizen’s Passenger Railway

served the Allegheny Cemetery, the city’s first rural cemetery.58
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On weekends, especially Sundays, the horsecar lines often carried their heav-

iest passenger loads. Central Park attracted one-quarter of its visitors on Sundays.

Working-class visitors constituted only about an eighth of the total of annual vis-

itors to Central Park but furnished a much higher proportion on Sundays, the

most popular day for park visits. Much depended on the special attractions being

o¤ered in the park. In Philadelphia and probably in other cities, the local horse-

car company funded Sunday concerts in the parks. New York omnibuses and

streetcar lines would fly flags on their vehicles to inform potential customers

when the Fifty-ninth Street pond was frozen over. Increasingly, many more visi-

tors were members of the working class.59

Horsecar lines also stimulated the growth of various commercial resorts and

picnic areas on the urban fringe. In Brooklyn, several “pleasure” parks benefited

by connections with various horsecar lines. The Myrtle Avenue Park had a “ca-

pacious hotel,” dancing platforms, refreshment and ice cream saloons, band con-

certs, and a “shooting house” for rifle tournaments, and it was utilized by social

groups for picnic purposes. In 1861, the Brooklyn Schuetzen Corps, the Caledo-

nians, the Comus Union, and various parochial schools visited Myrtle Avenue

Park. Morris Grove, a “delightful shade retreat for health and amusement,” was

about two miles west of Jamaica, Queens, and on a rail line on which cars trav-

eled hourly from South Ferry and Jamaica, stopping on signal. The Bath Hotel,

in Bath, Long Island, advertised in 1863 that it could be reached by taking the “city

cars to Greenwood” and then stages to Bath.60

In many ways the most publicized play area in the nation was Coney Island,

which had commenced its history as a beach resort several decades before the

Civil War. Originally not easily reached by land from Brooklyn because of inter-

vening salt marshes, it was served primarily by steamboats from Manhattan. In

1850, omnibuses began to operate on the Coney Island Plank Road, and the de-

velopment of horse-operated rail transit in Brooklyn in the mid-1850s created

even better access. As one letter writer to the Brooklyn Daily Eagle noted in 1859,

“No one can doubt that if a first-rate horse railroad were built, connecting the

city and the sea-shore by an hour’s ride, thousands would go daily to enjoy it, the

ocean scenery and the purifying and health-giving sea bath.”61 In the early 1860s

Coney Island and other recreation spots attracted at least four more lines. One

charged twenty-six cents for a trip covering the 10.2-mile-long road from down-

town Brooklyn to Coney Island and operated twenty-eight open cars; as many as

236 horses were used in the summer. With the help of the horsecar, Coney Is-

land had become what the Eagle called “the most popular resort of a great city . . .
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[and] emphatically the people’s bathing place . . . within the reach of the hum-

ble street.”62

The importance of horsecars for Coney Island was reflected in another Brook-

lyn Daily Eagle piece dealing with the first day of the 1870 season—Sunday, June

13. The reporter wrote that the Coney Island Railroad cars had been crowded all

day and took care to comment on how well prepared the railway had been for the

anticipated crowds. The road’s superintendent, he said, had ensured that “the sea-

son was opened on that road with commendable éclat,” and the cars ran “as reg-

ular as clockwork every twenty minutes,” while the “ride along the road is really

delightful.” In addition, the article mentioned the prominence of horses in the

resort’s attractions, including the showing of “blood horses” and the holding of

informal horse races. A mile stretch of road along the route to the resort was said

to be a “favorite ground for ‘a brush,’ and every afternoon many hundreds of dol-

lars are spent, and much wine is drunk on the result of impromptu races got up

on this road.”63

Profaning the Sabbath

Equine-powered transport of leisure seekers to resorts on Sunday, however,

incurred opposition, since orthodox Sabbatarians sought to protect that day

from the forces of secularization and modernization. While the nation was un-

dergoing a loosening of the bonds of religious orthodoxy, much resistance from

traditional denominations persisted, and Blue Laws remained on the books in

many cities and states. Liberal Protestants argued, however, that Sunday was a

day for men (and women) to enjoy culture, with its uplifting possibilities.64

Street railways, whose horses allowed the masses to seek modern, secular en-

tertainment, were an obvious target for Sabbatarians. Disputes over running

them on the Sabbath often had nasty nativist overtones, since many members

of America’s emerging ethnic communities, especially German Americans, en-

joyed holding picnics and taking Sunday excursions that often included much

beer drinking. Many ministers objected to what they considered the profanation

of the Lord’s Day, demanding legislation banning horsecar operations, especially

to resorts and parks on Sundays. Major conflicts occurred in Baltimore, Brook-

lyn, Philadelphia, and Providence when they built their first horsecar lines in the

1850s.65

Overturning the ban on Sunday horsecar operation in Brooklyn was especially

contentious, with the battle lasting three years in the mid-1850s. When the Brook-

lyn Common Council had granted the City Railroad permission to run its horse-
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cars on the streets in 1853, it had also forbidden the company from operating on

Sunday. This restriction was rationalized as being in tune with Brooklyn’s repu-

tation as the “City of Churches” and “a moral and church-going community.” In

January 1856, a group of Brooklyn citizens petitioned the Common Council to

compel the City Railroad Company to run cars on Sunday to the Eighth Ward, a

suburban district. The petition argued that many of the petitioners had recently

moved to the Eighth Ward but still retained pews in their old neighborhoods—

thus, a Sunday car would enable them to attend church on the Sabbath. In addi-

tion, the petition maintained that the lack of public “conveyance” on Sunday dis-

couraged newcomers from “locating” in this new district, limiting its growth and

development.

The petition galvanized to action the advocates of strict Sabbath observance.

Letters of complaint bombarded the Brooklyn Daily Eagle, and petitions defend-

ing the restriction flooded the Common Council. These petitions maintained that

Sunday cars would violate the Sabbath, be “detrimental to public morals,” and

make it easy for “a large, dangerous and ideal floating population [from] New York

to destroy the present quiet, peace and reputation of our city.” While some Eighth

Ward residents favored Sunday cars, others opposed them because they feared

that they would make their neighborhood “intolerable as a place of residence, and

as a consequence property would materially depreciate in value.” Sunday opera-

tion, they claimed, “would open wider the . . . channel for the lower strata of New

York to pour in upon our glorious suburbs . . . to indulge in garden robbing and

gunning exploits, enlivened by a dog fight or a drunken bout.” The fact that min-

isters of elite churches and their parishioners appeared in the forefront of those

opposing Sunday streetcars highlighted the class dimension of the dispute. The

wealthy, opponents of the ban charged, could attend church services in their car-

riages, whereas the working class and even the middle class depended on public

transportation.66

The Railroad Committee of the Common Council took up the issue of Sunday

cars in mid-February 1856 and heard petitioners on both sides of the question.

Those opposed were most vociferous, as religious arguments were combined

with the fear of injury to property values if the “worst classes” of New York and

Brooklyn (“ri¤-ra¤”) were allowed to flood the Eighth Ward. Petitioners cited the

e¤ect of Sunday railroads on Harlem, where “crowds . . . plundered gardens, and

fruits, and destroyed those things which made a home in the suburbs habitable.”

Without saying whether it agreed with these arguments, the committee main-

tained that it could not recommend eliminating the ban, since the streetcar

company had signed a bond that forbade them from running Sunday cars. The
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issue remained largely out of public discourse until the election of a new mayor,

Samuel S. Powell, who took oªce in January 1857.

Powell, who was interested in Brooklyn’s residential development in compe-

tition with New York City, argued in his annual message that the ban on Sunday

cars was hampering the city’s growth, especially in the outer suburbs. By making

it diªcult for “many persons in moderate circumstances from becoming resi-

dents of the outer Wards,” the ban had “a depressing influence on the value of

property.” The city railroads, he argued, provided “utility and convenience” to city

residents. Brushing o¤ fears about the threatened “evils” of Sunday cars, he noted

that riders of New York City’s Sunday horsecars were “as quiet and orderly as any

class of our citizens.” He finally persuaded the Common Council to approve

horsecar operation in 1857.67

The wild “scenes of riot and dissipation on the Sabbath” predicted by some

ministers if the ban was removed, noted the Brooklyn Daily Eagle, had proven to

be false. In fact, noted the paper, “Sunday recreation seekers are a most orderly

and respectable class, composed chiefly of the hard-working population—people

of industrious habits who stick to their occupations during the week and avail

themselves of their day o¤ to escape from the scene of their toil and get a glimpse

at the world beyond.”68

Horses had clearly facilitated the ability of middle- and working-class people

to access places of recreation where they could spend their day of leisure in en-

joyable ways. Eventually churchgoers rode horsecars to services, and soon some

ministers were attempting to persuade the streetcar companies to put more cars

on the lines that ran to their churches. Six to eight cars were supposedly filled

every Sunday with attendees at Henry Ward Beecher’s Brooklyn church. Beecher

observed in an 1870 sermon that he could have gotten many signatures in his

church in the 1850s against Sunday cars but none “to stop a rich man from rid-

ing in his coach on Sunday.” Development and access had triumphed over tradi-

tional morality—horses had to work an extra day each week to facilitate human

churchgoing and leisure.69

The urban horse thus had a liberating influence, opening a new world of

leisure for nineteenth-century urbanites of all classes, most obviously by allow-

ing access to either the real countryside or the large parks and cemeteries that

pretended to imitate nature. New commercial amusements appeared: the road-

house, the seaside beach, and the racetrack, all of which would have largely been

out of reach of most urbanites without horses adapted to urban applications with

their mechanical attachments. Not many working New Yorkers could have
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reached Central Park, beyond the city fringe when opened, without horse trans-

port, nor resorts such as Coney Island. The same applies in other cities. Speed,

whether through direct participation in driving or vicariously at the racetrack and

parkway, also became part of urban leisure patterns. Finally, the horse was an aes-

thetic object, beautiful in motion in a variety of gaits, as was the teamwork be-

tween horses. While a rider or driver might enjoy this best, certainly spectators

appreciated it, too.
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c h a p t e r  f i v e

Stables and the Built Environment

Historians usually cite the Iroquois Theater fire in Chicago in 1903, which took

603 lives, as the deadliest of urban fires, but on May 27, 1887, another conflagra-

tion had taken the lives of 1,185 New Yorkers, all male.1 The victims of the New

York fire, like many inarticulate urban workers in the nineteenth century, left no

historical record. These recent urban arrivals (there were probably very few na-

tive New Yorkers involved) died an extremely painful death, but the public dis-

played little pity; rather, people wondered how long it would take to replace the

victims. Nobody conducted a memorial service or o¤ered them a decent burial.

In fact, health authorities ordered their remains hastily dumped into the Hudson

River.

The New York fire has gone unnoticed by historians because it victimized a

largely forgotten but major part of the nineteenth-century workforce—draft

horses. At 1:30 in the morning, a fire had broken out in the three-story, brick sta-

ble of the Belt Line Street Railway (part of the Central Park, East and North River

Railroad Company) on Tenth Avenue between Fifty-third and Fifty-fourth streets.

The company stabled 1,230 horses there, of which night watchmen saved only 45.

Despite the brick walls, the building was highly flammable, with wooden frame,

stalls, and floors. Moreover, the stable contained more than four thousand bales

of hay, five thousand bales of straw, and twelve thousand bushels of grain. The

conflagration evidently started in a paint locker in the first-floor room where the

Belt Line Railway repaired its rolling stock (154 cars also went up in smoke).

There does not seem to have been any attempt by the few rescued horses to

rush back to their stalls or any “freezing” by those being rescued, a common prob-

lem in stable fires, probably because the flames spread too rapidly (the whole sta-

ble was gone within a half hour). The newspaper account described the “pathetic

whinnies and cries” of dying horses locked in their stalls. The narrative also noted

the heroism of the security guards and praised the courage of the New York fire

fighters. They prevented the fire from spreading beyond a few nearby buildings,



which housed about thirty families, so that only one human life was lost. Bi-

zarrely, the stable’s five cats somehow survived and came crawling out of the

wreckage the next day.2

The fire graphically indicated the problems of relying on the horse as a prime

mover and stimulated a “growing public sentiment that big stables in a crowded

city are dangerous nuisances.”3 The fire also illustrated one of the reasons why

city residents did not want to live near stables. In theory, horse power was made

up of thousands of independent sources not subject to systemic failure, like a

twentieth-century power grid, but this fire and numerous epidemics proved oth-

erwise. Systemic failure could and did occur. Stables were perhaps the weakest

link in the system, since all-too-common stable fires and epidemics of contagious

diseases, which spread as rapidly in densely populated horse stables as in densely

populated human tenements, could disrupt vital power to entire neighborhoods,

even entire cities.

The Belt Line Street Railway served Fifty-ninth Street and both Manhattan wa-

terfronts on a circular route. Those neighborhoods lost transit service for an ex-

tended time.4 The Times, as angry as most New Yorkers over the failure of equine

power, editorially called for a form of “mechanical traction” to replace horses—

the living machine. Reflecting this reality, the executive committee of the Belt

Line met on the day after the fire to consider their options. Reportedly, the pro-

moters of cable, electric station, and independent electric motor systems had

been in touch with company oªcials since the fire. The executive committee con-

cluded that “this was a good time to introduce another motor.” Thus, as the Times

observed, “the fire is likely to be productive of an innovation in street car motive

power.”5 At a time of rapid change in the technologies of urban transit, this was

not an unrealistic position.

The Ecology of Stables

The horse in its role as a living machine, as we have discussed, shaped the eco-

logical patterns of American cities, but cities also possessed their own ecology re-

lating to horses’ metabolic and housing needs. The urban built environment re-

flected the city’s dependence on horses primarily in the character of street paving,

the distribution of retail and wholesale markets selling provisions for horses, and

the location and construction of stables. In this chapter we consider the latter el-

ement—the construction and distribution of various types of stables, as well as

the problems stables created for their neighborhoods and for the city as a whole.

Horse ecology both mirrored and di¤ered from human ecological patterns, re-
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sponding to commercial and personal needs for transportation but also being

shaped by regulation. Stable patterns in many cities showed common features,

with each city’s economic and spatial characteristics determining variations. Ma-

jor variations seemed to exist between very dense eastern cities, with tight topo-

graphical boundaries, and western cities with lower densities.

The housing of horses was a major issue for all crowded cities, although horse

occupancy per stable varied greatly from locale to locale. In 1900, Boston had the

most horses per stable in the nation, at 7.8, with New York close behind at 6.7,6

and Pittsburgh and San Francisco tied for third at 4.8. The cities with the small-

est number of horses per stable were largely in the Middle West or Far West, with

Cleveland, Detroit, Denver, Indianapolis, and Los Angeles all having fewer than

3 horses per stable.7 Average stable size almost doubled in many cities between

1900 and 1910, continuing a trend toward the construction of larger stables that

had begun in the last decades of the nineteenth century.8

The Report on the Sanitary Condition of the City, issued in 1866 by the New York

Council of Hygiene and Public Health of the Citizens’ Association, provides de-

tailed information about the city’s stable inventory just after the Civil War. Sta-

bles were concentrated in numerous streets and neighborhoods, came in all

shapes and sizes, and were constructed of both wood and brick. Some, like the

“well-known Bull’s Head stables,” located on Twenty-third Street between Lex-

ington and Second avenues, were quite large, containing one thousand stalls.

Other districts had a mix of small and medium-sized stables. The city’s Third San-

itary District was located in the lower part of Manhattan Island and had 108 sta-

bles, housing 585 horses. Of the 108 stables, 68 contained fewer than 5 horses

(202 in total), while 40 contained 5 or more horses (383 in total). As the city grew,

so did the number of stables, especially those that provided cab and livery ser-

vices. The livery firm of Ryerson & Brown, established in the 1830s, was worth

$250,000 by 1882 and had stables scattered throughout the city.9

Somewhat di¤erent patterns existed in Boston, the city with the highest occu-

pancy of horses per stable. To get an accurate number, we counted all the stables

in Boston from the 1867 Sanborn Fire Insurance Map. Fire insurance maps re-

quired completeness, since underwriters consulted them before setting fire in-

surance rates. The maps were probably accurate, as suggested by the wealth of

detail that they contained and the powerful economic incentive for accuracy. Sta-

bles are easy to spot—the mapmakers put a big X through each one, since they

posed a well-known fire hazard, not just to themselves but also to their neighbors.

They were built from wood and were full of highly combustible straw and hay,

and neither species of occupant was very safety conscious. On the first floor, sta-
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ble managers usually stored vehicles and their repair shops, and these contained

such highly fire-accelerating materials as paint, varnish, and flammable oils. Con-

temporary accounts suggested that animals kicking over kerosene lamps caused

many fires, like Mrs. O’Leary’s famous cow.10

The 1867 Sanborn Map showed 367 stables in Boston. Just over a third were

in back lots behind other buildings, and most of the other stables were on blocks

that included more than one stable. Nearly two-thirds of all stables were two sto-

ries tall, while one-quarter, mostly small one- or two-stall back lot sheds, had only

one story. All of the others were three stories tall, with the exception of one build-

ing with four floors. Even those rare stables not built out of wood had wooden

floors and frames.

Figure 5.1 illustrates Boston stable locations.11 In Boston, a maritime city,

more than a third of all stable owners had sited their facilities within a block of

the waterfront. In many cases the stable was actually on a wharf, where the horses

were probably used for hoisting as well as hauling. Nearly as many stables were

located near Boston’s four railroad terminals, and almost all of the others were
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on or close to the four main streets (Tremont, Washington, Beacon, and Cam-

bridge), which provided Boston’s only land links to its hinterland.

Location also varied by function. Express companies and the private stables of

warehouses or factories were found near transportation hubs. Street railways tended

to build their stables close to the end of their routes, where land costs were cheaper.

Moreover, they dispersed their horses among a large number of barns. At its peak

the West End Street Railway housed its eight thousand animals in sixty di¤erent sta-

bles, many beyond the city limits. This pattern cut the number of dead hauls needed

and reduced the risk of losing the entire herd to fire or disease.12 Livery and board-

ing stables serving the well-o¤ were clustered near Beacon Street and Tremont

Street, both of which led to picturesque suburban drives. Finally, there were some

private stables on wealthy Beacon Hill (probably small stables that predated city

regulation or whose owners could ignore regulation) or in the working-class North

End (likely the illegal installations of peddlers, independent carters, or cabbies).

The Boston City Directory provided a woefully inadequate count, showing only

105 stables in 1870 and 209 in 1900, likely an undercount by a factor of ten. Most

horses lived in private stables owned by users like the city’s 134 milk dealers, 826

express companies, or 53 breweries. Livery and boarding stables clustered together

in locations like River Street on Beacon Hill for other reasons than access to roads

to the suburbs. There were probably economies of agglomeration, such as easy

comparison for renters seeking the “perfect” stable or access to support services

like feed companies, blacksmiths, and veterinarians. Also, public opinion led to

regulation through the building permit process, which produced clustering.

The following list gives information on the location of Boston stables in 1885,

reflecting changes since 1867:

Waterfront (within one block) 122

Beacon Hill            97

North End             56

North Station (R.R.)        33

South Station (R.R.)        58

Beacon Street           41

Tremont Street           29

Washington Street         40

Cambridge Street          39

Fewer than 4 percent of Boston’s buildings were stables. Of those, 37.3 percent

were at the back of a lot. Seventeen percent were three stories tall, 59 percent were

two stories, and 24 percent were one story. There was one four-story stable.
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The 1885 Sanborn Map showed roughly the same number of stables (385) as

had been present twenty years earlier (367), despite the near tripling of the num-

ber of horses in the city. Stables were larger, and the rules governing where sta-

bles could be located were probably better enforced. (There were very few stables

in the newly developed, elite Back Bay, except on upper Newbury Street, which

had been set aside for that purpose.) Very large stables were built in the newly de-

veloped neighborhoods of the South End and South Boston. There were no small

wood stables in the district burned out by the 1872 fire, and the number of small

back alley stables declined elsewhere. The consolidation of stables reflected not

only a more stringent building permit process but also the centralization of horse-

using businesses, as large firms squeezed independent teamsters out of business.

Building regulations that required expensive, modern stables also helped force

out the small entrepreneur. Some companies could and did move their stables to

the suburbs, where regulation was less stringent.

Pittsburgh showed patterns similar to those of Boston in that it had a relatively

low ratio of horses to humans but a high ratio of horses per stable. Bodies of wa-

ter, limiting their land areas, confined both cities. Pittsburgh’s larger stables clus-

tered in the downtown area and along the river flood plains, the location of both

flatland and railroads. Smaller stables that served individual owners were scat-

tered throughout the city. During the 1890s, stable construction constituted 5 to

7 percent of new buildings in the city. Figure 5.2 shows the location of major liv-

ery stables in Pittsburgh in 1892.

Stable Construction and Design

Residences for horses, like residences for humans, ranged in quality from

poorly constructed wooden sheds to large brick and iron structures utilized by

horsecar and express companies. As a major part of the urban built environment,

stables were constructed from available building materials and ornamented as

fashion suggested and owners could a¤ord. Because they came in all shapes and

sizes, we will discuss them in di¤erent cities from the perspectives of size, con-

struction, and function.

As has been noted, those operations that had the biggest stables were the firms

providing transportation and delivery services within the city. Because horses rep-

resented a capital investment, firms had an incentive to maintain their horses un-

der conditions that protected their health and longevity. Streetcar companies re-

quired the largest stables not only because they owned more horses but also

because they had to accommodate hay and grain storage and provide shoeing,
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Figure 5.2. Pittsburgh Livery Stables, 1892.



harness repair facilities, manure bins, vehicle storage, and even horse hospital fa-

cilities. The companies worried about diseases growing out of overcrowding and

tried to reduce these conditions. Writing in 1870, for instance, Robert McClure,

M.D., V.S., noted that “city car” or “railroad stables” were a great improvement

over the “stage and omnibus stables of the past” and that their “superior ventila-

tion, light, and cleanliness” had “almost banished glanders and farcy from our

midst.” He noted, however, that the best conditions existed in the stables of the

large rather than smaller and “poorer companies.”13

Transportation firms often built brick and iron-framed stables even if regula-

tions permitted cheaper construction. Wood floors remained, since they were eas-

ier on hooves. The typical streetcar stable was three stories tall. Usually, the top

floor held grain or straw, while horses took a ramp (or, rarely, an elevator) to the

second floor and vehicles were kept on the first. Having horses on the upper

floors, however, as the Belt Line Street railroad discovered, made it impossible to

rescue them in the event of a fire. Placing horses on the first floor and vehicles

on the second created a di¤erent problem. Fumes from the horses’ urine, espe-

cially when it bled from the floors on a hot summer day, were strong enough to

blister the paint on vehicles stored on a floor above.14

Specific information about stable design and improvements, relating espe-

cially to the care of horses and fire prevention, is available for several large sta-

bles in New York City constructed in the late nineteenth century. New York’s sta-

bles may have been exceptionally crowded. At the supposedly normal stall size of

thirty-six square feet, New York’s horses would have occupied 1.6 million square

feet of the most expensive real estate in the nation.

In 1876, the New York & Harlem Railroad constructed a new $150,000 stable

on Fourth Avenue between Thirty-second and Thirty-third streets that adjoined

its older stable and depot. The New York Times called it “A Model Car Stable” and

“A Triumph of Ventilation and Drainage.” The two-story brick stable was 182 by

172 feet. It had 273 stalls on the first floor, with grain and hay stored on the sec-

ond floor. The stable contained 906 stalls and a hospital that could accommodate

75 horses. Its drains were flushed with water every day and disinfected once a

week. The stable employed fourteen blacksmiths, twelve carpenters, four harness

makers, two engineers, and about one hundred hostlers.15

The New York City Second Avenue Railroad Company constructed a new de-

pot and brick stable at Ninety-sixth Street in 1878. The three-story building was

475 feet long and 200 feet wide. The exterior was decorated with colored bricks

and plaster horse heads. Horses ate and slept on the second floor, while the third
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floor was used to store feed and implements. A skylight that ran the length of the

building provided illumination. At the rear of the building was an “exercise

ground for temporarily disabled horses.” In addition, the company announced

that it would construct on an adjoining lot tenements for its drivers, conductors,

and stable laborers, but there is no information as to whether this was ever

done.16

The ultimate “state-of-the-art” street railway stable, built by New York’s Sev-

enth Avenue Street Railway and completed in 1888, a year after the Belt Line fire,

held more than two thousand animals. Street Railway Journal claimed that it was

the largest stable in the world and reported on it no less than four times, a mea-

sure of its novelty.17 It contained twenty-five hundred stalls on four floors and cov-

ered the entire block from Sixth to Seventh avenues between Fiftieth and Fifty-

first streets. The stable was one of the first New York buildings to contain

sprinklers, and its builders added brick stall partitions and fire doors leading to

its ramps. The operators substituted peat moss for straw for both sanitation (it

absorbed urine) and fire prevention.18 This may have been the last giant stable

constructed for streetcar horses, since electrification of street railways, which

would eliminate the largest urban stables, was already under way.

There were other quite large stables. The growth of various package and mail

delivery systems created a need for horse accommodations. Both Wells Fargo and

the United States Express Company maintained stables in Jersey City serving the

New York metropolitan area. The latter’s stable held 275 horses. Built in 1885, it

was 250 by 100 feet and was made of brick, iron, and concrete, with an iron roof.

Horses were stored on the second floor, and the top floor was used for paint shops

and harness storage. In spite of its supposedly fire-resistant construction, this

building burned in 1888.19 In 1903, William H. Seaich, owner of the Opera Sta-

bles and president of the Livery Stable Keepers’ Association, constructed a six-

story stable for six hundred horses and the storage of cabs and carriages on Thirty-

first Street in New York City.20

Companies that relied on horses to make regular deliveries of their products

had a special incentive to provide them with good housing and to maintain them

in good condition. The horses were a symbol of company pride, important to their

sales success, and a major capital investment. In 1910, for instance, the H. J.

Heinz Corporation of Pittsburgh issued a handsome, illustrated brochure that

proudly described the three-story, fireproof building that housed its delivery

horses. Heinz lit the structure by electricity, heated it with steam, and ventilated

it with electric fans in the summer. All windows were screened and shaded. As

usual, the horses lived on the second floor, with wagons parked on the first floor
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and feed and bedding stored on the third. The horse stalls were of open pipe, with

cork block floors and swinging sides. Each manger had separate, electrically con-

trolled compartments for hay, grain, and water, and horses were fed automatically.

Electric cleaning devices were used to curry the horses. A hospital stall was

equipped with a Turkish bath stall and a footbath! The brochure boasted that the

stables were “one of the most modern, practical and complete commercial stables

in the world.”21

A new urban phenomenon in the late nineteenth century was the department

store, located in the hearts of large cities such as New York, Boston, Chicago, and

Pittsburgh. As their business grew, department stores developed delivery ser-

vices.22 These, too, required stables, ones that were designed with an eye toward

impressing the public. In 1875 Marshall Field and Company in Chicago con-

structed stables near their store that housed about 100 horses and 50 wagons; by

1885 the firm owned 163 horses, and by 1895, 344. The store’s management in-

sisted on sanitary conditions and good treatment of its horses. As the business

grew, the store provided free delivery to Chicago’s growing suburbs, and by 1902

it had established separate suburban stables.23

Macy’s, in New York City, grew from a fancy dry goods store to a diversified

department store between 1858 and 1877. The store acquired a stable for delivery

horses on West Fifteenth Street, two blocks away from the emporium. In 1875 the

store moved the stable to West Nineteenth Street. Exact information on the num-

ber of horses housed in the Macy’s stable is unavailable, but it was a large and

growing number. By 1872, drivers, wagon boys, and helpers constituted 13 per-

cent of the firm’s workforce. Deliveries escalated as the business grew, and by

1896–97 the store was delivering over 2,500,000 packages a year. As a result of

this demand, Macy’s hired more men, built more wagons, and enlarged the Nine-

teenth Street stable. Later it constructed a delivery branch and stables at 148th

Street at the city’s outskirts.24

Macy’s, like other large New York City department stores, faced serious issues

coping with deliveries to rapidly growing suburbs. Initially the store o¤ered free

delivery only in Manhattan, Brooklyn, and Jersey City. In 1888, in response to

competition, Macy’s advertised that it would provide free delivery within one hun-

dred miles of its store for all purchases of five dollars or more and then estab-

lished delivery routes throughout New Jersey and Long Island. Many, however,

were not profitable because long distances increased costs and put great strain on

the horses. Enterprising individuals, however, founded suburban express ser-

vices that delivered packages from multiple stores.25
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Livery and Boarding Stables

Another major part of the stable inventory of any American city were sales, liv-

ery, and boarding stables, which were smaller than the huge horsecar and de-

partment store enterprises. At least initially, the livery and boarding functions

were blurred. A local stable might rent, board, and even sell a few horses on con-

signment. In Boston, city directories show that the livery and boarding functions

became increasingly separate over time. This was likely to be true elsewhere. Ev-

idently, boarders feared that unscrupulous stable keepers might rent out their

horses when the owners were not using them. Throughout the late nineteenth

century, the number of livery and boarding stables increased with the growth in

city populations. Based on city directory counts, between 1870 and 1900 the num-

ber of livery stables in Boston increased from 71 to 175; in Pittsburgh, from 12 in

1866 to 39 in 1879 and 82 in 1892; and in Philadelphia from 78 in 1859 to 121 in

1910.26 Detailed descriptions of their features, if somewhat exaggerated (usually

advertisements), can be found in various city guidebooks and business directo-

ries, providing insight into stable conditions and also the varied uses of horses.

Data from Pittsburgh business directories is especially informative. In 1880,

for instance, A. Jackson & Sons operated an Exchange Livery Stable (founded in

1850) that occupied a space 150 by 150 feet on 174–184 Penn Avenue in down-

town Pittsburgh. The Pennsylvania Business Directory for that year noted that the

stables were “classed with the largest in the United States [and were] equipped in

a most approved and thorough manner.” J. L. Kennedy of Allegheny City oper-

ated a “comfortable” twenty-horse stable that supplied “plenty of good food” and

promised “the best attention . . . by careful and experienced grooms.” B. F. Dyer’s

Livery, Boarding and Sale stable at 612–614 Grant Street in downtown Pittsburgh

was “perfectly lighted, and drained and ventilated.” And the Grand Central Board-

ing and Livery Stables, C. A. Warmcastle, proprietor, located in Pittsburgh’s resi-

dentially desirable East End, occupied a three-story brick building furnished with

electricity and an elevator. The stable had first-floor stalls for ninety horses. A spe-

cial feature of its boarding services was “clipping horses by steam power.”27

An unusual phenomenon seemingly particular to Pittsburgh involved combi-

nations between livery stables and undertakers. Funerals provided a substantial

amount of livery stable business and often provided the margin between profit

and loss. Of the fifteen livery stables listed in the Pittsburgh section of the 1880

Industries of Pennsylvania, eight had “undertaking” listed as either their primary

or secondary business activity. The 1892 Pittsburgh City Directory listed eighty-two
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livery stables, of which twenty also provided undertaking services; of the forty-

eight undertakers listed, twenty provided livery service.28 The Livery, Boarding,

and Sale Stables of M. F. Leslie & Bro. provides a good example. The firm was lo-

cated in the Lawrenceville section of Pittsburgh and had forty horses. The firm

promised to provide “elegant new broughams, landaus . . . with coachmen in liv-

ery, besides top-wagons, surreys, and phaetons for park or road driving.” The

broughams and landaus may well have been rented for weddings. The firm also

made “Undertaking and Embalming a Specialty” and as undertakers supplied

“every requisite from the casket and mourning badge to the hearse, coaches, and

opening of the grave, in fact take full charge of managing every detail in the per-

formance of the last rites of the dead.”29

The activities of the Sampson family, operators of the Sampson Funeral Home

and related businesses, located in downtown Pittsburgh from 1859 to 1922, pro-

vide insights into the history of an undertaking firm that used horses in their busi-

ness well into the twentieth century. Hudson Sampson, the founder of the firm,

expanded his business over the years, moving from the provision of boarding and

livery services to the operation of the Allegheny Express Company, the Pullman

Taxi Service Company, and, in the early twentieth century, the Auto Livery Com-

pany. Sampson was supposedly especially conscious of the quality of his horses—

“whenever he saw a horse that would mate little prettier with any of his three or

four blacks,” said his biographer, “he would buy him and sell the poorest of those

he had.” He believed that his business was best advertised by “fine vehicles more

than anything else—fine hearses, fine wagons, satin-coated horses, and the har-

ness, the driver himself, and every part of the turnouts, spick and span, shining

bright.” In 1910, his son Harry introduced Pittsburgh’s first motorized funeral ve-

hicle, although horses were not completely replaced until some time later.30

The use of undertakers’ horses for other purposes makes sense, but this com-

bined pattern did not appear in other cities that we have examined. In New York

City, livery stable owners formed the Livery Stable Keeper’s Association in 1881—

a combination to raise rates to undertakers for funerals.31 The liverymen main-

tained that competition had driven prices down to the point where they could not

make a profit. In addition, they complained that mourners often overloaded their

carriages during funerals, straining their horses and damaging the carriage inte-

riors. Liverymen and undertakers finally reached an agreement on rates, avoid-

ing a disruption of New York funerals. Five years later Brooklyn stable owners and

undertakers reached a similar agreement.32 In Pittsburgh, however, the under-

takers had broken the control of liverymen over prices by obtaining their own

horses and going into the livery stable business themselves.33
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Information about the management practices of small commercial stables is

limited, but the R. G. Dun Credit Reports at Harvard’s Baker Business Library

provide some information for Boston area stables for the years 1865–95. Dun re-

ported on only medium-sized livery and boarding stables and on less than a quar-

ter of those. Presumably, most stables, especially the smaller ones, relied on in-

formal family/neighborhood credit networks.34Most stable keepers leased their

facilities, since Dun always noted exceptions. Horses had to be fed, whether used

or not, creating a pattern of debt in late winter months, especially to feed dealers.

Renting horses was highly seasonal and cyclical, with urban economies expand-

ing in the summer. The nineteenth-century economy was also subject to strong

year-to-year fluctuations. Whether renting for business or pleasure, there were

more customers in good years and good seasons. To be sure, livery rentals picked

up in snowy weather, when sleigh rentals were in high demand, but this also

meant that stables had to keep two sets of vehicles on hand. The popularity of

sleighing cannot be underrated and the season, even as far south as New York,

sometimes lasted ninety days.35 The spring “courting season,” as it was called in

the trade, also demanded specialized vehicles o¤ering a modicum of privacy.

The Dun reports suggest some entry and mobility patterns for owners. A

blacksmith or cabdriver might rent space in his stable to others. A stablehand

with a good reputation might start a boarding stable, which required less capital.

Such stables, however, faced the problem that they did not have livestock to mort-

gage; typically, liens on horses provided the surety for credit from feed dealers

and others. Over time, boarding stables might become livery stables.

To judge from the Dun reports, mobility in both directions was common, al-

though the booming nineteenth-century economy probably allowed for more suc-

cesses than failures. One example is illustrative. In 1876, John Riedle, a stable

manager, bought a building for a livery stable at 196 Tremont Street, a good lo-

cation on one of the main roads out of Boston. He had trouble covering expenses,

and two years later Dun reported that he was a “weak and undesirable risk.”

Riedle recouped, switching for a short time to boarding, a less capital-intensive

business. Two years later, he had acquired “a number of good boarders,” was

grossing twenty-five thousand dollars a year, and had seen the value of his build-

ing quadruple.

Most debts of the stable owners covered by the Dun reports were seven thou-

sand to ten thousand dollars. Despite a wave of failures in 1873, most prospered

and grew with Boston’s economy. Still, diªcult years like 1873 or an especially

bad winter must have led to the forced sale of some horses, tempted owners to

overwork old and sick ones, and produced some underfeeding. Feed dealers held
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most of the loans, having extended credit in the late winter or early spring.

Chronic capital shortages probably explain some of the poor conditions of urban

stables, since the industry was well aware of the advantages of cleanliness and

“fireproof” structures.

Similar conditions likely prevailed elsewhere. An 1873 Brooklyn Eagle article

on livery stables reported that there were fifty livery stables in the city ranging in

value from five thousand to thirty thousand dollars. Most, however, were at the

lower end. Some stables provided boarding facilities, as well as renting teams and

also doing a general trucking business. Sleighs for winter rental were available.

One large, three-story stable described in the article had accommodations for one

hundred horses and numerous vehicles.36

Private Stables

The condition of small, private stables—that is, stables owned by individuals

to provide shelter for their horse or horses—could vary greatly. Individual busi-

nessmen, such as peddlers, scrap collectors, or draymen who owned a single

horse, maintained many. There were large numbers of ephemeral one-horse sta-

bles, including many warehouses with a small stable inside and many tucked

away unnoticed in industrial zones. In addition, since many were adjuncts to

other business, they showed up in neither census reports nor city directories.

Health boards and housing reports sometimes tried to track them, but, by their

own admission, their records were inaccurate. Small, private stables also varied

in quality from neighborhood to neighborhood, usually depending on how much

stables were perceived as a threat to health. And, of course, there were the usu-

ally high-quality stables maintained by the few wealthy urbanites who could

a¤ord to own their own horses for recreational purposes.37

Descriptions in various sanitary surveys provide us with a picture of stable con-

ditions. The 1866 Citizens’ Association of New York survey, for instance, de-

scribed stables in poor areas that were “crowded [and] frequently neglected and

uncleanly,” located in either basements or the rear of buildings, kept in “slovenly

condition” and serving as “fever-nests.”38 Some very small stables did not even

have windows because their owners did not want the expense and thought that

windows might make entry easier for a thief.39 Greenwich Village held 196 sta-

bles, mostly small back alley shanties. The desperately poor, very densely popu-

lated Lower East Side contained only 288 stables among its 4,400 buildings, with

many in the basements of buildings, where horses and humans shared the same

entrance. One inspector reported that “the prevalence and fatality of pulmonary
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diseases among horses in crowded and neglected stables is only equaled by the

fatality of like maladies in the women and children of tenant-houses.”40 One

problem noted on West Twentieth Street was the close juxtaposition of stables and

rear dwelling houses, so that horse odors penetrated into bedroom windows

Chicago had many more small stables than did New York, Boston, or Pitts-

burgh, probably because of the city’s territorial expanse. In the 1880s, the Na-

tional Livestock Journal estimated that three-fourths of the city’s stables were held

for private purposes.41 Several of these were in deplorable condition, even shared

by humans and animals alike. On February 3, 1892, the Chicago Daily News in-

terviewed a peddler, Michael Holeran, who shared his basement home at 227

West Fifteenth Street with his horse, his wife, and his two children. The horse

had its own room “neatly carpeted with straw.” Holeran claimed that he “was will-

ing to sleep with a clean beast like that himself,” even though he stayed in an-

other room. Holeran’s upstairs neighbors complained about the “unwholesome

odors” and blamed a family illness on them.42

Nine years later, in 1901, social worker Robert Hunter surveyed tenement

house conditions in Chicago, including the city’s stables. Hunter found that the

Holeran’s living conditions were not so unusual, commenting that “unmarried

Greeks frequently share their own rooms with their horses and Italians often sta-

ble them on the lower or basement floors of their tenements.” Hunter noted that

Chicago’s laws, unlike New York’s, allowed horses and humans to share the same

buildings. In a single West Side district of tenement houses and industry, Hunter

found 537 stables and 1,443 horses, mostly in the one- or two-horse shacks of ped-

dlers and express drivers. He reported that 51 percent of the stables were in “bad”

condition and only 16 percent were in “good condition.” Moreover, Chicago’s

weak stable statute, which only required annual cleaning, was rarely enforced.43

Living near humans was not always good for horses either. Some boys de-

lighted in teasing them. Humans could also start fires, make nighttime noises,

spread disease, and dispose of their wastes in an unhealthy manner.

A substantial number of wealthy urbanites maintained their own stables and

horses. The 1865 Report of the Citizens’ Committee in New York City stated that, of

the 163 private stables in the then aºuent Twelfth Sanitary District (Fourteenth

Street, the Bowery, Houston Street, and Sixth Avenue), “very many are neat and

most carefully kept.”44Wealthy New Yorkers who could a¤ord individual stables

and carriage houses originally built them behind their homes, but in the post–

Civil War period they began placing them some distance from the house to es-

cape their smells and noises. In addition, the stables could be put on side streets

where land costs were lower. In 1864–66, a row of thirteen brick-fronted stables
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was erected on Eighteenth Street in Manhattan, near the fashionable Fifth Av-

enue residential district. Mostly private stables and commercial liveries occupied

this street. They often had restrictive covenants on their mortgages and leases pro-

hibiting their conversion to commercial livery stables or to factories. By the late

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, streets reserved for private and livery

stables had become common.45

Urban carriage houses could be very elaborate. In The Private Stable (1899),

James Garland noted that “in many instances the seeds of social ambition are first

sown in the stable.”46 In more than 450 pages, he set forth advice and rules for

costs, ventilation, drainage, stalls, windows and screens, fodder, water, bedding,

types of horses and carriages, bits and other aspects of hardware and harness, and

rules for servants. His suggestions followed the etiquette rules of the day, as well

as providing comparative prices and advice on the purchasing of horses, car-

riages, and equipment.

Garland observed that the choice of a stable would be “largely determined by

the number of horses and carriages kept and the location of the owner’s house.”

If, he noted, “the owner lives in the fashionable quarter, it is usually impossible

to have the stable an adjunct of the house.” He warned, however, that if the sta-

ble was more than a half mile distant from the house it would su¤er from lack of

close attention from the owners, and this might possibly lead to deterioration of

conditions. On the other hand, the stable had to be located far enough away so

that its smells would not prove “objectionable to the occupants of the dwelling.”47

Narrow lot sizes limited the design of urban carriage houses. The stable was

normally divided into two ground-floor spaces—a front section for carriages and

a rear section with horse stalls. Quarters for the coachmen or the groom could be

found at the front of the second floor, while the rear was usually a hayloft. These

buildings usually had large skylights but front windows only. Architects some-

times designed stables of brick and sandstone, with façades designed in a fash-

ionable manner, such as one built in the round arch style, derived from the Ger-

man Rundbogenstil.48

Garland estimated that keeping a stable for one horse in the city cost $3,279

to $7,216 a year, mostly labor costs.49 Boarding a horse cost $10 a week ($520 a

year) and removed the risk of bad smells from the home, as well as the need to

pay and supervise a servant.50 Boarding did have risks. Boarding stables in-

creased the danger of disease or injury or mistreatment by hostlers, and dishon-

est stable keepers might rent horses to others when their owners were not around.

Writing in 1901 about the “Private Stables of Manhattan,” Robert Wickli¤e

Wooley discussed “horse palaces.” After describing several of these, he observed
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that New York’s “largest and most pretentious private stable” was that of Louis

Stern, on East Eighty-fourth Street. “It should,” he noted, “be catalogued as one

of the sights of the city.” It fronted fifty feet on Eighty-fourth Street, running back

for 150 feet. The first floor was divided into three squares 50 by 50 feet each, one

of which was devoted to vehicles, the second to fourteen horse stalls, and the third

to an arena where the Sterns’ children jogged their ponies and where the horses

were exercised in bad weather. Overlooking the arena was a balcony for specta-

tors. The second floor had quarters for the coachman, feed rooms, a reception

room, a dressing room and gymnasium for men, and a parlor, bedroom, and bath-

room for women. The third floor held the quarters for the grooms and footmen.

“Everything about it,” Wooley assured his readers, “was costly and ornate.” Mul-

timillionaire Frank Gould maintained another elaborate private stable on East

Fifty-eighth Street that cost $200,000 to erect and was heated in the winter, when

riders could exercise in its 50- by 100-foot ring while an automatic organ played

in the background.51

On Boston’s ritzy Beacon Hill, some residents dealt with the stable issue by

incorporating the exclusive Beacon Hill Stable Club in 1867. Members paid a

membership fee of $1,300 for capital expenses and a monthly fee based on the

number of nights that their horses stayed in the stable. The most complete re-

maining ledger book, for 1912, shows an annual income of $4,218 for twenty-five

stalls. The manager spent 28 percent of the budget on food. The biggest expense

was labor, 56 percent of the budget, for the manager and eight stable hands, one

for every three stalls. The ratio of horses to hostlers was low, less than half that of

street railways, suggesting that the horses were comparatively spoiled. The

elected board of directors had the power (apparently never exercised) to stop the

sale of memberships to people whom they deemed inappropriate. Three women,

apparently with full voting privileges, were among the proprietors.52

Probably the best-known urban stable was at the White House. Presidents

Je¤erson, Monroe, Madison, Lincoln, and Grant all added stables on or near the

White House grounds. Many of these facilities were inadequate. In 1829, for in-

stance, Congressman Stephan Van Rensselaer, in a report from the Committee

on the Public Buildings, noted that “no other than a temporary provision . . . has

ever been made for stabling at the President’s house.” During Jackson’s second

term, however, the administration constructed a new stable. The National Intelli-

gencer described the new building in great detail. The stable was constructed of

brick and stone, stuccoed on the outside, and plastered inside, with a supposedly

rat-free floor. By 1856, however, the stable was inadequate; a writer in the United

States Magazine noted that “no respectable drayman in New York with three
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horses, would have so mean and ill constructed a building—and its location is an

outrage upon decency.” As with humans, the definition of what constituted ade-

quate housing had changed. A new stable was constructed in 1857 but burned to

the ground in 1864. President Ulysses S. Grant built the last presidential stable

in 1872. It featured a two-story mansard roof and a frame-and-glass enclosed

court. About 1909 President Taft turned the stable into a garage, ordering a White

Steamer, two Pierce-Arrows, and a Baker Electric to take the place of the horses

and carriages. The structure was finally demolished in 1911.53

Most stable hands were hostlers, charged with the day-to-day tasks of feeding,

grooming, harnessing, and mucking. Usually, stables employed one hostler for

every twelve to sixteen horses. This was an undesirable job, usually filled by re-

cent migrants to the city or unskilled young men entering the workforce for the

first time. According to the U.S. Census, Boston had 530 hostlers in 1870, 1,121

in 1880, 1,430 in 1890, and 1,473 in 1900, with disproportionately large numbers

of blacks and Irishmen.54 Hostling usually paid the minimum wage. Like team-

sters, hostlers carried bad smells away from their work. The job had long hours

with considerable idling time, since horses required cleaning and feeding mostly

the start and end of the workday. Horses needed care seven days a week, so many

hostlers never had a day o¤. When they did get Sunday o¤, humane groups might

complain about the poor care that horses got on Sundays.55 Perhaps because of

the idle time, hostlers had a reputation for gambling and drinking. Stables were

often the sites of illegal cockfights and of neighborhood fistfights.56 They were a

favorite location for truant schoolboys. One management manual blamed the be-

havior of stable grooms on their environment, noting that “squalor is not friendly

to the maintenance of probity.”57

James Garland made the most comprehensive complaint, commenting that

“coachmen and grooms do not form a class from which angels are exclusively

chosen,” noting that “drunkenness, brutality, moral obliquity, profanity, laziness,

sullenness, and bad manners” were frequent traits. He divided possible stable

hands into four categories, starting with “green hands” (men with little or no ex-

perience with horses), men who had worked in stables but were out of work (usu-

ally “unreliable and of indi¤erent habits or careless about their work and ap-

pearance”), and “sober and industrious” workers fitted to small stables but

“incapable of filling more responsible positions.” He especially recommended

against hiring boys, who inevitably had mischievous instincts, as well as being

“arrogant and lazy . . . arrant rascals.”58 This sounds like the usual upper-class

Victorian fulminations about servants.

There were positive elements to the job. It was often possible to move up the
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ladder, becoming a driver or a peddler, both jobs with more prestige and auton-

omy. A few hostlers wound up owning their own stables or teaming firms. Most

probably enjoyed the sociability, even camaraderie, that came with their outcast

jobs. The occupation of hostler grew with the horse population. The job, of

course, disappeared as horses were phased out.

The horse economy also required large numbers of blacksmiths and harness

makers, more specialized and rewarding work. Large stables, such as those op-

erated by the streetcar and cab companies, maintained blacksmith shops. The sta-

ble built by the New York & Harlem Railroad in 1876, for instance, contained a

blacksmith shop that had eight forges and employed fourteen men. It had the ca-

pability of fitting horses with two hundred new shoes daily.59 Most blacksmiths

and harness makers, however, were independent craftspeople.

The Stable Nuisance: Smells, Flies, and Fire

In 1879 the New York Times observed that the ubiquitous stable existed even

“in the most frequented and fashionable parts of the metropolis” but was es-

pecially “undesirable in proximity to private residences.” The paper listed the 

reasons why New Yorkers disliked stables. Stables were “unsightly,” and neigh-

bors had to submit to “the rolling in and out of all kinds of vehicles, the stamp-

ing of horses in their stalls all night, and the constant yelling of stable-boys and

grooms . . . , not what a private family would rank as an . . . inducement to a

neighborhood.”60Other stable noises included the constant whinnying of stabled

horses, the bang of the veterinarian’s pistol, and the pounding of the blacksmith’s

hammer.

Smells and manure nuisances were especially objectionable because bad

smells were often associated with disease. At least one health survey suggested

elevated levels of mortality near stables and among stable hands. Some doctors

believed that neighbors risked erysipelas and diphtheria and hostlers risked

pneumonia and rheumatism. Stable owners claimed in response that the smells

were actually good, encouraging, for example, healthy coughing among tubercu-

losis victims.61

Citizens filed many complaints about stable nuisances and often tried to pre-

vent stable operation in their neighborhoods. In 1877, for instance, the owner of

two residences on Fifty-third Street in New York City, Caroline G. Reed, sued the

owner of a newly constructed, adjacent livery stable. Reed claimed that when she

had purchased her houses she had been assured that “no use” would be made of
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the adjoining vacant lots “unworthy of the select and fashionable quarter in which

they were situated.” The stable violated the agreement, and she wanted its oper-

ations halted because it was a “nuisance.”62 Such concerns resulted in ordinances

separating stables from residences and residential areas.

Another illustrative New York City case occurred in 1897. In that year repre-

sentatives of the West End Association and the West Side Taxpayers’ Association

in New York appeared before the Board of Estimate and Apportionment to op-

pose Street Cleaning Commissioner George E. Waring Jr.’s proposal to erect a de-

partment stable in their fashionable neighborhood, located near West Eighty-

ninth Street between Columbus and Amsterdam avenues. Protesters complained

that the stable would depreciate property values. Waring replied that the stables

of the Street Cleaning Department were “conducted so well” that they did not cre-

ate nuisances. Commissioner Little of the Board of Estimate and Appeal re-

sponded that he had inspected two of the department’s stables “and had found

them anything but the sweet and godly places Col. Waring had described.” Mem-

bers of the Board of Education objected that a new high school was slated for con-

struction across from the proposed stable location and that students should not

be subjected to its nuisances. Since a private stable already occupied the site, how-

ever, the board decided that a Street Cleaning Department stable was “no more

harmful opposite a public school than a private stable.”63

The smell of manure heaps and the clouds of flies they attracted were some of

the most objectionable nuisances stables created. The nuisance was especially

bad in summer, when stable keepers tried to “rot” manure before selling it, draw-

ing flies “like sugar-houses.” Many manure boxes overflowed, and the manure

remained on the ground for long periods. On New York’s Liberty Street there was

a manure heap seven feet high. New York streets, as shown in pictures from the

1890s, were often covered with layers of manure.64 Flies were considered partic-

ularly objectionable because they were not only nuisances but in fact the carriers

of several acute diseases.65

Other cities also su¤ered from manure nuisances. In Pittsburgh in 1894, for

instance, the chief sanitary inspector reported 418 manure heaps in violation of

a city ordinance. Rats, insects, and flies swarmed over them. But while manure

piles were objectionable to those who lived near them, manure sales made an im-

portant contribution to the cost of stable upkeep.66 One businessman in the

Boston neighborhood of Jamaica Plain bought an abandoned church on a resi-

dential street, planning to convert it to a stable. The building burned to the ground

before he could open it, and arson by neighbors who wanted to keep the stable
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from the neighborhood was suspected.67 Another excretory problem was urine,

which soaked into the stable floorboards. The smell was especially strong in the

summer, when it bled out.

Stables posed a major fire threat to life and property. Between 1865 and 1892,

the Times reported thirty-three stable fires in New York City and vicinity, although,

undoubtedly, small stable fires never made it into the newspapers. Those reported

ranged in size from the huge Belt Line conflagration to fires in one- or two-horse

stables with no deaths but creating a hazard to nearby buildings; it was not un-

common to have a fire in which fifty to one hundred animals perished. In March

1871, for instance, the stables of the Grand Street Railroad Company, located in

East Brooklyn, burned. Of the over one hundred horses in the stable, more than

fifty were, as the Times headlined, “roasted alive.”68 Eighteen months later an-

other Brooklyn streetcar stable fire killed seventy-five horses, and in June 1874

sixty horses died in a fire at the Knickerbocker Ice Company on East 128th Street.

The newspapers often noted suspicions that “incendiaries” had set a fire, but

these charges were seldom proven.69

In October 1881, a very large fire occurred at the New York & Harlem Railroad

Company (a Vanderbilt line) streetcar depot and the adjoining Morrell Storage

Warehouse at Fourth Avenue and Thirty-second and Thirty-third streets. In 1876

the Times had described it as a “model car stable.”70 The press initially reported

that the stable’s capacity was four hundred horses and that, since many were “in

use on the road,” only thirty-five had died in the fire. A day later, company oªcials

claimed that 333 horses had actually died, perhaps exaggerating for insurance pur-

poses. Supplies of winter fodder—17,000 bushels of corn, 10,000 bushels of

oats, 6,000 bales of hay, and 500 bales of straw—were also destroyed. Another

major stable fire occurred in the summer of 1889 at Moses Weil’s Empire Livery

and Boarding stable on East Eleventh Street near First Avenue. This fire killed 125

horses, as well as destroying 105 vehicles and a large amount of bedding, feed,

and harnesses.71

Stable fires a¤ected not only their owners and horses but also their neighbors.

A week after the 1881 Harlem Railroad fire, the carcasses of the remaining dead

horses gave o¤ an “o¤ensive odor,” although material that still possessed value,

such as rails, had been removed.72 In the case of the Belt Line fire of May 1887,

the fire authorities allowed the fire to burn in order to cremate the horses’ re-

mains; in addition, the remaining carcasses were flooded “with a strong soluble

disinfectant” to retard smells and possible disease from “miasmas.”73 Still, the

carcasses had to be removed and disposed of, and contractors dumped them in

the nearby river. Far worse conditions developed as a result of the July 1889 fire
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at the Empire Livery Stables. Here the July heat caused the carcasses, which were

tangled up with other debris, to decompose rapidly, creating intolerable condi-

tions for those living in neighboring tenement houses. “Su¤ering in Tenements,”

headlined the Times, as the smell made it impossible for residents to open their

windows during a stifling heat wave. Again, the Board of Health supervised the

application of a liberal amount of disinfectants, thereby reducing nuisances and

minimizing, as they believed, the possibility of an epidemic generated by the

“stench.”74

Public regulation reflected popular fears of stables. After 1810 no building

could be constructed in Boston without the consent of the city’s various legisla-

tive bodies. Common Council debates suggest that, de facto, each ward’s repre-

sentative could veto a new stable in his neighborhood. The centrality of health

fears in regard to worries about stables was reflected in the fact that the council

first referred requests for stable permits to the Board of Health. In 1880 the Com-

mon Council authorized 147 stables, almost all small ones in new suburban ar-

eas. Concern over fire was demonstrated by the fact that no permit was approved

for a wooden stable in the city’s older sections. When the South Boston Street

Railroad proposed a 150-stall stable in 1871, the largest proposed that year, alder-

men insisted that the proposal be kept open for thirty days, advertised in news-

papers, and posted in the neighborhood before they would issue final approval.75

In the late nineteenth century, most of Boston’s rickety old one- or two-horse

back alley stables seem to have disappeared. Stringent building regulations fol-

lowing the massive 1872 downtown fire did not allow the construction of new

small stables. New stables must have been larger to hold the increased horse pop-

ulation and less flammable. The massive Back Bay landfill of this period, which

created a new upper-class neighborhood, made special provisions for horses.

Many of the neighborhood’s residents owned horses for recreational driving, but

they could stable them only on the upper blocks of Newbury Street in three-story

brick buildings (wood was allowed for the floors and frame).76

New York’s Board of Health claimed, probably with exaggeration, that stable

regulations were stringent and enforced with more than seven thousand inspec-

tions per year. The board’s Annual Reports provide a wealth of information on sta-

ble conditions, especially health-related ones. For example, in 1870 the Board of

Health reported that 2,754 of the city’s 6,034 stables had responded to a new law

and had connected their drains to sewers, a key policy in reducing stable smells

from equine urine. Remarkably, the city mandated such connections for stables

before it did for human habitations.77

Manure removal posed a major regulatory issue for New York. The data for
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1870 provides an insight into the problem. Only 253 stables removed manure

daily. The board rated slightly more than half of the stables in “good” condition

and possessing brick-lined, “air-tight” manure pits, usually holding on average

sixty-four cubic feet. While the Board of Health preferred indoor pits to protect

human health, stable owners preferred outdoor ones to preserve equine health.78

Whether indoors or outdoors, manure still had to be removed. In 1870 the city’s

38,272 horses produced an estimated 1,146 cartloads of manure daily.79 Most of

this went to the city’s fourteen manure dumps, whose owners allowed it to rot,

turning it over periodically with pitchforks, to increase its value before sale. The

dumps usually but not always were located in “nuisance districts” in the west and

east thirties near the rivers and at the city’s outskirts, and their size reached epic

proportions in the summer, when there was no market for the manure.80

Manure storage often aroused fierce opposition from neighborhoods where

dumps were located. On November 18, 1884, women from fashionable Beekman

Place complained to New York’s Board of Health about the twenty-five-foot high

(by their reckoning) pile of manure kept in a vacant lot on East Forty-sixth Street.

The pile was the responsibility of Tammany-connected manure contractor Mar-

tin Kane, who employed one hundred horses to remove manure from stables

holding twelve thousand to thirteen thousand horses. Kane stored it, pending

sales in the countryside, and if sales were slow or prices low, his inventory grew.

The women complained that “sick headaches and nausea have become common

on Beekman Hill” and that property values had declined 50 percent because of

the odor. The Grand Jury ordered the removal of the manure to abate the nui-

sance, but the board allowed Kane to re-open his yard with his promise to reduce

the size of the manure pile.81

Objectionable conditions, however, continued, and a group of more than two

hundred women living near the dump signed a petition to the Grand Jury asking

it to take action against the nuisance. They also formed the Ladies’ Protective

Health Association, which proposed to move against not only the manure dumps

but also the slaughterhouses in the neighborhood.82 Kane, the contractor, was

brought before the court and charged with maintaining a public nuisance. At his

trial, representatives of the association testified about the bad smells emitted by

the manure and produced a doctor who validated their health complaints. Kane

obtained contrary testimony from a neighborhood dentist, Joseph Conway, who

argued that, “while the odors from the manure dump might not be the most

pleasing to sensitive nostrils, they were not nauseating and in some cases cured

disease.” Dentist Conway even claimed that the odor helped his chronically sore

throat.83 The jury, however, was skeptical of these health benefits and convicted
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Kane, who had to pay a small fine. But the stench continued, as did neighborhood

complaints.84

Manure disposal seems the classic urban NIMBY (not in my backyard) prob-

lem. According to nineteenth-century health ideas, stables had to remove the ma-

nure for the health of both horses and humans, but piling it up someplace for

transshipment and ultimate recycling just transferred the same complaints to a

di¤erent place.

New York conditions slowly improved. By 1890 most of the filthy one-horse

stables were gone (health regulations may have increased their costs to an un-

reasonable level). The number of stables remained around six thousand, while

the number of horses had nearly doubled, so the average stable probably held well

over twenty horses. The board now displayed more vigor in enforcing the re-

quirement of a covered manure pit and mandated that their contents (more than

450 tons a day) be pressed, baled, and removed daily, not only from the stable but

also from the city. The number of inspections remained roughly the same, but

the number of citations was down, probably a sign of increased compliance. Sta-

ble owners may have recognized that the regulations protected their employees,

both equine and human.85

In Chicago, Hunter’s 1901 report classified 58 percent of the manure boxes as

inadequate. Chicago had a weak stable statute, which required only annual clean-

ing and which usually went unenforced, allowing poor conditions to persist.

Hunter found many outside manure heaps, some of which had not been touched

in one, even two years. There were twelve overflowing manure boxes in one two-

hundred-foot alley near Maxwell Street. A Liberty Street stable had a seven-foot-

tall manure pile outside, which reeked so badly that neighbors kept their windows

closed all the time, even in the summer. One Chicago physician reported that

many small stables opened on alleys where manure heaps and garbage accumu-

lated, “making them as noisome and insanitary as a city refuse heap.”86

Stables rarely make it into histories of the built environment, although they

constituted a substantial part of that environment. Some were multistoried and

occupied whole city blocks, housing thousands of horses, their vehicles, their har-

ness and shoeing facilities, their food supplies, and even provisions for the care

of sick horses. Thousands of others, smaller and often flimsily built, were scat-

tered throughout the city, occupying back alleys or parts of other structures. As

new technologies such as the electric streetcar, the automobile, and the motor

truck replaced the horse, many of the stables were torn down or converted to other

uses, such as automobile garages. The elimination of many stables, with their
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horse populations, improved environmental conditions in city neighborhoods,

removing health-threatening and smelly piles of manure as well as the other nui-

sances caused by horses.87 And their disappearance also undoubtedly reduced a

major urban fire hazard.

A few stables remain today in parks, serving their original purpose of provid-

ing housing for police or bridle horses, or at racetracks. In some cities former sta-

bles even provide residences or house oªces or upscale stores. Bus companies

often call their storage garages “barns,” and sometimes the name is a physical

legacy of the days when the label was literally true. Still, most are gone, the vic-

tims of back alley cleanup campaigns in the mid-twentieth century or of later

slum clearance and redevelopment programs, erasing from the built environ-

ment the memory of the horse-powered city.88
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c h a p t e r  s i x

Nutrition
Feeding the Urban Horse

As living machines, horses, like any machine, require fuel to function. The “fuel”

that urban horses consumed was largely hay and oats. Horses have particular fuel

needs because their digestive systems are unusual. They can consume grasses of

lower quality than any other ruminant and a lower volume of food than any other

large mammal. Moreover, their cecal digestive system allows them to work im-

mediately after eating, while oxen, another draft animal, require hours of rest af-

ter eating. The small stomachs and intestines of horses, however, are prone to

twisting and blocking (colic). This system requires careful supervision of several

feedings a day and a large volume of water. Carbohydrates and nitrogen are more

important in their diets than is protein. (They will eat meat, but their system does

not require it.) The quantities of feed needed vary with size, workload, breed, and

even the weather. L. H. Bailey’s Cyclopedia of American Agriculture (1908) reported

on elaborate experiments with omnibus horses in London and Paris showing that

a working horse burned 7,902 calories per 500 pounds and an idle horse burned

4,356 calories per 500 pounds just to sustain bodily functions. This reference

work estimated that a walking horse burned 300 calories per 500 pounds and a

horse walking up a 10 percent grade burned one-third more energy. To move one

ton 20 miles on level road at 2.9 mph in one day required 3,421 calories for a

1,100-pound horse.1

In nature, horses are grazers that prefer a diet of grains and grasses. For stable-

fed horses, oats and hay have long been the standard and usually adequate diet.

Bailey’s Cyclopedia notes that each pound of hay provided 327 calories and rough-

age that was essential to keep a horse’s delicate intestinal system in order. Oats

provided 882 calories per pound. Table 1 shows some of the variations in diet from

stable to stable. The variation in daily caloric intake was from 9,000 to nearly

30,000 calories. The reasons for the variations are unclear, but they may have had

to do with the size and workload of the animals.



Meeting Urban Demand

In the early 1930s, the Horse Association of America (HAA) issued several

bulletins in which it blamed the agricultural depression of the 1920s on the de-

cline in the numbers of horses and mules in the nation’s cities and farms. The

loss of the horse and mule market had freed up millions of acres of land that had

formerly produced their feed. According to the HAA, each horse and mule en-

gaged in agriculture consumed the product of about two and one-half acres of

“fertile corn belt land” per year, while those engaged in nonagricultural work, who

worked longer days, consumed the output from four acres of land. When this land

was converted to other uses, it glutted the market with a surplus of products and

drove prices for agricultural goods down.

The HAA claimed that the decline of the city horse had caused the most dev-

astating e¤ect. Extrapolating from 1900 horse/human population ratios, the as-
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table 1
Feeding Practices of Urban Stables

DailyPounds Fed
Caloric

Place Year Function Source Oats Hay Intake

New York 1859 Street railways Herbert 14 10 —
Boston 1897 Carriage Garland ? 10 —
Generic 1930 “Urban” Horse Assoc. of Am. ? 8 —
New York 1905 Riding (idle) Riding and Driving 8 6 9,018
Columbus 1919 Municipal Eng. & Cont. 8 14 11,734
New York 1859 Street railways Eaton 13 8 14,082
Generic 1880 Street railways Nat. Livestock Jl. 16 12 14,112
New York 1905 Riding (in use) Riding and Driving 12 12 14,508
Pittsburgh 1931 Police Pitt. and Its Horses 12 12 14,508
London 1901 Omnibus Shadwell 17 — 14,994
Cincinnati 1919 Municipal Eng. & Cont. 14 14 16,940
D.C. 1919 Municipal Eng. & Cont. 14 14 16,940
Rochester 1919 Municipal Eng. & Cont. 11 22 16,976
Generic 1884 Street railways Am. Vet. Rev. 20 10 17,640
New York 1900 Draft Wells Fargo 16 14 18,036
Pittsburgh 1931 Draft Pitt. and Its Horses 18 18 21,644
Generic 1931 Draft Simms 19 16 21,990
New York 1919 Municipal Eng. & Cont. 26 21 29,979

sources: Edward L. Anderson and Price Collier, Riding and Driving (New York: Macmillan Co., 1905), 40; “Cost of Main-
taining City Owned Teams,” Engineering and Contracting (July 2, 1919): 21; Alexander Eaton, A Practical Treatise on Street 
or Horse-Power Railways (Philadelphia, 1859), 96; James Garland, The Private Stable: Its Establishment, Management, and 
Appointments (Boston: Little, Brown, 1899), 391–401; Henry W. Herbert, Hints to Horse-Keepers (New York: A. O. Moore,
1859), 135; Horse Association of America, “Grain Surplus Due to Decline in Horses” (1930 leaflet in the National Agricul-
tural Library); R. Kay, “Railroad Horses: Their Selection, Management, Some of Their Diseases and Treatment,” American
Veterinary Review 8 (2–85): 210; City of Pittsburgh and Its Horses: Facts and Figures Relative to Every Department Using Horses
(Pittsburgh: Pittsburgh Bureau of Horses, 1931), 3; “Feeding Animals,” National Livestock Journal (1880): 508–10; Roy
Shadwell, Horse Omnibus (London: P. Woller, 1994), 40; J. A. Simms and J. O. Williams, Hay Requirements of City Work
Horses, Bulletin 173 (Storrs: Connecticut Agricultural College, May 1931), 8–9.



sociation argued that, without the spread of the automobile and motor truck,

there would have been approximately 6.5 million urban horses in 1930 rather

than the 1.5 million that existed. The HAA estimated that each horse would have

consumed about 3 tons of hay and 621/2 bushels of oats a year. The extra 5 mil-

lion horses would have generated a “ready sale and a steady market” for 19.5 mil-

lion tons of hay and 1,218.75 million bushels of oats produced on 20 million acres

of land, assuming steady crop yield. And the agricultural depression would never

have occurred!2 Table 1 suggests that the HAA’s figures were an understate-

ment—most urban horses were draft animals that consumed more annually than

the estimate. There can be little dispute that the amount of land needed to feed

urban horses and mules was vast. In short, horses had to eat in order to produce

energy, and the food they consumed absorbed the output of large amounts of agri-

cultural land, required massive capital and labor inputs for production and trans-

portation, and necessitated an extensive regional and urban distribution system.

The classic von Thunen rent model of agricultural activity maintains that

farmers would produce the highest value and most perishable goods, as well as

goods with the greatest bulk, on farms near the urban market in order to keep

transport costs low. More distant farmers would grow crops that had less value or

keep land for such uses as timber or grasses for grazing. This suggests that farm-

ers nearest the city would specialize in high-bulk goods, such as hay, as well as

garden products and dairying, while farmers farther from the city, or even in an-

other region, might produce wheat and oats and, even farther away, raise cattle

or horses. Various studies of agricultural regions and their hinterlands have

confirmed the general validity of this model, although changes in technology and

transportation capabilities caused pattern modification.3

Farmers produced hay and oats first to feed their own livestock and then for

export. A market mentality on the part of some farmers—that is, an inclination

to raise crops for potential profit as well as for local consumption—developed in

the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. Within the field of agricultural

history, there has been a debate about how widespread this market mentality was

compared to an emphasis on the virtues of self-suªciency or yeomanship. With-

out entering into this debate on either side, we suggest that farmers who had ac-

cess to urban markets would produce a surplus for sale if they could avoid ex-

cessive risks. The most important variable seems to be the existence of customers

willing to pay farmers prices for their goods that would yield them a profit—that

is, a price that would cover costs of production and preparation, of transport, and

of sale. The growth of cities and towns dependent on horses for transport and

power, therefore, provided a major market.4
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Growing and Harvesting Hay for Horses

America’s first cities developed on the East Coast, especially in New England

and the Middle Atlantic regions. Colonists extensively farmed the natural saltwa-

ter marshes and freshwater meadows near the cities to provide salt hay (Spartina

patens) for their livestock. In a middle colony, such as New Jersey, between 1697

and 1783, the colonial assembly approved seventy-four statutes called the Mead-

ows Laws, many of which related to the maintenance of salt marshes for the pur-

pose of harvesting the grass.5 If salt marshes were near a town, once their own

needs were satisfied, farmers shipped any surplus to urban markets.

In these areas within reasonable shipping distance of towns, some farmers be-

gan to cultivate forage plants. Native saltwater and freshwater meadow hay had

less than half the nutritional value of upland or English hay and was, in theory, a

less profitable crop. It was, however, accessible to transport by water, far cheaper

than by land, given the available infrastructure. Farmers often retained salt hay

for their own stock, sending more profitable upland hay to urban markets. In

Massachusetts coastal farms during the period from approximately 1770 to 1830,

farmers reduced their cultivation of salt marsh and fresh meadow while increas-

ing their acres of “English uplands” sown with imported grasses high in nutri-

ents and very salable in urban markets. By the early nineteenth century, non-

native grasses imported from Europe, such as bluegrass, orchard grass, alfalfa,

timothy, and white and red clovers, dominated in the East and provided a major

New England crop. English hay sold at twice the price asked for native hay.6 By

the late nineteenth century, state boards of agriculture in Maine, Massachusetts,

New Hampshire, and New Jersey were encouraging farmers to consume salt hay

for such local purposes as stock feed, animal bedding, and manure mulching but

to sell upland hay to urban markets because of its higher nutrient and economic

value. Hay was of great importance to the New England economy and, by the early

nineteenth century, nonnative grasses were New England’s major crops.7

Competition from New York farmers had largely forced northeastern farmers

out of the commercial production of wheat and corn by the 1840s; increasingly

they shifted to such specialized farming as dairying and market gardening for ur-

ban markets.8 Because of its bulk, hay was also best grown near city consumers.

By the 1830s, for instance, Essex County, Massachusetts, farmers were cropping

their land so as to produce several crops of hay per year. Jobbers would crisscross

the landscape in horse carts, purchasing load after load to sell in Boston, Lowell,

and Salem.9 Hay prices increased during the 1830s, and from 1840 to 1860 hay
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production and the value of the product increased in the six New England states,

reflecting the demand from increasing horse populations.10

A study of agricultural transformation from 1770 to 1885 in Brookline, Mas-

sachusetts, a Boston suburb, illustrates how the town moved from producing

largely for itself in the eighteenth century to growing primarily for the Boston

market. Initially, farmers raised grain, vegetables, fruit, hay, and livestock, but

they began shifting to Indian corn (maize) after the Revolution and then to mar-

ket gardening and the production of hay. In 1844–45, vegetables, fruit, and hay

accounted for 78 percent of the value of the town’s agricultural production. Hay

output doubled from 1821 to 1840, as did the amount of livestock raised, includ-

ing horses. As the opportunity for profits from Boston markets grew, Brookline

farmers shifted into hay production for the city’s sizable horse population, as well

as into market gardening.11 Farmers did not worry about western competition,

since hay had a very low value for its volume, making it unlikely to be shipped

over long distances. Su¤olk County’s 369 farms (mostly in the city of Boston)

grew 4,139 tons of hay in 1875, making it the second most productive county in

the state. Many of these farmers harvested the salt marshes, which surrounded

the city, from barges.12

While New England was a great hay-growing region, the crop also developed

in other regions in the middle of the nineteenth century, especially near urban

markets. Both New York City and Philadelphia were large markets for hay. By

1840, the entire region outside Philadelphia had shifted from general farming

and wheat growing toward agricultural specialization in a manner that fitted the

von Thunen model.13

Farmers frequently enlarged the amount of land under cultivation in response

to demand. In Brookline, the amount of land being plowed more than doubled

between 1771 and 1820; this was also true of New York State between 1855 and

1865, where farmers producing a market surplus invested in much larger areas

of improved land than did “non-surplus yeoman” farmers. Much of this improved

land came from increases in meadow, which produced quantities of hay that fed

both sheep and livestock, with surpluses shipped to the city. Farmers also in-

creased inputs of labor and fertilizer, producing larger hay yields.14

Stable manure formed part of an important reciprocal city-country trade.

When D. J. Browne wrote one of the earliest American advice manuals on fertil-

izers, The American Muck Book: Treating of the Sources, History, and Operations of

All the Principal Fertilizers and Manures (1851), he recommended applying six to

eight cartloads to an acre every year.15 In Kings County, New York (Brooklyn), in

the middle and late nineteenth century, farmers purchased increasing amounts
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of manure, both human and equine, to fertilize their land, increasing their pro-

duction of hay and oats, as well as garden crops, for the urban market. They

viewed Manhattan as a “veritable manure factory” and even imported the fertil-

izer from as far away as Albany. These farmers applied more equine wastes than

did farmers in any other county in the United States. Urban manures eliminated

the need for a fallow cycle, so farmers could grow two vegetable crops a year, as

well as hay.16 Brooklyn farmers believed that these urban manures were more

valuable than the imported guano fertilizers.17

Brooklyn grew into one of the wealthiest agricultural counties in the United

States, with hay production peaking at more than seven thousand tons in 1860.

Suburban greenhouses emerged in the nineteenth century to provide cities with

vegetables and flowers year-round, and greenhouse owners loved the great vol-

umes of urban manure, not just for its fertilizing quality, but also because it

heated the greenhouses as it decomposed.18 Recycling arrangements similar to

that in the New York region also existed in other areas close to growing cities such

as Baltimore, Boston, and Philadelphia.19 As with much rural work, manure

spreading could be made into fun, and “whiskey-fuelled dung frolics” were a

popular rural pastime.20

Making hay required expert judgment, especially in selecting a time for cut-

ting and a period for drying. It was an extremely labor-intensive process and in-

cluded the steps of cutting the grass, spreading it for drying, forming it into cocks,

and then loading it on wagons for transport to the barn.21 Normally, one worker

produced somewhere between a third and a half ton of hay per day. The diªculty

of harvesting limited the size of the crop grown and e¤ectively capped the num-

ber of animals that could be kept in the city.22

After 1850, however, American agriculture increasingly replaced human labor

with horse-powered machines. The major steps in the haymaking process o¤er-

ing the possibility of replacing labor with capital were cutting, raking, loading,

and baling. The first labor-intensive process replaced by a machine was raking.

The revolving rake was somewhat more adaptable to rough terrain—that is, it

fitted the contours of the surface of the field. Close cutting over rough ground was

essential in mowing. With uneven and small fields, cluttered with stumps and

stones, the mower was more likely to break down.23 This was especially true in

New England, the largest hay-growing region in the nation until the late nine-

teenth century. As production-oriented farmers noted in the 1850s, the horse rake

was “unquestionably the best labor-saving farm implement of recent invention”

and, as contrasted with the mower, “not to be named among the doubtful imple-

ments.”24
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Although innovative farmers experimented with horse-pulled rakes of various

types in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, most important was

the revolving horse rake, which became commercially available in 1823. In the

1840s and 1850s, inventors and craftsmen patented numerous types of these “re-

volvers,” and also a variety of wheeled riding or sulky rakes. The earliest adop-

tions came in areas where hay was a cash crop or where sizable dairy herds de-

manded more forage, such as farms along the Ohio, Hudson, and other river

systems allowing the transport of hay to market via water. Between 1850 and 1870,

the horse rake—in both the revolving and sulky types—had become a standard

implement among market-oriented farmers where hay was an important cash

crop.25

The harvesting of grass as well as small grains remained demanding and la-

bor intensive. Well into the 1850s, farmers primarily harvested hay by the hand-

swung scythe. One goal, diªcult to achieve, was to produce a combined machine

capable of acting as both a reaper and a mower, the so-called combine, with which

a farmer could cut both wheat and hay. Such devices appeared in the 1850s, as did

attachments that would convert reapers into mowers. Their cost ranged from

$100 to $150, expensive compared to other types of farm machinery, and many

farmers questioned their advantage compared to hand methods. In some areas,

farm laborers, concerned about job losses, strongly opposed them. By 1860, how-

ever, with prices declining, mowers became common farm machines in gather-

ing the grass, especially for farmers with accessibility to markets.26

The ability of the farmer to make a profit on hay production depended on more

than harvesting and included the steps of loading and storing, bundling, and

shipping to market. In the middle and late nineteenth century, technological in-

novations, also horse-powered, made each of these tasks easier and more cost

e¤ective. Before midcentury, eastern farmers often constructed huge barns on

their land for hay storage, while outside stacking was more common in the Mid-

dle West and on the Great Plains. Building the stack was demanding and dusty,

but the invention of the hayfork and the hay stacker in the 1850s and 1860s sim-

plified the tasks and reduced costs significantly.27 Later farmers would adopt

horse-powered conveyor belts to load hay.

Transporting Hay to Market

Transporting hay to market in the nineteenth century was cumbersome and

expensive. Without e¤ective means of baling, transportation costs restricted hay

to nearby markets, and farmers seldom shipped hay more than twenty or thirty
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miles.28 Farmers commonly transported hay to city markets in their own wagons

along with other products. Or they might choose to sell “at the barn,” where the

buyer assumed the baling and hauling costs. Migratory commission merchants

then assumed responsibility for transport as well as baling.29

In some cases farmers paid teamsters to haul the hay over existing roads. Be-

fore railroads were available, teamsters regularly drove large freight wagons on

major east-west roads and turnpikes. There were also many part-time rural team-

sters, largely farmers and common laborers, who did short-haul odd jobs on a

temporary basis. These occasional teamsters invested in horses, oxen, and wag-

ons and would make connections between a farm and a canal terminal, a river

port, or a railroad station, the first steps in getting hay to urban markets.30As late

as 1900, however, one produce shipper noted that a “majority of the shippers are

compelled to load and grade hay from the farmers’ wagons.”31

Regardless of the transport method followed, any technique that would reduce

the bulk of the hay would reduce costs. In the early eighteenth century, farmers

often pressed or twisted hay to save space when shipping it by vessel. New England

farmers also loaded pressed hay on ships carrying livestock to foreign markets.32

A shortage of hay in Chicago drove an early pioneer in hay marketing, C. S. Dole,

to buy hay from farmers, “tramp” it in boxes with his feet, and then ship the boxes

by water to Chicago.33

The major technological advance in hay baling was the invention of the hay

press. As early as 1836 agricultural machinery houses were advertising large,

horse-powered hay presses that would press five or six tons of hay a day. One ad

boasted, “The Press is not likely to get out of order, and is managed without

diªculty by the common laborers of the farm.” This press sold for $150, however,

putting it beyond the budget of most farmers.34 By the 1850s, numerous manu-

facturers of agricultural equipment made hay presses and competition drove

prices down; in 1860, for instance, the cost of baling was less than one dollar a

ton in Ohio.35

Some presses were operated by hand, while a horse-powered capstan drove

others. In its 1857 catalog, Nourse, Mason & Co., manufacturer of “agricultural

and horticultural implements and machines,” advertised “Dederick’s Patent Par-

allel Lever Hay Presses” powered by a horse-driven capstan that made a bale in

five revolutions. The catalogue claimed that two men and a boy could bale five to

nine tons of hay per day. Depending upon size, the Dederick Press sold for $100

to $175. More than a half century later, in 1915, two-horse presses were selling for

$150 to $300 and larger presses for more than $500. A two-horse press required

four to five men to operate and could bale eight to twelve tons a day.36While there
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were one-horse presses, farmers preferred the two-horse press. Most balers were

stationary, and the hay had to be hauled to them and then removed after baling.

Since a bale of hay could be handled six to ten times during its trip from farm to

market, the number of wires in the bale and their strength determined the in-

tegrity of the bale. Often the size of a bale and its ease of handling determined

the popularity of a press. By 1912, more than seventy makes of hay presses were

on the market.37

Only farmers with considerable acreage could a¤ord the purchase price of a

press, although farming cooperatives occasionally purchased them. In 1915 the

U.S. Department of Agriculture advised small hay growers (less than fifty tons of

hay a year) to hire rather than buy a hay press.38 Hay merchants frequently op-

erated presses at railroad depots and boat landings where they purchased hay

from farmers and shipped it. In 1872, a newly patented continuous hay press with

a plunger and rammer appeared on the market. Merchants mounted this ma-

chine on four wheels and roamed the countryside with mobile presses, purchas-

ing, baling, and pressing the hay on site and then shipping it to market. Increas-

ingly, larger shipping concerns sent “drummers” into the countryside to buy hay

and pushed the small shippers out of the market. Contract balers also canvassed

rural areas looking for pressing jobs, but they often produced bales containing

low-grade hay, since they were paid by tonnage per day.39

By the late nineteenth century, greater capital inputs into agricultural produc-

tion and better fertilizers had increased hay production from approximately one

ton per acre to an average of almost a ton and a half, although in some states pro-

duction was as high as three tons per acre. Railroad cars increased in size and im-

proved presses cut hay bulk, driving freight rates down still further.40 In 1899,

one hay expert estimated that about 27.5 percent of hay harvested was shipped

out of the county in which it had been grown. In that year, the five leading cities

for hay receipts were New York City, 411,374 tons; Chicago, 197,778 tons; Boston,

184,510 tons; St. Louis, 176,820 tons; and Cincinnati, 102,717 tons.41

Between 1879 and 1909 national hay production increased from approxi-

mately 35 million to more than 97 million tons. Demand from growing urban

horse populations and larger domestic herds of livestock drove the increase.42 In

1879, farmers grew hay on 10.8 percent of the nation’s improved land; by 1889

hay fields had increased to 14.8 percent, and the percentage remained at approx-

imately this level through 1909. Heavily urbanized New England had the high-

est percentage of land devoted to hay, rising from 32.4 percent in 1879 to 52.3 per-

cent in 1909, an increase of more than 92 percent.43 New England’s share of the

nation’s hay production, however, dropped from 20.2 percent in 1859 to 4.8 per-
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cent in 1909. Su¤olk County’s (Boston) hay production was half the 1875 level in

1885 and too small for the State Census to count in 1905.44 The Middle Atlantic

states also lost position, dropping from 33.2 percent of all production in 1859 to

11.6 percent in 1909. In contrast, the West North Central states increased from

7.7 percent to 37.3 percent in the same period.45

The leading hay-growing states in 1909 were New York, Iowa, and Kansas.

New York and Iowa each had approximately 5 million acres in hay and forage

crops, while Kansas had over 4 million. Twenty-two states in total each had more

than 1 million acres in hay and forage, and sixteen of these states were located in

the north. The ten greatest hay-growing states in the nation by tonnage in 1909

were Iowa, New York, Minnesota, Kansas, Nebraska, Wisconsin, Ohio, Illinois,

California, and Missouri.

Oats for Horses

Oats were the other critical food for horses, since they are high in fiber and

protein and suited to the horse’s sensitive digestive system; they also grow in

most kinds of soil with adequate drainage. Because oats mature within ninety

days, they provide farmers with a quick turnover. Historically, farmers grew oats

in conjunction with corn, devoting land to oats early in the spring, before corn,

and harvesting it by midsummer, again before corn. The straw of the oat, or oat

hay (oats that retained some of their heads), is also very nutritious.46 From ap-

proximately 1840 through 1870, the states of New York, Pennsylvania, and Ohio

led in oats production. After 1870, however, just as with wheat and hay, mid-

western states like Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Minnesota, and Wisconsin increasingly

outproduced eastern states. Western states had the highest yields, averaging well

over thirty bushels per acre. Oats production in western states also increased be-

cause of the great expansion of the wheat industry in the middle of the nineteenth

century. Wheat production depended upon horse-driven agricultural machinery;

therefore, large, wheat-growing regions tended also to be oats-growing areas.47

How much oats was grown for urban markets? It is diªcult to estimate urban

consumption because farmer’s fed large amounts of oats to horses and other live-

stock on the farm, not to mention humans. Before the railroads came, antebel-

lum urban horse populations provided a “profitable outlet for surplus oats that in

general could not profitably be hauled any distance.”48Oats is a very bulky grain,

quite sensitive to transportation costs, but the availability of rail transportation

made it a more popular crop on prairie farms. The Department of Agriculture es-

timated that, between 1897 and 1920, the amount of oats shipped out of the
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county where it was grown ranged from 18 to 31 percent.49 By the late nineteenth

century, the growing and marketing of oats for urban markets, just like those of

hay, had been greatly mechanized and modernized.

Until the middle of the nineteenth century, methods of planting seed for

grains such as oats, wheat, rye, and barley varied little from centuries-old hand

sowing. In the 1840s and 1850s, however, inventors made major improvements

in seed or grain drills, greatly reducing the labor of planting. By the mid-1860s,

grain farmers in the Mid-Atlantic states and in Ohio had widely adopted seed

drills, and farmers in the prairie states soon followed.

Traditionally, farmers harvested small grains such as oats by hand. The sickle

was the most common reaping tool until the late eighteenth century, followed by

the adoption of the cradle scythe. In the 1830s through 1850s, Obed Hussey and

Cyrus Hall McCormick, as well as other inventors, devised successful reapers,

and farmers quickly adopted them. Other innovations providing for more eª-

cient grain harvesting, such as headers and binders, followed in the late nine-

teenth century, reducing the size of the workforce required for the harvest.50 All

the mechanical innovations, however, depended upon further increases in horse

power, so living machines on the farm consumed a large proportion of the oats

and hay that powered the innovations.

For millennia, grain had been threshed with a flail or under horses’ hooves,

but in the 1820s and 1830s numerous inexpensive hand- and horse-powered

threshing machines appeared on the market. By the 1830s, farmers could buy

more than seven hundred varieties of threshing machines, mostly “groundhog”

threshers, so called because they were staked to the ground and dug into it when

in operation. Treadmills (also called railway horse-powers) and horse-powered

sweeps (often called cider-mill horse-powers) drove the groundhog threshers.

Small farmers most commonly used horse-operated treadmills, while large farms

adopted horse-powered sweeps. Just as itinerant hay merchants or drummers at-

tached to large firms roamed the countryside looking for hay to press, so did

thresher entrepreneurs send crews of workers with horse-powered threshers to

seek fields with grain to thresh. These crews were especially active in the Midwest

and by 1900 had replaced horse power with more eªcient steam power to drive

threshers that produced both grain and straw.51

Farmers hauled their surplus oats directly to market, sold it to local merchants

or itinerant commission merchants, or paid teamsters to take the grain to deal-

ers or commission merchants located in canal terminals, river ports, railroad sta-

tions, or cities. Up to midcentury, they usually shipped grain, whether oats or

wheat or barley, in sacks. The cheapest way to transport sacks of grain was via
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river or canal. Sacks were fitted to this form of transport because they could be

easily loaded in holds and transferred from boats to piers and then onto wagons.

The sack also provided a convenient method of buying and selling, with each sack

maintaining its ownership character. Thus, the sack-based water transport grain-

marketing system retained “the link between grain as physical object and grain

as salable commodity.”52

The railroad changed these patterns, opening up new regions, lowering trans-

portation costs, and causing farmers to increase production of wheat, oats, and

other grains. And, in most cases, horse-powered technologies such as the reaper

and the thresher produced these increases. To accommodate and store the vast

new flow of grain, however, another new technology, the steam-powered (but orig-

inally horse-powered) grain elevator was devised. The eªciency of Chicago’s

grain-processing technology—the grain elevator, with its ability to handle large

quantities—rested upon removing grain from its sacks and moving it in a con-

tinuous stream by the railroad carload. Before this system could operate at full

eªciency, however, an important administrative step was required. This step was

the development of standardized grades of inspection, weight, and quality for

grain.

Organizing Markets for Hay and Oats

The organization of markets for oats and hay happened at di¤erent times. An

organized market was one having oªcial inspection, standard methods of weigh-

ing and quotations, and supervision by an organization of merchants specializ-

ing in the sale of the commodity. At midcentury, boards of trade in various port

and riverine cities around the nation, such as Bu¤alo, Chicago, New York, and

Philadelphia, took the lead in setting standards and organizing grain markets. In

1856, for example, the Chicago Board of Trade set standards of quality for cate-

gories of wheat, corn, oats, rye, and barley. The New York Produce Exchange fol-

lowed in 1874. The Chicago standards tended to become the national norm.53

This made possible the mixing of grains and the development of transactions in

receipts for equally graded grain.54 Thus, the actual grain was separated from its

ownership rights. Other cities like Bu¤alo, Cincinnati, and Pittsburgh also es-

tablished Flour and Grain Exchanges.

Oats were classified according to color, with standards set for white, red, gray,

black, and mixed categories. They were usually marketed like other grains such

as wheat but did not attract as much speculative interest and were frequently sold

to buyers directly from rail cars. As with hay, commission merchants eventually
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became the major outlet for oats entering the domestic market. Unlike wheat,

oats were seldom exported.55

Standards for hay came somewhat later than those for oats because hay re-

mained a locally produced commodity longer than oats. Before the development

of the rail networks and long-distance shipping of hay, urban needs for hay, oats,

and corn for feeding horses, as has been discussed, were largely filled from farms

in the urban hinterland. In New England, for instance, the average hauling dis-

tance to market for commodities such as hay, corn, fish, and potatoes in the

decades from 1836 to 1855 was about seventeen miles.56 Farmers would haul hay

into cities on their hay wagons, boats, and sleds and sell it at a set location often

called the Hay Market, although other commodities besides hay, such as coal and

wood, were also sold there.

Municipalities regulated the location and the operations of these markets. At

Chicago’s hay market on West Randolph Street, for example, traders could sell

hay only at designated stands. In Bu¤alo, hay or straw sales were restricted to the

Clinton Market. In Battle Creek, Michigan, the municipal authorities fined sell-

ers of hay or of wood if they tried to sell their products anywhere except on Jack-

son Street. In Galesburg, Illinois, the municipality allocated space around the

public square to teams selling hay, coal, and wood, with each team standing

“lengthwise along the places appropriated to each, close behind each other.” And,

in Detroit, hay sellers had to locate their wagons and sleds “at, or adjoining the

hay scales in regular order, one after another,” with fines of up to fifty dollars

levied for obstruction of the street.57

Hay markets were colorful places, filled with farmers’ hay wagons and hay pur-

chasers haggling over prices while their horses stood by patiently. City govern-

ments carefully monitored weights, and in most cities a weighmaster had to

weigh hay o¤ered for sale on an authorized city scale, reflecting the municipal-

ity’s role as custodian of a fair market. In Chicago, the Common Council ap-

pointed “City Weighers” on a biennial basis. The weighers had the obligation to

furnish themselves with “proper scales,” inspected and tested every three months

by the city sealer of weights and measures. Their responsibility was to “weigh any

cart, wagon or sled load of hay,” as well as bales of hay. The same regulations ap-

plied in Battle Creek, Detroit, Galesburg, and Pittsburgh. Weighers or weigh-

masters in Chicago, as in other cities, were obligated to provide the seller with a

certificate, and persons selling or purchasing hay without a certificate were sub-

ject to a fine.58

As the urban demand for hay increased, local producers were often unable to

meet market needs. Hay increasingly became a commodity in interstate com-
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merce, necessitating the development of a more organized market. In 1877, the

Chicago Board of Trade set its first standards for hay. The New York Produce Ex-

change established the Manhattan Hay and Produce Exchange (later the New

York Hay and Straw Exchange) in 1883 with “Rules Regulating the Hay and Straw

Trade Among Members of the New York Produce Exchange.”59 The entrance of

hay into organized markets was somewhat more complicated than that of oats

and other grains and involved issues of packaging, shipping, storage, and stan-

dards. As hay production increased in response to growing demand, its shipment

and sales were plagued with problems of poorly compressed bales, of grading, and

of storage that had largely been solved in the transportation, warehousing, and

sale of grains. Some cities had their own standards relating to the sale and grad-

ing of hay that only applied to that municipality, with “keen competition” between

markets.60

Sellers often shipped hay in mixed grades and colors, and carloads lacked uni-

formity. Bale size varied from region to region, and bales were often too light to

achieve the minimum twenty thousand pounds of total weight on a railroad car,

requiring the shipper to pay extra freight. Because it was so bulky, even after bal-

ing, hay remained a low-value commodity, and railroads occasionally embargoed

hay shipments in favor of higher value products.61 The disorganized conditions

in the hay “trade” bothered shippers and merchants. Not only price but also such

details as baling, weighing, and distribution varied with each transaction.62 New

York City, for instance, although a major center of the hay trade, su¤ered from

chaotic conditions. The American Grocer observed in 1882 that the city’s “trade”

was hampered by “the lack of system in gathering statistical information, the ab-

sence of a recognized standard of grade, such as obtains in Chicago, and the need

for rules to induce growers to properly cure and prepare the hay for market.”63 It

was not until seven years later, however, that the members of the New York Hay

and Straw Exchange finally moved to establish standards for grading hay, as well

as a method of uniform price quotations. Rather than making grading mandatory

for organization members, the association graded only at the request of shippers

who paid for it.64

Other cities also su¤ered from hay trade problems. Hay required terminal

warehousing facilities rather than grain elevators for storage, but many cities

lacked warehouses. In Kansas City, sales often took place directly from the rail-

road car, with twenty-five or thirty bales stacked outside the car for inspection

(called “plugging”).65

The 1877 standards of the Chicago Board of Trade (CBT) graded di¤erent types

of timothy, mixed hay, and prime prairie hay. These standards covered mixture,
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color, curing, and cleanliness.66 The rules required that all hay sent for inspec-

tion had to be graded and marked with the grade when removed from the car

bringing it to the city. A “final inspection and plugging” was required “in order

to ascertain the sound condition of each bale,” and certificates of inspection

would give the weight for each bale.67 After the announcement of the new rules,

the CBT began publishing monthly prices for baled hay, as well as occasional dis-

cussions of hay production and markets.

In 1885 the CBT announced that the introduction of prairie hay into eastern

states had been a “success” and boasted that Chicago was “gaining in importance

as a Hay market,” handling approximately 100,000 tons in that year.68 Just as the

growth of wheat production in the Middle West had forced eastern farmers to

shift to other agricultural products, so did the increase in the growth of western

hay force them to shift to other crops and dairying.

The entrance of hay into long-distance transport drove the reorganization of

the hay market. Traditionally, the market had many small sellers and buyers, and

retailers’ orders were limited in both volume and value. Such conditions required

“an interconnecting body of independent middlemen,” as in other markets with

small producers.69 In these situations, producers sold to jobbers, and the mid-

dleman handled the costs of warehousing and shipping and even absorbed credit

risks. In many cases, these middlemen and shippers organized in national trade

associations. The formation of such an organization in the hay industry occurred

in 1893 as a result of the shift from local to long-distance marketing of hay. Un-

der the new conditions, shippers and consignees no longer had personal knowl-

edge of each other nor of the product they were receiving, resulting in increased

clashes over grade.70

Willis Bullock, publisher of the Hay Trade Journal, agitated through the pages

of his journal for reform of the hay trade and the formation of a national hay as-

sociation. In 1895, at a meeting in Cleveland of more than two hundred hay ship-

pers and dealers, the delegates founded the National Hay Association. They es-

tablished a set of regulations for grading hay similar to those adopted by the CBT

and the New York Produce Exchange, as well as rules regarding agreements be-

tween buyers and sellers, an arbitration committee, and a committee on legisla-

tion and transportation. In 1899, the Chicago Board of Trade Annual Report noted

that “much improvement is observed in the care and uniformity with which hay

is loaded and shipped from the west, which is largely the result of the National

Hay Association, which is one of the most important commercial organizations

of the country.” Eventually, these grading standards spread to most locations in

the United States.71
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The National Hay Association served as a “facilitative organization” that aided

middlemen in performing their operations by establishing the “rules of the

game,” including grading and standards, gathering and disseminating relevant

information, and representing hay shippers in opposing increases in railroad

rates.72 Establishing the rules of the game, however, especially compared with

other commodities, such as grains, was a diªcult task. Grading was uneven, bales

varied in size, and localities and sections possessed di¤erent customs in hay sort-

ing. Several cities also had established di¤erent standards. Farmers, however,

were suspicious of middlemen and the grading of their hay and believed that they

were better o¤ shipping to markets direct. A poem recited at the Ninth Annual

Convention of the Hay Association ridiculed a farmer who thought he could save

money by pressing and shipping his hay directly to market but who actually lost

money because he did not understand the shipping process and could not meet

grading standards. By the first decade of the twentieth century, however, the mar-

ket was far more organized, having adopted standard grades of timothy, clover,

prairie hay, straw, mixed hay, and alfalfa set by the National Hay Association in

twenty-four major urban markets.73

The Sale of Hay and Oats

The combination of better management, better transportation, and better

farming significantly reduced prices. For both hay and oats, prices in 1897 were

half of what they had been in 1867. Since feeding was the highest daily expense

of urban transportation firms, this undoubtedly played a major role in the extra-

ordinary growth of urban cavalries. It is very uncommon to read accounts of mal-

nourished urban horses after 1873, and they may well have been fed better than

their rural counterparts. The price decline might reflect the general deflation of

the late nineteenth century, but prices did not go up in the face of increasing de-

mand, stables spent a declining share of their budgets on food, and hay quality

improved. Generally, city hay was required to be higher in quality than hay con-

sumed on the farm or sold in the locality where it was grown. Local market hay

was sold from producer to consumer and did not have an oªcial grade—rather,

it was sold on its “merit” and could be mixed in terms of type. We found only one

complaint of an urban horse owner trying to feed trash to horses, an analogous

situation.74 Lower prices meant that horses were better fed. Rising prices for hay

and oats after 1900 probably accelerated the decline of the horse, even though the

rise was part of a general inflationary spiral.

One hay marketing expert noted that urban buyers preferred higher quality,
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so “the grade given by the shipper is of utmost importance.” However, visual in-

spection of quality still played a major role. In terms of bulk, hay furnished the

largest volume of feed received in the city. In 1894, for instance, the eighty-six

members of the Pittsburg [sic] Grain and Flour Exchange handled 7,520 carload

lots of hay and 3,215 loads of oats, as compared to 3,184 loads of flour and 2,506

loads of wheat.75

Hay also had to go from the railhead to the horse’s mouth (and, for that mat-

ter, beyond). Urban merchants marketed hay in three basic ways. The first was to

sell it directly from the railroad car while it sat on the track. Terminal warehouse

companies, railroad warehouses, and holding yards also sold hay. The most com-

mon method of marketing hay involved the private warehouse system. In the

warehouse, hay would be inspected and graded by type and sold in lots of uni-

form grade. In some cities, such as San Francisco, the hay was sold at auction in

a holding yard.76 These methods of sale contrasted with the earlier, more casual

period when local farmers had sold directly from their wagons. In 1900, the New

York Times observed that the “old-style load of loose hay, which wound its pic-

turesque way through the city, is no longer seen . . . The hay received in the city

is all baled.”77

Owners of only a few horses, or perhaps only one, purchased their hay, oats,

and other feed from feedstores, which, if Boston is typical, were near the hay mar-

ket. These stores frequently handled flour, seeds, potatoes, and produce along

with horse feed. When cities grew, so did the need for intracity freight transport

by drays, resulting in an increase in the number of feedstores. In 1857, Pittsburgh

chronicler George H. Thurston wrote that “the sales of hay, corn, chopped stu¤s

and such articles of horse and cow feed, consequent upon the great number of

drays here, have given rise to a number of establishments called feed stores.”

Thurston listed nine principal feedstores that handled about half the city’s retail

trade in hay, oats, and other feed “stu¤.” The firms employed twenty-seven hands

and did about $214,900 worth of business in that year, involving the sale of 800

tons of hay, 175,000 bushels of oats, and 78,000 bushels of corn.78 By 1876, at

which time Pittsburgh’s population and area had substantially increased, the city

had sixty-four “flour, grain and feed” establishments, and sixteen years later the

Steel City had sixty-three retail flour, grain, and feed establishments and eighteen

wholesale establishments. The retail businesses were scattered throughout the

city, while the wholesale businesses were concentrated in the “strip” district along

Liberty Avenue adjacent to the tracks of the Pennsylvania Railroad.79

Such patterns of retail and wholesale distribution centers were also present in

other cities. Feedstores generally sold hay in bales, although some loose hay could
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be purchased. Stable keepers usually kept the bales in a hayloft located over the

horses’ heads, while storing oats in a grain bin.80

Equine Consumption

Because of their small stomachs, horses ate and drank five times a day. If a

horse worked a full eight- or ten-hour shift, his teamster would have to feed and

water him on the streets. Drivers could either carry feed with them or buy small

quantities from local livery stables or, more likely, grocery stores. Commonly, the

teamster would hold a feedbag over the horse’s head, although sometimes he just

threw hay on the street. Teamsters usually carried water buckets, which they

filled, perhaps at a nearby saloon. Philanthropic groups and city governments be-

gan to build water fountains in the 1860s. The American Society for the Preven-

tion of Cruelty to Animals (ASPCA) built the first one in Union Square, New York

City, in 1867, and other cities followed. The Philadelphia Fountain Society, formed

in February 1869, had built forty-four fountains by the end of 1871. Both the mu-

nicipality and volunteer groups built fountains in Brooklyn during the late nine-

teenth century. Presumably the wealthy horse operators who supported the AS-

PCA and other animal rights groups hoped that these new urban amenities would

also keep their teamsters out of saloons. Such troughs could be a source of dis-

ease, especially hoof-and-mouth disease, a zoonose for which humans were the

reservoir. Wells Fargo banned its drivers from using fountains, and the veterinary

profession recommended their removal.81

Underfeeding, although probably uncommon, did appear from time to time.

There are some indications that owners returned many animals to the country

for winter pasturage before 1860. Some horse-powered industries chose rural lo-

cations close to urban markets because turning animals out to graze was cheaper

than bringing vast quantities of oats and hay to the city.82 These practices, which

probably led to some underfeeding, largely disappeared with better intercity

transportation and declining feed prices.

An 1859 stable manual noted that a cart horse could eat only “as much as his

owner could a¤ord.”83 Even after the railroad network was created, the combina-

tion of an imperfect national transportation system and an imperfect market led

to wild fluctuations in grain prices seasonally, annually, and by location, which

probably caused some underfeeding. The extreme seasonality of urban econo-

mies exacerbated the problem. To give one measure, as late as 1874 one New York

City street railway reported February incomes 56 percent lower than those of

July.84 Owners cut back the rations of living machines in the winter, not just 
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because horses worked less but also because revenues declined significantly and

food prices rose. An examination of the R. G. Dun Credit Reports for fifty-two Bos-

ton stables in the nineteenth century showed that, invariably, stables that bor-

rowed money were small livery operations (carriage rentals were a highly seasonal

summer business), whose feed suppliers were extending credit, usually in Feb-

ruary or March. Some small businesspersons were likely to skimp on oats be-

cause they lacked suªcient capital to get through the winter and could not or

would not seek credit.85 Some winter shortages notwithstanding, the general pat-

tern of equine feeding improved greatly over the century.

Since the energy supplied by the living machine depended so much on food

balance, nineteenth-century researchers tried to apply the new science of nutri-

tion to horses. Stable owners closely followed changes in scientific knowledge

about animal food requirements. Nutritional science had its roots in Lavoisier’s

discovery of the chemical basis for respiration and metabolism in the 1770s. Her-

man von Helmholtz, one of the pioneering researchers in the new science of ther-

modynamics, had noted that the animal body, like the steam engine, was a site

for the dissipation of energy and that fatigue and decay represented a kind of en-

tropy.86 Justus von Liebig, the prominent chemist, compared human nutrition to

a furnace in his 1843 work Animal Chemistry, and in 1884 his pupil Ludwig Max

Rubner first defined the calorie to measure the comparative energy content of

food.87 European agricultural reformers (and the owners of large urban stables,

including omnibus companies in both London and Paris) conducted controlled

experiments (for Paris, twenty thousand of them!) in food equivalencies, invent-

ing the notion of the calorie in the mid-1860s to provide comparability between

di¤erent types of food. Their object was not just to define optimal nutritional re-

quirements but also to find the cheapest food that would satisfy draft animals

(“least cost rations”). Horse owners sought to substitute other commodities for

relatively expensive oats.88

Cornmeal, which was often 50 percent cheaper (although prices fluctuated

wildly), was a frequent substitute for oats. Stable keepers believed that four

pounds of cornmeal could replace three pounds of oats. New York City street rail-

way owners, probably the earliest disciples of the new nutrition, substituted corn-

meal for oats around 1860. The American Railroad Journal, which was widely read

in street railway circles, reported that using corn could save twenty dollars a horse

per year. This created a major nutritional problem, however: corn did not contain

the niacin in oats, a fact not known before the discovery of vitamins in the early

twentieth century. Corn-fed horses retained the shiny coat usually associated with

good health and sustained their size but often lacked the energy for heavy urban
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work. They also had a higher incidence of colic. Equine life expectancy dropped

and horses had trouble completing their routes. This played a role in a series of

nasty strikes in which transportation firms tried to undermine popular support

for teamsters by claiming that they whipped horses excessively. The drivers re-

sponded (quite accurately, with modern hindsight) that corporations provided

them with malnourished horses and insisted that they get the same amount of

work out of them. They felt that they had little choice but to beat the animals in

order to save their jobs.89 After 1885 few owners fed corn to their horses.

The “corn crisis” notwithstanding, long-term benefits flowed from nutritional

experimentation.90 In midcentury, firms began to chop their grain and to mix it

with warm water. One contemporary authority suggested that mixing saved five

cents a day by reducing the energy horses spent in digestion.91 Feeding such

mashes, standard by 1860, later allowed some mixture of inexpensive corn (or

other grains) with oats, without deleterious nutritional consequences. By 1908

nutritionists had worked out precise, money-saving diets based on horse size,

weather, and workload. Increasingly, urban horses lived in larger herds, whose

owners had the capital resources to follow an appropriate nutritional regime and

avoid winter feeding shortages.92 The decline in seasonal variations in the econ-

omy helped this process, since fewer owners faced a slack season, with the temp-

tation to skimp on feed. They also knew that some animals, frequently called “easy

keepers,” were better (i.e., less costly) feeders, with Percherons being especially

valued for that reason.93

Proper feeding practices require not just sustaining equine life and work but

also avoiding specific diseases, notably colic, an intestinal blockage caused by in-

digestion or impaction. Colic is worsened by horses’ inability to vomit. It is more

a symptom than a disease in its own right, often produced by improper feeding,

especially of tainted food, but also by overfeeding or insuªcient roughage. We

suspect that the impure urban food and water supplies of the nineteenth-century

city caused as much water-borne illness to horses as humans, with colic the main

symptom. Impure food can also produce salmonella. Colic is also the leading and

frequently most fatal symptom of several illnesses, especially intestinal ones.

Thus, it is not clear whether the high incidence of colic had nutritional or epi-

demiological causes. The practices of having horses share the same watering

trough and crowding them in large stables could only increase the spread of colic-

inducing diseases. One veterinarian reported cases where horses drank too much

water after feeding, causing the grain to expand in the digestive tract and block

it.94 Others believed that eating too fast had the same consequences. When vet-

erinarians cited colic as a cause of death, it resembled the vague diagnoses of “old
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age” or “diarrhea” or “consumption” with which nineteenth-century doctors de-

scribed the often unknown causes of human mortality.

Four specifically nutritional diseases presented problems in the nineteenth

century, especially in cities. At least five epidemics of osteoporosis, or “big head”

(a painful swelling of the bones caused by insuªcient calcium), occurred, all but

one before 1860 and all on the East Coast.95 Founder, a form of lameness blamed

on giving cold water to warm horses, was a chronic issue. Feeding mashes of

chopped grain and warm water, a recommended practice, probably reduced its

occurrence. Heaves (an equine emphysema) came from moldy or diseased feed,

possibly spoiled brewer’s grain.96 Reports of heaves seem less common by 1900,

a sign of improved food supplies.

The most common form of nutritionally related disease was azoturia, a form

of semiparalysis that was sometimes fatal but usually lasted only several days. The

specific etiology involved a combination of overfeeding and underworking and a

problem with carbohydrate metabolism. Continuing the high-energy diet of a

workhorse on Sundays, when almost all animals had the day o¤, led to outbreaks

of azoturia when the animals were harnessed on Monday. The worst azoturia epi-

demic on record occurred after the great blizzard of 1888, which shut down New

York’s streets for several days. Owners continued to feed horses their rich work

diets. When they sent the animals out again, more than one hundred died from

azoturia, and many others displayed the symptoms for several days.97 This led to

major disruptions of street railway service and freight deliveries. Not surprisingly,

the disease was most common among sporadically used carriage horses. Absent

disease-specific mortality data, it is impossible to measure the precise impact of

any of these illnesses.

Horses used as living machines in the city had to be fueled, and the cost of

feeding them depended mostly on the economics of transporting hay and oats

over distances, thus conforming to the von Thunen rent model of agricultural ac-

tivity in relation to urban markets. Production costs diminished over time be-

cause of technological innovations in raking, mowing, and reaping. Especially

critical, however, was the hay press, which dramatically increased the eªciency

of baling and lowered the costs of transport. The growth of the nation’s rail net-

work made it possible for hay to be grown in more distant regions and shipped

to urban markets. The urban hinterland was then freed up for more profitable

products, such as garden produce and milk products, as well as for urban growth

itself.

Just as with other commodities, the increases in production and in demand
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caused major market changes. New specialists, middlemen of one sort or another,

created a more formal and organized hay market, with the development of stan-

dards for grading, the formulation of more uniform methods of buying and sell-

ing the product, and the gathering of statistics. By the turn of the twentieth cen-

tury, the production, transportation, and marketing of food for horses had

become much more systematic and nationally organized, although it was still

characterized, as were markets for other agricultural commodities, by numerous

ineªciencies.
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c h a p t e r  s e v e n

Health
Equine Disease and Mortality

Health and disease were major problems for any species living in the crowded,

often unsanitary conditions of nineteenth-century cities. Urban horses experi-

enced mortality patterns roughly consistent with those of urban humans, with

the shorter equine life expectancy taken into account. This is hardly surprising,

since horses su¤er from roughly 200 of the 250 diseases a¤ecting their fellow

mammals.1The city was not an ideal habitat for either species, so mortality soared

as both urbanized in the nineteenth century. Patterns of equine health under the

stress of urbanization help in understanding patterns of human health, and we

utilize available mortality data for both species from New York City on a monthly

and annual basis.

It took time to develop appropriate technology for food transportation, food

storage, and water supply for both species. Poorly drained neighborhoods proved

excellent breeding places for insects, such as flies and mosquitoes. Polluted wa-

ter, dust, and tainted food, all common in cities, were vectors for a variety of dis-

eases. Crowded housing/stabling and frequent contact within huge urban herds

increased exposure to contagious disease and fomented epizootics; thus, the an-

imal equivalents of human epidemics were commonplace. The veterinary treat-

ment of horses was relatively rudimentary at midcentury for many of the same

reasons as for human medicine and public health. Over the course of the nine-

teenth century, however, the quality of both human and animal medicine im-

proved, and for many of the same reasons. Reducing equine mortality increased

the working life and eªciency of horse power technology, just as reducing hu-

man mortality increased the working life and eªciency of human workers. Given

the dependence of urban economies on horse power, municipalities pursued

public policies to protect equine health.



Urban Horse Mortality

The New York Board of Health compiled horse mortality from the records of

the New York Rendering Company, which held the contract to remove dead

horses from the city. Since dead horses were a valued commodity that could be

processed only with that company’s expensive equipment, these data are likely to

be fairly accurate. New York was atypical because of its size and density. Smaller

or less dense cities in other regions may have had somewhat di¤erent patterns of

mortality, but New York had the best records that we could locate.2

Without knowing the precise causes of most equine deaths, it is still possible

to speculate on the reasons for some of the high mortality peaks. October and

March are the months with the greatest temperature variations in New York. Bio-

meteorological studies of human populations suggest that such variations lead to

mortality spikes.3Apparently, great weather variations depress immune systems,

increasing the likelihood of infections and making them more lethal. Also, most

microorganisms can function only in a very narrow range of temperature and

humidity—March and October have the greatest range in those two variables. Al-

most certainly the late fall increase in horse mortality can be attributed to equine

influenza, which recurred annually in the 1870s and 1880s. The early spring

spike was consistent not only with rapid temperature changes but possibly with

problems in food supply, as winter stocks played out and prices increased.

The March mortality increase may also have resulted from high death rates

among urban newcomers. Most owners acquired new horses in the spring, to

break them in for the period of peak demand. Stable owners reported many

deaths among newly arrived horses in the spring, as they adjusted to urban dis-

ease regimes. Stable keepers were careful to make sure that such newcomers re-

ceived more rest and food than veterans. This explanation assumes that human

mortality rose in the spring for some other reason, probably respiratory, since this

kind of seasonal migration was purely equine.

The years in which New York’s horse mortality most exceeded human mor-

tality on a relative basis were 1872, 1886, and 1887. A massive continent-wide epi-

zootic, probably influenza, occurred in 1872. The 1886 spike was very possibly a

local epizootic of glanders, a highly infectious lymphatic disease with respiratory

symptoms.4 The evidence for this is fragmentary. That year neighboring Brook-

lyn’s Board of Health quarantined horses coming from Coney Island, a suspected

center of the infection, and suspended one vet who concealed a case of glanders.5

Reports on the disease also appeared with more frequency than usual that year
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in the American Veterinary Review, which was published in the city. The high 1887

death rate did not result from the horrible Belt Line Street Railway stable fire,

since newspaper accounts said that the health authorities dumped the victims in

the nearby Hudson River or buried them in the rubble; thus, the carcasses would

not have been counted by the New York Rendering Company.6 The American So-

ciety for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (ASPCA), however, estimated that

it killed forty horses a day during the exceptionally hot summer of 1887, sug-

gesting high mortality from heat stroke.7Horses are more likely than humans to

work themselves to death in hot weather, especially if a human is driving them,

so a heat wave seems a more probable cause of high mortality. This would also

explain some of the increase in human mortality.

As we have seen, the ASPCA, acting as an agent of the city’s Board of Health,

killed roughly one-third of all the horses that died between 1887 and 1897 in New

York City.8The most common reasons for killing those horses were lameness and
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heat stroke. Others su¤ered from a variety of ailments—most often glanders, al-

ready known to be a contagious disease, but also colic. There is no human paral-

lel to this ASPCA function; medical doctors do not kill contagious patients or

those too ill to work. Before the ASPCA intervened there were reports of animals

too sick or lame to work being turned loose on city streets to die.9 Veterinarians

also killed glandered animals.

Overwork increased urban mortality, and not just in hot weather. Parisian data

from 1900 suggest that overwork was a problem, since horses of that city’s om-

nibus/street railway company, who pulled much heavier loads, had double the

mortality of cab horses.10 Overwork was very likely to be a problem in the New

World, too. Street railways deliberately sold o¤ their hard-working horses after

five years, since mortality rose rapidly thereafter. This suggests that heavy work-

loads had increased mortality. Overwork could produce both lameness and heat

stroke. In some cases American owners intentionally overworked their horses.
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The contractors cleaning up San Francisco after the 1906 earthquake knew that

they would sell their horses when the job was done, probably at sacrifice prices,

so they worked them to death. Replacements were cheap in a rapidly mechaniz-

ing society.11 In much the same way, the contractors who built the New York City

subway stabled mules underground, even though they eventually went blind,

greatly limiting their resale value. Probably few, if any, of the animals survived.12

For both humans and horses, the new industrial city was often a site of vio-

lent, accidental death. Fires were especially hazardous for horses, since they were

locked in their housing at night, unlike human workers. Industrial accidents also

befell horses. For example, in 1884 two ammonia pipes burst in a brewery on a

Sunday night and leaked fumes into the stable. By the following morning thirty

horses had died and twenty-four “half dead, moaning” ones were led into the

street.13When a rooftop tank holding 1.5 million gallons of molasses ruptured in

Boston in 1919, eleven humans and twenty horses drowned in the street below.14

Traªc accidents were more commonplace, sometimes merely laming horses, but

lameness was often a writ of execution for the urban horse. Accidents caused

when brakes failed on a downhill slope, allowing heavy loads to crash into the

backs of horses, were often fatal. City life was full of risks.

Zoonoses

In 1870, street railway driver Michael O’Keefe died in delirium and convul-

sions. His widely publicized death so terrified others that his family buried him

immediately and his doctor refused to perform an autopsy. O’Keefe had su¤ered

from glanders, an infection that he had picked up from his horse.15 Glanders

among humans, however, was mercifully rare. In 1884, veterinarian John S.

Billings reported three human cases in Philadelphia over the previous twelve

years.16O’Keefe had probably rubbed a hand with a cut against an open glanders

sore in his horse’s nose. Apparently, such direct and unusual contact was the only

way that glanders could be transported across the species barrier, so human cases

were exceedingly unusual. This does, however, raise the issue of zoonoses, in-

fections that spread from species to species. If such crossing were common, it

would explain the close relationship of human and equine mortality demon-

strated by the New York City data.

Were horse-borne zoonoses increasing human mortality (and vice versa)?

Shared diseases include influenza, tuberculosis, pneumonia, bronchitis, pleurisy,

some streptococcus infections, diabetes, diphtheria, asthma, anthrax, glanders,

thrush (a hoof infection), encephalitis, rabies, hoof-and-mouth disease, tetanus,
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osteoporosis, rheumatism, emphysema, dysentery, heat stroke, and salmonella.

Passage from species to species is rare, however, and some diseases are milder

among one species than the other. New York City public health records for hu-

mans during the epizootic of 1872 showed no elevation of human mortality from

bronchitis, influenza, asthma, or tuberculosis. Nor is there any indication that the

deadly human influenza of 1918 a¤ected horses (although it was accompanied by

a swine epizootic). It is possible, of course, that other, less deadly influenza out-

breaks were zoonoses. Ultimately, it is impossible to identify yesterday’s zoonoses

with the data available in the historical record.

Tuberculosis, a major killer of humans, seldom a¤ected horses. Anthrax, spo-

radic among horses, rarely spread to humans and then mostly to animal handlers

with a lot of exposure. In theory, the two species could infect each other with ra-

bies, but we found no case of this—both usually got it from dogs. Hoof-and-

mouth disease was much more common among cattle than horses. It probably

did spread to humans, but only as a mild rash. The diphtheria and typhoid bacilli

can breed in horses, but the horses su¤er few ill e¤ects. Humans may have in-

fected horses with salmonellosis, but cases would almost certainly have been

listed as colic. Humans are the leading reservoir of thrush, and horses are the

leading reservoir of tetanus. The only study of pre-1900 epizootics notes three

possible zoonoses, a 1699 influenza epidemic, a “throat distemper” in Philadel-

phia in 1814, and anthrax in Philadelphia in 1838. All three happened before ei-

ther doctors or veterinarians were very good at diagnosis and must be viewed with

skepticism. One nineteenth-century veterinarian claimed he had treated an epi-

zootic of equine typhoid, incorrectly suggesting that it was a zoonose. Humans

also blamed horses for one disease, the so-called equine encephalitis, but this was

an example of humans confusing correlation with causation. Both species get the

disease at the same time, but horses are not the cause. An insect harbored by birds

is the vector for both species. In the narrowest epidemiological terms, living in

close proximity with the other species had little direct e¤ect on mortality.17

Horses and humans, however, do provide vectors that allow the more easier

spread of disease within each species. Dust in the air is a vector for many respi-

ratory infections. Ground-up horse manure and soot from the coal-fired boilers

of humans made nineteenth-century cities ideal for respiratory infections. Un-

paved streets, common in cities, were often dusty, too. Direct human contact with

street or stable manure could produce tetanus, the leading reservoir of which is

the intestines of horses. Although most large cities had eliminated human (and,

for that matter, equine) fecal contamination of water supplies by the end of the

century, tainted water supplies were probably a major cause of colic because of
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the presence of bacteria in the water. Some veterinarians and horse-using firms

believed that public water troughs spread glanders as well as diseases of the di-

gestive system. In New York the Board of Health removed them after a 1910 hoof-

and-mouth epizootic.18

There are few specifics in the nineteenth-century literature about insect-borne

diseases, although both humans and horses su¤er from them. Poor street con-

struction often left insect-friendly pools of stagnant water. Manure dumps and

outdoor privies provided breeding places for flies. Some ticks and other insects

took refuge in the hides of horses. There is little in the historical sources about

this; the idea of vectors was poorly understood until late in the nineteenth cen-

tury.

Comparative Data on the Mortality of Horses

There are some comparative mortality data on urban and rural horses in Ohio,

U.S. military horses, and horses in the city of Paris. The Ohio data shown in the

graph compare the entire state to two urban counties, Cuyahoga (Cleveland) and

Hamilton (Cincinnati), and one rural county, Union.19

Concerns about reliability notwithstanding, some information can be gleaned

from the data. The great variations from place to place and the frequent spikes

from year to year represent the pattern one would expect if epizootics were com-

monplace. Surprisingly, cities had mortality rates much lower than those of rural

areas, but this may be an artifact of the imprecise manner in which the state col-

lected the data. There are two possible explanations: Urban horse buyers did not

acquire draft animals until they were five years old, so infant mortality could not

have been a very large problem in cities. Also, owners sold worn-out urban ani-

mals for lighter applications, sometimes in the city, but also for the plow. For ex-

ample, horses would sometimes go lame on urban streets but still be suited for

the lighter work schedules and softer surfaces of the country. Thus, rural coun-

ties would have had larger concentrations of both old and young animals, those

most susceptible to disease. The presence of many colts and yearlings, therefore,

may have given Ohio’s Union County, a center of horse breeding, a higher mor-

tality rate.

Cities may have o¤ered better environmental conditions as well, although ex-

posure to epizootic disease was greater there. As we have noted, nutrition im-

proved constantly. City horses probably drank purer water by the end of the cen-

tury than in earlier years, and big-city stable owners seem to have paid more

attention to proper feeding than did many farmers.20
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Stable-specific mortality data from the Parisian public transport companies,

whose careful, detailed horse-keeping records were reported in U.S. periodicals,

show a 50 percent decline in mortality for the giant, monopolistic cab company

between 1860 and 1890, mostly because of a reduction in respiratory diseases

and glanders.21 Feeding, stabling, and working practices improved during the pe-

riod. By 1890 glandered horses could be identified fairly well and shot before they

spread the disease to other horses. American patterns were probably similar.

American military horses received the same kind of veterinary treatment and

endured similar working conditions, although the military was callous, even cav-

alier, in its treatment of horses. Still, mortality declined between 1865 and 1918.

During the First World War, horses serving in the American Third Army in

France had a 32.1 percent mortality rate, with less than a third of the deaths re-

lated to combat. Horrible as this level of casualties may seem, it was less than half

of the Civil War fatality rate for military horses.22 So the military experience also

suggests great improvement in equine mortality.
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Veterinary Medicine

Equine health improved during the nineteenth century because of changes in

health care. The new veterinary medicine did not cure many diseases, but it did

eliminate earlier lethal practices and apply simple public health procedures. The

emergence of a laboratory-based veterinary profession paralleled, indeed often

anticipated, developments in human medicine.23

At the time of the 1850 Census only forty-six Americans called themselves vet-

erinarians. Most of these were probably folk practitioners of farriery (horse podi-

atry) borrowing a high-falutin’ European word. A few had been trained in the

fledgling European veterinary schools.24 The profession was strikingly urban,

with twenty of the forty-six practitioners in New York City.25 An examination of

their trade journals suggests that big-city stables provided the largest market for

veterinary services. The American Veterinary Review described horses as “the most

profitable veterinary patients.”26 By the time of the 1890 Census, there were

6,594 veterinarians, almost all in big cities.27

Most mid-nineteenth-century health advice about horses grew out of old tra-

ditions, perhaps adding some ideas from the latest trends in human medicine.

Blacksmiths as well as farriers, repositories of local folk wisdom, often gave health

care advice. Some veterinarians were medical doctors hoping for a more lucrative

practice than they had with just humans. Benjamin Rush, the most prominent

early American physician, had suggested that his students practice on both hu-

mans and horses.28 A few were quacks peddling patent medicines. Although he

did not use the word veterinary, when Ezra Pater wrote one of the first books about

health care for horses in 1794, he captured the confusion of magic, science, and

healing: The Fortune Teller and Experienced Farrier in Two Parts. Part 1: Teaching the

Art of Physiognomy and Palmistry, Together with the Significance of Moles, the Inter-

pretation of Dreams &c. Part 2: The Wounds, Sores and Distempers to which Horses

are Subject &c. By Ezra Pater, a Jew Doctor in Astronomy and Physic, to which is Added

the Wheel of Fortune and How to Use It. One of Boston’s first “veterinarians” ad-

vertised herself as a physician, as a veterinarian, and as a spiritualist in the 1873

city directory.29 The earliest self-proclaimed veterinarians spent much time at-

tacking physicians, blacksmiths, and peddlers of patent medicines.30

The primitive nature of traditional veterinary diagnoses can be judged by the

symptomatic names assigned diseases. “Glanders” came from one of its symp-

toms, swollen glands. Influenza was called “snot.” Osteoporosis was “big head.”

Other vaguely described illnesses included burned tongue, staggers, yellow wa-
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ter, and pink eye. The earliest veterinary practitioners were environmentalists, as

anti-contagionist as their medical counterparts. For example, one 1852 veterinar-

ian attributed an epizootic to “a subtle poison in the air.” As late as 1880, one

prominent veterinarian described himself as a “sanitarian.” The name had prob-

ably lost much of its meaning by then, since he used it in an article advocating

the destruction of diseased horses. This was clearly a contagionist policy. Most

employed “heroic” remedies borrowed from human medicine, including blister-

ing, heavy purgatives, and bleeding.31

Most Americans in midcentury probably treated their horses using advice

manuals. British veterinarians William Youatt and Edward Mayhew wrote the

best-known works, both of which went through multiple American editions and

were available in big-city public libraries. Some of their recommendations were

sensible, including avoidance of overfeeding, isolation or execution of glandered

horses, and improved stable sanitation. Most folk practitioners had also recom-

mended these measures.

Youatt enjoyed considerable prestige as the editor of the first veterinary jour-

nal. He recommended bleeding (sometimes eight to ten quarts), purges using a

turpentine-based emetic, and digitalis for respiratory ailments. His suggestions

for colic included enemas. Blistering and branding were suggested for other in-

fections.32Mayhew advocated lighter bleeding than did Youatt but wanted to treat

colic with large doses of opium, ether, laudanum, or belladonna. For respiratory

diseases, he suggested liniments involving creosote oil, turpentine, mercury, am-

monia, and sulfuric acid. His pharmacopoeia included many poisons, such as

lead-, mercury-, or antimony-based medicines.33

Probably both Youatt and Mayhew were just adopting the treatments of the

heroic human medicine popular in the early-nineteenth-century folk tradition.

Their treatments were more likely to kill than cure patients. Bleeding served no

therapeutic purpose. Medicines based on heavy metals were poisonous. Purga-

tives and opiates could exacerbate or even cause colic. Their most important prob-

lem was an inability to diagnose properly. Colic was, and to some extent still is, a

vague term. It was also hard to distinguish among diseases with respiratory symp-

toms (early diagnosticians confused glanders and influenza, for example). Both

Youatt and Mayhew believed that the latent stage of glanders was a separate dis-

ease, which they called farcy, a deadly error. While it is not fair to blame these au-

thors for their diagnostic errors, since they were practicing before the age of the

microscope, it is more diªcult to excuse the way that their arrogance led them

into such murderous treatments. There was some popular skepticism about their

doctrines. For example, Expressman’s Monthly complained, probably accurately,
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that horses treated “by the books” were more likely to die.34 Still, these were

thought to be the best therapies available.

As horses became more important in the American economy, the demand for

better veterinary medicine increased. Agricultural journals led the way, calling for

trained veterinarians as early as the 1850s, but the new profession really emerged

in big cities. Its practitioners focused mostly on horses, central as they were to

city life. Urban stable owners were interested in hiring the graduates of any vet-

erinary school, no matter how scantily trained. The Veterinary College of Philadel-

phia, an outgrowth of the Philadelphia Medical College, opened first, in 1852, but

it lasted barely a decade. Other proprietary schools founded in New York and

Boston in the 1850s did not last long either, although more successful proprietary

veterinary schools were started in the 1870s. Absent laboratory research or clini-

cal training, they o¤ered little improvement over the nostrums of farriers and

blacksmiths.35

Graduates of these schools did launch what would become the most impor-

tant professional group, the United States Veterinary Medical Association, in

1863. This group primarily sought better treatment from the military for “pro-

fessional” veterinarians. The U.S. Army was skeptical of the new profession (with

good reason, since most veterinarians followed the precepts of Youatt and May-

hew). Military oªcers did not like losing control to professionals. They dismissed

one veterinary surgeon after he ordered twenty-six glandered horses destroyed.

When the military worried about equine health, it thought primarily about lame-

ness and relied on the advice of blacksmiths. Oªcers did not worry about a high

mortality rate, since they assumed that the supply of remounts was endless.36

A series of disastrous epizootics during and just after the Civil War increased

the demand for better veterinary science. The first of these was a huge outbreak

of glanders during the war. Military horses, like urban ones, were prone to epi-

zootics because concentrating large numbers of horses increased exposure. Epi-

zootics, especially glanders, spread even more rapidly among them because mil-

itary horses were usually tethered together, not kept in separate stalls. In the first

two years of the war, 248,000 Union Army horses died from glanders. The giant

remount depot at Giesboro in the District of Columbia sometimes housed over

thirty thousand horses. Up to three hundred died there each day, and more than

10 percent died before reaching the front. Giesboro required twenty-six soldiers

just to bury dead animals. Horses were not safe from disease at the front, either.

Fewer than 10 percent of military horses died in combat. The military sold o¤ in-

fected horses with healthy ones after the war, spreading the disease nationally.

They knew better, as evidenced by the fact that cavalry commanders often left
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glandered horses behind when they retreated, hoping to infect the other side’s

steeds. The Confederate experience was worse than that of the Union Army, with

75 percent annual equine mortality, little of it in combat. The average life of a Con-

federate artillery horse was 7.5 months, and one infirmary had an 85 percent mor-

tality rate.37

The horses shipped long distances from military depots spread other diseases

as well. Shipping fever, likely a streptococcal infection, first appeared in 1866

among newly urbanized horses, many of them formerly in military service. It be-

came a recurring problem with the advent of a national market for draft animals,

centered in Chicago, after the war. High mortality among horses first exposed to

urban disease regimes after long travel would continue to be an important part

of urban equine mortality. By 1893 veterinarians were recommending public

health measures to minimize shipping fever, mostly better sanitation and feed-

ing during railroad journeys.38

The military glanders epizootic was well studied, notably by former Confed-

erate veterinarian John Page, who wrote an 1876 book to demonstrate that glan-

ders was clearly contagious and invariably fatal and that farcy was merely a latent

stage. His postmortem studies also made diagnosis more certain and helped the

importation of contagionist scientific ideas from Europe,39 although glanders

was still hard to separate from other diseases. Contagionist ideas led to a public

health solution, which minimized glanders outbreaks. Local and state health

boards began to mandate the euthanasia of glandered horses, an approach that

American veterinarians knew had cut the incidence of the dreaded disease in the

French Army from seventy-nine to forty-four per one thousand horses.40By 1893,

American veterinarians believed that the disease had been checked.41

The second great epizootic—an 1865 outbreak of rinderpest in Great Britain

that killed five million cattle—was neither American nor equine, but one that

sent shivers through animal-owning Americans. British veterinarians were envi-

ronmentalists, not contagionists. The disaster was preventable but occurred be-

cause Britain did not quarantine cattle shipments from the Continent, where the

disease first broke out. Americans reacted by allowing the U.S. Department of

Agriculture to quarantine or destroy imported animals for the first time. Rinder-

pest was so evidently contagionist that it increased the spread of contagionist

ideas, especially in Britain, but also in the United States. There were similar do-

mestic concerns over Texas tick fever (another cattle disease). In 1871 the Pork

Packers Association of Chicago commissioned a report on Texas fever by the

prominent, anti-contagionist British veterinarian John Gamgee. The packers

feared a northern embargo on shipments from the South, where the disease orig-
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inated. The northern cattle-growing industry, which feared losing its herds to dis-

ease spread by southern cattle passing through en route to Chicago, rejected

Gamgee’s ideas and began to insist on the appointment of state veterinarians with

the power to ban the Texas-raised cattle that carried the disease. Thus, at the

oªcial level, both nationally and locally, contagionist ideas became oªcial doc-

trine.42 These events had equine implications. State or city veterinarians received

the power to kill not only infected cattle but also glandered horses.

The third epizootic confirming contagionist ideas was the Great Epizootic of

1872, which was probably influenza. We surveyed this elsewhere as the primary

illustration of urban reliance on the horse, but it also had an important influence

on veterinary thought. Both the New York Board of Health and the American Pub-

lic Health Association printed widely publicized geographical/epidemiological

studies of the kind already common with humans. They traced the epizootic step

by step from place to place, beginning in York, Ontario, and then moving steadily

south and west to Managua, Nicaragua. Similar tracking was done for a milder

influenza epidemic in 1881. The contagionists proved their point by noting that

stable conditions, weather, and other environmental conditions varied from place

to place with no perceptible e¤ect on the disease. Isolated islands like Key West

and Prince Edward Island were exempt. The disease spread more rapidly in the

East, where cities were closer together and contact between horses was more com-

mon, than in the less densely settled West.43 The lesson was obvious: more quar-

antines or the destruction of sick animals was the way to go. Urban public health

boards then assumed veterinary powers. New York City’s Health Board was the

first to appoint a veterinarian, naming Dr. Alexander Liutard in 1876. Liutard con-

demned 151 horses for glanders in his first three years in oªce.44

The new veterinary public health agencies had teeth. For example, in 1878 a

New York City health oªcer spotted a glandered horse being led out of an auc-

tion house. He immediately arrested the seller, Edward Garson, and shot the

horse. Garson told the court that he believed the horse merely had influenza. The

jury, however, credited the testimony of the veterinarian, and Garson received a

six-month jail sentence. John S. Billings recommended quarantine for glandered

horses in his pioneering 1884 textbook. Even quarantine was tantamount to a

death sentence for urban horses, since owners would not long continue to feed

horses that could not work. Other examples of the new powers abound. In 1887

the Massachusetts Cattle Commission ordered 192 of the 1,700 Boston street rail-

way horses quarantined. Quarantines o¤ered some headway against glanders. A

Washington, D.C., veterinarian credited stringent quarantine rules for reducing

glanders 80 percent in five years.45
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Veterinarians frequently faced the ethical problems common to all professions

in a market economy. The American Veterinary Review complained that horse deal-

ers were intimidating or bribing vets to secure clean bills of health for horses that

they planned to sell, but where no public health authority existed veterinarians

could find other ways to enforce quarantine. Several examples from John S. Bil-

lings’s veterinary public health textbook demonstrate this. A Springfield, Massa-

chusetts, stable owner fired a veterinarian who had diagnosed glanders in his

herd and then sold the horses. The vet sought out the purchasers and became an

expert witness in their successful lawsuits. Success as an expert witness, it should

be noted, is a mark of the public acceptance of a profession. A Philadelphia vet-

erinarian, fired under similar circumstances, had the ASPCA order the glandered

horses o¤ the streets, since working them would have been an act of cruelty. Some

business owners only learned the hard way. Billings triumphantly reported on a

stable owner who fired his vet after he condemned thirty-six horses, only to have

three hundred others die, a quarter of his herd.46

In the late nineteenth century, a new medical paradigm, the germ theory, ap-

peared, and its first practical successes were with animals. In 1876, the German

researcher Robert Koch developed a treatment for anthrax (a major disease of

sheep, occasionally found in horses and people), and five years later the French

scientist Louis Pasteur solved the mystery of fowl cholera. American veterinary

periodicals swiftly picked up the new ideas. As early as 1880, the American Vet-

erinary Review (AVR) translated and published Pasteur’s important article, “The

Connection of the Germ Theory with the Etiology of Some Common Diseases.”

Dr. Alexandre Liutard, the French-educated editor of the AVR, was largely re-

sponsible for spreading the new ideas in the United States. When Pasteur devel-

oped a treatment for rabies in 1889, the AVR greeted it with the headline “Hy-

drophobia Now, Glanders Next.” Pasteur’s discovery did little for horses, however,

since it was cheaper to shoot than to treat rabid horses.47

In the 1890s, laboratory-based research began to provide e¤ective aid for sick

equids. In 1891 French veterinarians developed the Mallein test for glanders,

which was soon produced in large quantities by the U.S. Department of Agricul-

ture’s Bureau of Animal Industry. While not completely foolproof, the test enor-

mously improved diagnosis and, in the long run, it would lead to the elimination

of glanders from North America by facilitating the destruction of diseased ani-

mals. Some stable owners remained skeptical, preferring patent medicines, and

as late as World War I the military often ignored veterinary warnings to kill glan-

dered horses. Better diagnosis led to increased euthanasia. In Connecticut, for ex-
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ample, the number of glandered horses killed by private and public veterinarians

increased by a factor of three between 1907 and 1912.48

Researchers produced antitoxins for two zoonoses in the 1890s. The tetanus

antitoxin, first developed with research on equine subjects in 1894, saved the lives

of many humans and probably a few horses, although tetanus was a milder in-

fection for that species.49 When Robert Koch developed the diphtheria antitoxin

in 1894, American health boards discovered that horses, for whom diphtheria

was only a mild infection, o¤ered the ideal breeding place for the antitoxin.

Equine sera could be injected into humans, providing immunity. The New York

City Health Board was the first to set aside a herd to provide antitoxins for both

diseases.50

These well-publicized new treatments gave veterinarians the power and pres-

tige connected with scientifically based professions in the late nineteenth century.

Science lent credibility to their schools. The American Veterinary College, aªli-

ated with Columbia, was the first “scientific” school to compete with the urban

proprietary schools. Other urban universities followed Columbia’s lead. Even

Harvard briefly had a veterinary school. Iowa o¤ered the first program at a land

grant college in 1877. The older, less prestigious proprietary schools steadily lost

ground, since they o¤ered little laboratory or even clinical training. Other hall-

marks of professionalism appeared, including the first professional journal, the

American Veterinary Review, initially published in 1877. In 1886 New York State

began to license veterinarians, a major step toward professional status. Veterinary

historian Susan Jones points out that “veterinary leaders used the power of the

state as a tool to regulate their profession, enforce their role as animal experts and

capture scientific legitimacy.”51

Why was the germ theory accepted faster in veterinary than human medicine?

The fledgling profession needed a scientific base to give it authority more than

did the older profession, so the theory fit its needs. In Britain the new ideas en-

countered resistance from older veterinary practitioners, but this group was

smaller and less influential in the United States. Moreover, the move to labora-

tory-based medicine occurred first with animals, since there were fewer restraints

on experimentation. To give a related example, British veterinary science lagged

behind that of France and Germany because strong anti-vivisectionist sentiment

made research diªcult. American anti-vivisection sentiment was relatively weak.

One fundraiser for a veterinary school emphasized the importance of compara-

tive medicine, since experiments done on animals could aid human health by

avoiding the groups opposed to the modernization of human medicine. While
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veterinarians had to deal with quacks selling patent medicines, as did human doc-

tors, they never had to deal with opposition based on religious grounds, for ex-

ample, from spiritualist or Christian Science groups. There were some veterinary

medical sects similar to human ones. For example, in 1894 the American Veteri-

nary Review published an article by a homeopath advocating herbal remedies. F. B.

Carleton, the author of the piece, had attended the Boston University School of

Medicine, which preached homeopathic doctrines, after getting his veterinary de-

gree. Articles like this, however, were exceedingly rare.52

In 1910, 11,656 men (and not one woman) in the United States called them-

selves veterinarians.53 They had the “science,” education, organization, and li-

censing of a prestigious profession. Whether in regulatory roles or private prac-

tice, they had enormous power, including one denied to physicians—they could

shoot their patients.

The growth of the veterinary profession, however, was slowing already, as the

number of the most important kind of patients began to shrink because of mech-

anization. The AVR had seen this threat as early as 1897, when one urban vet

noted that some owners were letting horses die that previously would have re-

ceived treatment. He blamed a price decline in horses on the increase in bicycles

and noted that “veterinarians will soon have to seek new fields.”54 After World

War I, this urban, equine-centric profession would do just that, becoming pet-

oriented in cities and applying their techniques to other animals in rural areas.

There is a certain irony in this story. Just as the profession was developing e¤ec-

tive solutions to urban health problems, their patients were becoming redundant.

As for the patients, their health did improve, although little headway was made

against the two most important health problems of urban horses: colic and lame-

ness. Colic may have been reduced by sanitary measures improving food and wa-

ter and by the reduction of diseases for which it was a symptom. Owners contin-

ued to kill large numbers of lame and therefore economically worthless horses.

The living machine undoubtedly remained less reliable than the pure machine,

and owners, although sensitive to the health of living beings, still pursued a style

of veterinary treatment that emphasized their profits. From this perspective the

interest of horse owners clearly lay in exploiting them as machines while living

and as raw materials for rendering plants when dead.
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c h a p t e r  e i g h t

The Decline and Persistence 
of the Urban Horse

The utilization of the urban horse as a living machine declined in the years

around 1900, but the speed of its decline and substitution varied from function

to function. In some cases, as in the street railway industry, the change from

horse-powered to electric-powered transit occurred with great rapidity. In other

cases, however, such as certain types of freight delivery, crowd control, and

leisure, the transformation was far slower and is still incomplete. A separate set

of social, economic, and cultural circumstances in addition to mechanical tech-

nology were required to completely unhorse cities. In this chapter we therefore

explore some of the areas where utilization of the horse as a living machine per-

sisted and those areas where substitution occurred rapidly. The final result, of

course, would be the nearly full substitution of other technologies for the horse.

The Persistence of the Horse as a Stationary Engine

While writers about the horse in the city usually focus on its work as a hauler

of streetcars, cabs, and drays, it also played an important and long-lasting role as

a source of stationary power. Oliver Evans received the first American patent for

a high-pressure steam engine in 1787, seven years after James Watt had begun to

produce them in Scotland. All historical writing about the new steam engine, es-

pecially in its stationary applications, seems to assume the inevitability of its tri-

umph. Yet the reality was that the adoption of steam as a power source in cities

was relatively slow, not really reaching a level of concentration until the 1870s.

Eighty years after Evans filed his patent, for instance, the Ohio State Fair gave

prizes to 107 di¤erent types of horse-powered stationary machines, most with

nonfarm as well as farm applications. Urban stationary power appeared to oper-

ate primarily in workshops that needed fractional-horsepower. A study of manu-



facturing in Philadelphia between 1850 and 1880 emphasizes the limited num-

ber of firms with steam or water power and the extent to which older manufac-

turing processes and forms persisted, especially in low-power industries such as

wool-carding, bagging, and rope making.1

Horses as living machines provided small manufacturers with flexibility be-

cause horses could be added or subtracted as needed. In 1860 the American In-

stitute in New York City held a discussion about motive power, assessing the rel-

ative costs of horse and steam power. Horse advocates argued that the cost of

steam power was high compared to that of horse power: $300 for a one-horse-

power engine, 25 cents a day for coal, and $1.50 per day for a skilled operator, com-

pared to lower initial costs of perhaps $30 for the horse, 40 cents a day for food,

and the use of lower priced unskilled labor for horses. Attendees actively dis-

cussed which was more reliable. Advocates of the steam engine maintained that

the horse, unlike the steam engine, had to be fed whether working or not, while

horse defenders argued that the horse could do other things besides power ma-

chines, such as hauling a wagon to deliver the finished product. The most telling

argument for the horse, perhaps, was that it o¤ered low capital costs for entry-

level entrepreneurs and therefore played a major role in stimulating economic

growth.2

Builders and contactors preferred horses, especially in situations calling for

limited and inexpensive mechanical power, as well as for hauling. The average

contractor had too little capital to invest in expensive, risky steam engines. Even

in large-scale construction operations, horses were vital. Little progress was

made, for instance, in improving earth-moving equipment throughout the nine-

teenth century. As late as 1900, the section on “earth-work” in a widely used civil

engineering manual focused on horse-drawn equipment. In 1912 the Clyde Iron

Works of Duluth, Minnesota, was still advertising several di¤erent horse-powered

machines for “contractor’s use.”3 One ingenious new deployment of horses and,

arguably, their first modest application to urban transport was their use as sta-

tionary prime movers turning paddle wheels on ferryboats, paddle wheels that

had been invented for steam-powered boats but retrofitted to equine power.

Horses were to provide the power to propel ferryboats on some water bodies into

the twentieth century.4 Retrofitting from mechanical power sources was a recur-

ring theme of equine technology.

The relative slowness of the transition is striking. Theoretically, the use of

horse powers was obsolescent as soon as Watt invented the high-pressure steam

engine at the end of the eighteenth century, but they became increasingly com-
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mon (especially to judge from patent activity) in the 1840s. The American econ-

omy was growing so rapidly that the number of horse-operated machines appar-

ently grew at the same time that their proportion of stationary power shrunk. As

late as 1895, nearly one thousand horses operated machinery in various urban-

ized Massachusetts counties, most commonly in food preparation but addition-

ally in quarrying, brick making, distilling, and cement making. Industrial cata-

logs suggest that some stationary applications of horses lasted to as late as 1920,

some forty years after light internal combustion and electrical motors became

available. The disappearance took more than a century because horses in many

cases were preferable to steam engines for light or portable applications.5

Risk Factors Driving the Decline of the Horse

Horse cars, as the first vehicles of railed mass transit in American cities, clearly

increased mobility. But, as a new technology, did the public, whether riders or

pedestrians, also regard them as a risk to ride? Not necessarily, especially when

compared to steam railroads, although the public often objected to disruption by

streetcars of normal street functions. Horses were familiar to urbanites, and since

horsecar speeds of six to eight miles per hour were relatively slow, the public did

not see them as especially hazardous. They accepted accidents, for instance, as a

“fact of life.”6

Over time, however, the presence of horse-drawn street railways (and other ap-

plications of horses for transport) significantly increased both perceived and ac-

tual risk on city streets. What was new was not horses themselves, but traªc, es-

pecially mixed traªc. In 1885, paving engineer Francis V. Greene performed a

count on major streets in ten large cities. Just the fact that such a count was taken

is a measure of increased concern with traªc. He found that volumes ranged

from 7,811 vehicles a week on Broadway in New York to 4,572 on Douglas Street

in Omaha. Iconographic evidence also suggests an increase in traªc in the 1880s,

with streets becoming filled with equine congestion. New York and Boston both

made some streets one way before automobiles were a major element of traªc.

Boston’s pioneer (1897) subway was built to allow trolleys to avoid the congestion

of horse-drawn traªc on Tremont Street. New York faced a bottleneck largely

caused by horse-drawn wagons at the entrance to the Brooklyn Bridge and hired

F. Van Z. Lane, arguably the nation’s first traªc engineer, to design a new entry

pattern. Tunnels, ferry terminals, and park entrances were other choke points.

Traªc surveys on suburban roads in Boston, Baltimore, and St. Louis between
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1909 and 1913, late in the horse era, showed that horse-drawn vehicles were still

a majority of the growing volume of travel, and the diurnal traªc jam had already

become a conspicuous feature of modern city life.7

The increase in traªc led to greater public concern about accidents involving

streetcars and other horse-drawn vehicles. In 1885 the Boston Advertiser noted that

fifty people had been injured and eighteen killed by horse railways in the previ-

ous year. “Even the steam railways of the State,” commented the newspaper,

“hardly make a more fatal showing.”8 Equine traªc of various kinds also dis-

rupted traditional patterns of street use, such as children’s play, markets, prome-

nades, and parades common to nineteenth-century urban life. Protests against

the living machines reflected an anxiety concerning the intrusion of a new tech-

nology, even if drawn by a familiar animal, into public space. Accidents involving

horses were not unusual before the horsecar appeared on the scene, but they did

not necessarily involve interactions between a quasi-mechanical device—the

horse, its attachments, and rails—and the vulnerable human body. By the earli-

est years of the twentieth century, the mix of horse-drawn traªc, bicycles, cars,

and pedestrians on city streets had become quite dangerous. Teamsters were par-

ticularly at risk in cities with heavy traªc and in the 1890s stood third in New

York statistics concerning the frequency of deaths due to accidents in various pro-

fessions. Between 1899 and 1907, for instance, horse-related fatalities increased

nearly 50 percent.9

The street railway industry faced especially harsh problems of accident dam-

age. Lawsuits often followed injuries, with litigation becoming increasingly com-

mon as accidents multiplied in the late nineteenth century. Beneath this rise in

litigation was “the fundamental assumption that liberty and freedom entailed a

right to physical integrity that accident and injury denied.”10Horsecar firms were

especially vulnerable, perhaps because of their deep pockets. One street railway

manager complained that they had become “common game for accident hunters,

and for ‘beats’ of all kinds to try their fraudulent practices upon.” In 1885, the

American Street Railway Association began issuing a monthly bulletin listing

suits against member companies and recommended “settlement of all suits that

can be reasonably settled.”11

Horse owners felt other winds of political and legal change besides litigation

that made it more diªcult to keep the living machine housed and operating in the

city. Rickety, cheap wooden stables were no longer an option for well-managed

businesses. Neighborhoods were increasingly intolerant of stables because of per-

ceived risks of disease and fire. These concerns were represented in city ordi-

nances that limited locations or required more expensive construction. Manure,
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which had once been a valuable by-product of street railway stables, now became

largely a liability. Not only was the price of manure declining because of compe-

tition from guano fertilizers, but stables actually had to pay for removal of what

had once been a valued commodity. The law of nuisance also evolved, making

“that a nuisance, which was not.” Before 1890, manure piles were nuisances only

if they could be seen or smelled, but when it was demonstrated that they served

as a breeding ground for flies that carried a variety of diseases, the piles became

nuisances and health hazards. Health boards required (or enforced old rules) that

both manure piles and manure carts be covered, raising the cost of handling ma-

nure. Litigation about other stable sounds and smells increased, too. In other

words, urban residents were becoming more and more sensitive to the presence

of these animals as animals, as the living parts of the transportation system be-

came as controversial as the mechanical.12

Horse owners saw other clouds on their economic horizons that acted as a dis-

incentive to the continued use of horses. One was costs, and a continued decline

in the price of horses and grain seemed unlikely at a time when the supply of un-

tilled, arable land in the United States was believed to be running out. Another

was health—since the influenza epizootic of 1872, which had stopped all street

railway operations for several weeks, street railway operators had worried about

the possibility of a repeat. The azoturia epizootic that followed the 1888 blizzard

in New York City confirmed some of these fears. And a third was fire, as numer-

ous stable fires, most notably the one on New York City’s Belt Line Street Railway

(described in chapter 5), further demonstrated the fragility of the system and the

risks associated with it. Even as municipal regulations regarding fire, health, and

nuisances were growing more stringent, humane societies with semilegal power

were taking control of the horses belonging to both individuals and firms.13

The Disappearance of the Horse from Urban Transit

The fastest decline in any urban use of the living machine involved the shift

by transit firm after firm from the horsecar to the electric-powered streetcar. The

rapid displacement of horse power by electric power grew out of the complicated

economics of the transit industry. Many, perhaps most, street railway owners saw

their lines as adjuncts to speculation in suburban real estate. Access to downtown

via streetcars guaranteed a subdivision’s success, as long as residents could get

to oªces or shops within thirty to forty-five minutes. By the mid-1880s, in many

cities with a population of more than 100,000, suburbs had been built out to their

maximum desirable commuting distance. As early as 1882, leaders in the indus-
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try were following, even underwriting, experiments with mechanical power that

would provide faster speeds than the horse, thus extending commuting range and

enlarging the value of suburban landholdings.

The living machine obviously had limits, since improvements in breeding

technique seemed to have achieved maximum equine size and speed. While in-

cremental reductions in vehicle weight were still possible, no revolution of the

kind created by John Stephenson in the 1830s could be visualized for the future.

In large cities, such as New York, Boston, and Pittsburgh, maximum rush hour

headways had been reached, and it was physically impossible to add more peak

hour service. In 1887, for example, New York’s Third Avenue Street Railway re-

ported that it was operating on one-minute headways during the rush hour.14

Street railway ridership was also changing in both volume and length of trip.

On average, each horse was pulling 27 percent more passengers in 1890 than in

1880 and the average length of each passenger trip was longer. The combination

of downtown traªc jams, longer routes, and heavier loads stressed horses. On

Boston’s Metropolitan Street Railway, the average number of passengers per trip

increased from thirty-five in 1880 to forty-eight in 1890. The average number of

annual horsecar rides taken by residents of New York, per capita, more than

quadrupled between 1860 and 1885, even though steam-powered elevated rail-

roads had taken over traªc on the main north-south streets on Manhattan. In

Pittsburgh and Philadelphia during the 1870s and 1880s, ridership more than

doubled; other cities had similar patterns. This passenger increase slowed horses,

not just because of the added weight, but also because of the added time needed

to load and unload riders, and more stops and starts increased lameness. The in-

crease in ridership required more, larger, and healthier living machines as well

more commodious and lighter rolling stock.15

Ridership even outpaced population growth, since cities were growing at their

outskirts, requiring longer commutes. Suburban living in the new detached, bal-

loon-frame homes was becoming the American dream. The new suburbanites

depended on transit to reach their homes, and they often defined housing taste

in moral terms—suburbs were healthier, safer, and environmentally purer than

congested downtowns. Municipal governments reflected the desire for suburbs

by pursuing a wide variety of pro-growth policies in taxation, in annexation, and

in the provision of services to new subdivisions.16

Streetcar firms saw the living machine as limiting their growth and the devel-

opment of highly profitable new subdivisions. They actively sought alternatives

to the horse, especially steam driven, no easy task, since cities put many obsta-

cles in the way of steam power. This research and development operation led first
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to elevated railroads in New York City in the 1870s, built by entrepreneurs already

active in horsecars, but el lines required too much capital investment to provide

profitable service on any but the most heavily traveled routes. Only New York built

any lines before the coming of electric power. Steam-powered elevated trains also

blighted the streets on which they operated, so state courts e¤ectively banned

them from even Manhattan after 1883.17 Thus, they o¤ered no solution. Nobody

contemplated subways in the age of steam—there was no way to ventilate the

smoke.

The cable car was another early alternative to the living machine. It employed

a central steam engine to pull a cable in a conduit under the street, a system first

employed in San Francisco in 1872. Cars moved by hooking onto the constantly

moving cable and stopped by releasing it and braking. Cable systems polluted

only at the central power source, were quiet, and moved faster than horses, since

the cable usually moved at about ten miles per hour, but not so fast as to attract

regulation. The major drawback was cost—five times higher than the price of a

horsecar line—so the systems were deployed only in cities such as Chicago,

where ridership demands were extremely high, or Pittsburgh, where terrain was

so rugged that street railways had to use small cars or extra teams of horses on

hills.18 In most situations, the living machine trumped these competitors.

Electric trolleys, which received their power through an overhead wire and re-

turned it through the rails, provided the revolutionary system that finally made

the living machine obsolescent as a streetcar power source. After many attempts

by inventors, the engineer Frank Julian Sprague installed the first technically suc-

cessful electric streetcar in Richmond in 1887. A year later, Henry Whitney, a

Boston land speculator, and Charles Francis Adams Jr., scion of the famous

Adams family, proved its commercial viability by building a trolley line to connect

their massive suburban landholdings in Brookline with downtown Boston. Re-

ports on the windfall profits that Whitney made on his property—he announced

in 1891 that the value of Brookline real estate had increased by 20 million dollars

over the previous five years—led to the rapid adoption of trolleys in other cities.

Early trolley cars traveled at roughly double the speed of their living predecessors,

quadrupling the land available for settlement within a half hour of downtown.19

Real estate interests thus became the strongest proponents of mechanization.

Inventors had little trouble finding investors for even the most hare-brained

mechanization schemes, and the industry reported carefully on each trial at-

tempt. The trolley system spread from city to city with incredible speed. Most big-

city horsecar firms had begun conversion within two years after the Boston in-

stallation. In 1890, mechanized street railways, primarily the infant electric
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trolleys but also cable cars, elevated lines, and some light steamers, were already

hauling about 20 percent of the urban passenger load. By 1893 almost all big-city

traction firms had phased out their horses, and by 1902 97 percent of the nation’s

streetcar trackage was electrified. In 1902 only 8,902 horses remained on street-

car lines, and they pulled only 6 percent of the riders that horses had carried

twelve years earlier. Of the 817 streetcar companies in 1902, 747 used electric

power (wholly or in part) and 67 used horse power. Almost half the horse-pow-

ered traªc was on one New York line, which evidently lacked the political strength

to get the conversion to electricity approved. Most of the remaining horses worked

on small lines with fewer than ten animals located in southern or western towns.

Clearly, as an article in Munsey’s Magazine in 1913 observed, the “horse has be-

come unprofitable. He is too costly to buy and too costly to keep.”20

More remarkably, city governments put almost no obstacles in the way of com-

panies seeking to convert, despite the possible dangers of electric power and high

speeds. In several cities urbanites complained about the visual pollution of over-

head wires, but most were in a rush to get horses o¤ their streets.21 The danger

of a relatively fast mode of transit on city streets appeared less than in the past.

Street railways confined their first electric operations to commercial streets that

already had heavy traªc. The speed of the early trolley cars, while faster than

horsecars, seemed safely low (before the late 1890s, rarely more than twelve miles

an hour), so they appeared a safe mechanical alternate to the horsecar.22

The rapidity of this almost complete capital-intensive switchover from horse

power to electric power—roughly ten years (1888–1902)—is startling, especially

given the slow pace at which stationary engines had converted. Horsecars seemed

too old-fashioned for cities that prided themselves on their modernity. Once the

owners of street railways saw the possibilities of a low-cost form of mechanical

power that was acceptable to the public, they switched immediately. If local firms

did not convert, public pressure, in the form of grants to electrified competitors,

forced them to do so rapidly. Trolleys allowed increases in route lengths, creating

windfall real estate gains for corporate insiders. Owners, riders, the public, and

regulators were all anxious to get rid of the horse, not only because of its limita-

tions as a machine but also because the externalities it produced—manure, “ty-

phoid flies,” and dead horses—had become intolerable in the modern city.23

Other horse-pulled vehicles in the city, notably the omnibus and the cab, su¤ered

a similar fate.24
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The Slow Decline and Long Persistence 
in Commercial Uses of the Horse

Horse-drawn freight in the city fell into several categories, some of which have

been described earlier. Horses did a lot of short-distance hauling around docks

and in factory and warehouse districts. They also distributed products such as

beer, baked goods, ice, hardware, and coal to local merchants using large, five-ton

wagons. Merchants, in turn, often delivered their goods to customers using one-

horse wagons. As department stores grew, they developed extensive delivery ser-

vices based on large stables of horses, and such deliveries might be made at a con-

siderable distance from the store. Express companies, such as American Express

and Wells Fargo, provided extensive delivery services and had large fleets of

horses and vans. And retail businesses delivered such goods as milk and baked

products directly to customers along scheduled routes.

Technical refinements in wagons and horses could not keep up with growing

intracity freight demand and increased traªc. By the mid-1890s, cargo rates in

big cities were increasing more rapidly than intercity costs, as the eªciency of

long-distance steam railway operations greatly improved. As with horsecars ten

years earlier, it looked as if horse-pulled freight had reached maximum e¤ective-

ness, at least for heavy loads. In Chicago, for instance, during the first decade of

the twentieth century, tremendous congestion developed in the Central Business

District (the Loop) because of the increased amount of goods transport, which ab-

sorbed more of the Loop’s street space than any other use. Between 1891 and

1905, the number of teams in Chicago had tripled, and confrontations between

teamsters and trolleys, which composed almost half of the Loop’s traªc in 1906,

were frequent.25

Here, too, there was much trial and error, with many failed experiments as part

of a very long transition. One sign that the horse was reaching its limit in the

1890s was the huge size of some horse-drawn vehicles. More than a fifth of ur-

ban wagons weighed over three tons, and heavier weights required long, hard-to-

manage multiple-horse teams. By the 1890s, wagon makers were making steel

garbage trucks, tank trucks, and even tree transplanters, capable of carrying up

to fourteen tons. All imposed an enormous strain on the living machines that

pulled them.26

All firms that utilized horses for freight and delivery purposes had to organize

their services around “horse pace”—a bundle of practices adapted to horse capa-

bilities. One of these practices was based upon the reality that horses became fa-
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tigued and needed rest stops. Much of this rest was taken during the time when

various business practices occurred, such as inspection by customers of pur-

chased goods, even including the trying on of clothing, or socializing with and

sharing a beer with freight recipients.

These customs had evolved over time, perhaps to meet both horse needs for

rest and social needs of drivers. Whatever the cause, the eªciency of horse de-

livery was often compromised by time spent standing. One study, for instance,

showed that, of one hundred “truck hours” for New York horse-drawn cartage de-

liveries, 29.2 hours were spent in “unproductive work” such as waiting and traªc

congestion.27

The development of both electric- and gasoline-powered trucks in the 1890s

and the early twentieth century seemed to promise the demise of the commercial

use of the horse. In the middle 1890s, the New York Times editorially heralded

“The Passing of the Horse,” and the Expressmen’s Monthly trumpeted, “The day of

the horse is doomed.”28 Electric and gasoline trucks had di¤erent capabilities,

and each operated best in di¤erent spheres. The advocates of electric vehicles

early targeted the local trucking market, long dominated by the living machine,

as a niche opportunity. If retail stores or distributors of products like ice, milk,

and baked goods wanted to maintain the shape of their horse-based distribution

systems, the electric vehicle seemed to make sense. The electric vehicle had sim-

ilarities to the operating characteristics of the horse but also had advantages in

terms of the distances it could travel, especially without the physical requirement

for rest periods and its ability to operate in bad weather. Of course, its battery

would still require charging.29

In contrast, the sphere occupied by the gasoline-powered truck di¤ered from

that of either the horse or the electric vehicle. The most important di¤erence was

the suitability of the gasoline truck to long-distance service at a cheaper cost. The

gasoline truck could theoretically cover twenty times the area served by a horse

team, while the electric truck multiplied the area by a factor of only 3.5. To achieve

this increase, however, especially on the part of the gasoline truck, required that

the whole service and delivery organization of a firm be reorganized away from

“horse-pace” principles. Firms that took this step often reorganized completely

on eªciency-based principles. Before these eªciencies could be realized, how-

ever, street and road surfaces needed to be upgraded, since intercity and subur-

ban roads were in notoriously bad condition and inner-city cobblestone surfaces

that well-suited horses’ hooves created serious problems of vibration and main-

tenance for both electrics and gasoline trucks.30

Increasingly in this period of transition from horse-drawn commercial and
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freight deliveries to the use of electric or gasoline trucks, patterns developed. In

1912 the Electric Vehicle Association funded a study by a Massachusetts Institute

of Technology professor who examined the delivery patterns of 107 firms. This

study found that, in terms of costs per mile, the horse was less costly for distances

up to two miles, electric vehicles were cheapest up to a distance of forty-five miles,

and gasoline-powered trucks were cheapest transporting goods for distances over

forty-five miles. Full appreciation of their capabilities did not occur until the fed-

eral government contracted for the development of the heavy-duty chassis Liberty

Truck in 1917 for wartime use.31 The predictions that motor trucks would drive

out the urban horse took a long time for fulfillment, confirming the continued

importance of the living machine in the short-haul urban market.

In 1919 an unknown sponsor commissioned a report on “the economic status

of the horse” by the Green, Fulton, Cunningham Company, an advertising and

consulting firm, which came to similar conclusions. The firm conducted a wide

range of interviews throughout the country, trying to determine the future of the

horse in the American economy. In regard to urban uses, the survey agreed with

the conclusion that the horse made economic sense for short-haul work in the

city, but its use for long hauls was “out of the question” because of the truck’s

speed advantage. The horse, however, possessed a particular advantage for hauls

from railroad terminals to downtown “business houses” because of the waits that

were often encountered—that is, horses were far less costly “at idle” than were

motor trucks, whether electric or gasoline. Other advantages of the horse pointed

out by the report included its ability to maneuver in city alleys inaccessible for

most motor trucks, the fact that it benefited from cobblestone streets, whereas

the motor truck found these surfaces damaging, and its tolerance for route de-

liveries that involved considerable stopping and starting.32

Companies that delivered goods to regular customers whose residences or

stores were spread along routes also often found it advantageous to continue to

use horses. These included bakeries, coal companies, ice companies, and dairy

firms. A number of them actually experimented with motor trucks but found that

the living machine could service their customers just as eªciently and at a

cheaper cost. Speed, for instance, did not vary much if there was a need to cover

a stop-and-start route, but the costs of operation were considerably lower. In ad-

dition, the constant starting and stopping involved in route delivery put a large

strain on truck motors and transmissions and resulted in high depreciation costs.

Finally, horses often developed a knowledge of their routes as good as that of their

drivers. A well-trained horse that knew a milkman’s or baker’s route would go

from one customer’s house to the next unprompted, freeing the driver to carry
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the product from the street to the front steps. Living machines were smarter than

mechanical motors, so milkmen did not need human helpers, since the intellec-

tual labor of the horse substituted for the intellectual labor of a human.33

Thus, while the use of the horse to haul heavy freight and deliver goods in the

downtown had largely disappeared from the American city by 1930, living ma-

chines could still be found performing other commercial and delivery func-

tions.34 It would be not until well after World War II that horses would be removed

from city streets in terms of light delivery functions, and even then isolated cases

of their use continued.35

Leisure and the Decline of the Horse

As was true in goods hauling, the pace of displacement of the horse in the field

of leisure was variable. The urban horse had allowed the aºuent to show their

wealth but, as internal combustion and electric cars became commonplace after

1900, the very wealthy switched to the new adventure machines in much the

same way that they had periodically switched carriage styles. Central Park, the pre-

mier display ground for carriages, allowed cars in 1899, a sure sign of acceptance

by the wealthy. In 1905 John Jacob Astor, the leader of Manhattan high society

and onetime owner of a string of trotting horses, told the press: “A stable of cars

is coming to be recognized as the proper thing for a man of wealth.” Before Henry

Ford began producing the Model T, cars o¤ered little, if any, advantage in price

or reliability over carriages. Elite owners invariably had a chau¤eur and perhaps

a mechanic, as they once had employed a driver and groom for their carriages and

wagons. Thus, the car became the newest way to claim status and wealth, as well

as an adventure machine that permitted touring in the countryside. As late as

1914 New York and Boston still maintained speedways for private carriages, but

by 1920 the automobile had almost totally supplanted the private carriage in the

city, and carriage manufacturers and harness supply houses and dealers were rue-

fully opining that the carriage horse had become a “thing of the past.”36

On the other hand, oªcials involved in horse shows, riding academies, and

horse racing reported that the interest of equestrians in high-grade horses, espe-

cially riding and saddle horses, was “increasing rather than decreasing.” Percep-

tively, the writers of the report noted that, although the age was becoming more

mechanical, the interest in the horse as a fine animal was increasing because “a

wonderful horse holds the human interest much more than any mechanical ex-

hibit could hope to do.” In short, as the horse was becoming less important as a
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living machine, used for hauling streetcars and freight, its essence as a magnifi-

cent animal was being appreciated more.37

The displacement of the horse as a living machine occurred very quickly in

some applications but quite slowly in others. The shift from the horsecar to the

trolley was probably most rapid, and the persistence of horses in route deliveries

was probably the slowest. The horse, however, has retained aspects of its role as

a leisure item and also as a sign of social status, although it is also used for polic-

ing activities in some cities. It has become mostly a companion animal, even a

domestic pet. One can still rent horses to ride on urban bridle paths, although

usually at fairly high rates, or take a carriage ride in many cities.38 Only the

wealthy can a¤ord the exurban polo field or thoroughbred ownership. High so-

ciety still attends the horse show. The racetrack, although in decline, still attracts

large numbers of bettors. And police still ride geldings in a few cities like New

York, where they are perceived as e¤ective in crowd control.39 The hard-working

living machine, once essential for human prosperity in cities, remains, although

no longer essential.
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e p i l o g u e

The Horse, the Car, and the City

In the preface we noted the 1881 New York Times editorial about the indispensabil-

ity of the horse in the shaping of the nineteenth-century city.1 Neither the emerg-

ing central business district, nor the first streetcar suburbs, nor such outlying recre-

ational sites as Central Park would have been possible without the living machine.

Horses also provided almost all freight movement within cities, and they made vi-

tal contributions as power sources (horse powers) for motors in manufacturing es-

tablishments. Much of the built environment, including stables, of course, but also

streets, residences, and warehouses, was built around the horse’s needs. Many of

these elements, if not most, are still in place. Horses also served as markers of sta-

tus for elites, as well as basic sources of livelihood for many others.

The living machine was a technology valued mostly for power production, es-

pecially in transportation. It was modified to produce more power, mostly by bet-

ter breeding and feeding, but also by such accoutrements as improved harness,

road surfaces, and vehicles.2 The needs of the urban horse market also revolu-

tionized American agriculture through the demand for better horse production

and the less costly provision and transportation of feed. The living elements of

this technology caused problems for contemporaries, but they found ways to turn

such issues as manure and mortality into profitable recycling opportunities. Ur-

banites often found cruelty emotionally troubling and worked hard to reduce it.

They also supported the creation of a new profession, veterinary medicine, seek-

ing both to increase the durability of their machines and to treat their living com-

panions more kindly.

As a species, horses could not have survived without human intervention. Hu-

mans could not have created the wealth-generating (and, for that matter, leisure)

opportunities that came with large cities without horses. As the perceptive 1881

New York Times editorial observed, “Deprived of their human servitors, the horses

would quickly perish; deprived of their equine servitors, the human population

in cities . . . would soon be in straits of distress.”



There was a cultural component in the switch to automobiles. The urban

horse, rarely a symbol of modernity, at least symbolized human progress and the

taming of nature. The automobile, however, as it evolved, came to symbolize

modernity, while the horse came in many ways to connote traditional rural life.

Increasing awareness of accidents and disease highlighted the fears that city

dwellers often held of animals in their midst. At the same time, paradoxically,

other urbanites were sentimentalizing the horse, just as they held nostalgia for

rural life in general. We measure engine performance by horsepower and truck

drivers still call themselves teamsters, both links to an equine past. Modern

cityscapes contain a huge variety of animal sculptures for a variety of purposes.3

The horse remains the subject of morality plays, most recently in the film Seabis-

cuit. Urban sports fans go to arenas to watch Mustangs, Stallions, Mavericks, and

Stampeders. Cars display horse-shaped ornaments. In the last ten years, more

than forty juvenile books about horses, mostly parables, had a wide enough rep-

utation to be acquired by more than six hundred libraries, including another new

edition of Black Beauty, which still remains on many reading lists for students at

junior high schools.4

The reality is, however, that, for all of the horse’s critical role as a flexible and

evolving technology in the nineteenth-century city, it could not accommodate the

requirements of the modern city. Some of the factors involved here are huge in-

creases in freight and passenger traªc and city size and resulting demands for

more speed, capacity, and endurance. No amount of breeding or nutritional im-

provement could alter the fact that the horse was still an animal with limits as a

living machine operating in a rapidly growing built environment.

As the horse shaped the nineteenth-century city, so motor vehicles created the

twentieth-century city. We can only briefly sketch the implications of machine-

powered transportation here, although we have done so in more detail else-

where.5 Early expectations for motor vehicles were framed by experience with the

horse. Trolleys would run on tracks, like horsecars, automobiles would displace

private carriages, mostly serving as status symbols, and trucks would haul goods

to and from intercity terminals or carry consumer goods to neighborhoods. All

of this happened, but the motor vehicle was still no horse. The car is used far more

intensely. For example, in Manhattan, there are six residents for every registered

motor vehicle, while at the peak of horse use there was one animal for every

twenty-seven people. In other words, motors are used four and a half times as

much as horses were.6

Modern cities could have grown to their current size without motors. The Meso-

American city of Tenochtitlán grew to a population of 400,000 without the aid
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of machines or the labor of any animals except humans. With few animals other

than humans doing the city’s hard labor, Baghdad had a population of more than

one million in 775, as did Beijing in 1800 and London in 1825. All, however, had

extremely high densities.7

Hopes were high that cars would relieve traªc jams because of their greater

speed and shorter length.8 The volume of traªc and the appropriation of streets

for parking, however, eliminated that prospect. Contemporaries also valued the

possibility that motorization might encourage sprawl, then viewed as a desirable

social goal, much as adoption of the horse had triggered a major wave of subur-

banization.9 Electric trolleys, it was hoped, would allow more home ownership

and socially homogeneous suburbs, both desirable policy goals—indeed, “moral

imperatives.”10 Motor vehicles, however, far exceeded these expectations. Resi-

dential deconcentration and segregation did take place but on an unimagined

scale. The motor truck allowed industrial relocation to the suburbs. Oªce parks

on suburban highways, a post-1945 invention, became the centers of the urban

economy. Suburban movie megaplexes and stadia—tellingly, there is a Toyota

Field but no longer a Polo Grounds—dominate metropolitan entertainment ven-

ues. The motor car, however, also brought downtown’s troubles to the suburbs.

Problems of traªc congestion have followed radial highways and beltways to the

suburbs.

The new (if we can use this adjective for something a century old) trans-

portation mode has its own problems of risk and pollution. While the car may

be safer, per vehicle, than the horse, the huge increases in traªc volume,

mileage, and speed have increased mortality significantly. To the contemporary

eye and nose, nineteenth-century equine pollution seems disgusting and un-

healthy. It was, however, mitigated by a reasonably eªcient recycling system.

Modern air pollution has no such mitigation and is probably far deadlier than

its predecessor. Manure is biodegradable; automotive emissions are not. Auto-

motive air pollution requires large volumes of traªc—it was not even docu-

mented until Dr. Arie Haagen-Smit discovered the nature and causes of photo-

chemical smog in 1952, hence it did not surface as a major complaint in the early

twentieth century after the development of more eªcient combustion and emis-

sion systems. Moreover, horses burned replenishable biomass fuels, while oil

reserves are finite.

Other cultural issues grow out of the conversion. Cars, even cheap ones, are

major status items for their owners today, an attitude similar to that of elite car-

riage owners. Automotive transportation o¤ers privacy, a trait especially valued

by women who do not like the leering and groping all too common on city streets
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or public transportation. Cars can carry packages and bags too heavy for pedes-

trians or transit riders.

Some things have been lost. The constant presence of living, breathing, defe-

cating, and sometimes dying animals was a constant reminder of nature, even in

cities, the most artificial of environments.
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Epilogue

1. New York Times, July 24, 1881.

2. We have argued elsewhere that the horse was a technology that grew increasingly

ineªcient as the modern, networked city grew around it. In this sense, the horse became

what historian of technology Thomas Parke Hughes calls a reverse salient, or a lagging el-
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burgh, 1850–1934 (Chicago: Public Works Historical Society, 1978); Clay McShane, Down

the Asphalt Path: American Cities and the Automobile (New York: Columbia University Press,

1994). Rudi Volti, Cars and Culture: The Life Story of a Technology (Baltimore: Johns Hop-

kins University Press, 2006), is the best recent survey of automobile history.

6. Thirteenth Census of the United States, Taken in the Year 1910, vol. 3, Population (Wash-

ington, D.C.: Government Printing Oªce, 1915), 201; Twelfth Census of the United States,

Taken in the Year 1900, vol. 5, Part 1, Agriculture (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing

Oªce, 1902), 513; New York State Department of Motor Vehicles, Statistics (www.nydmv

.state.ny.us/statistics/regin5, visited July 30, 2006). Technically, these are figures for New
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we suspect, the latter, daytime populations were much higher. By way of contrast, the

United States as a whole had almost as many motor vehicles as people in 2000, and Los

Angeles had 1.3 persons per motor vehicle.

7. Tertius Chandler, Four Thousand Years of Urban Growth, a Historical Census (Lewis-

ton, N.Y.: St. David’s University Press, 1987).

8. “Some Advantages of the Automobile,” Horseless Age 10 (Oct. 8, 1902): 377.

9. Sprawl is a loaded word. For a lengthy discussion of its origins, usage, and connota-

tion, see the postings on the electronic discussion group H-Urban, best accessed by going

to its home page at www.h-net.org/urban/ and entering the word “sprawl” in the search

function. See Owen D. Gutfreund, Twentieth-Century Sprawl: Highways and the Reshaping

of the American Landscape (New York: Oxford University Press, 2004), and Robert Brueg-

man, Sprawl: A Compact History (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2005).

10. Joel A. Tarr, “From City to Suburb: The ‘Moral’ Implications of Transportation Tech-

nology,” in Tarr, The Search for the Ultimate Sink: Urban Pollution in Historical Perspective

(Akron, Ohio: University of Akron Press, 1996), 309–22.
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